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FOREWORD 

• The Sketches published in this 
Volume were written from time for the 
periodical press and do not pretend to 
be in any sense an exhaus~ive study of all 
sides of the persons with whom they deal. 
This insufficiency will be specially noticed 
in the Sketches of the two most eminent 
of the leaders .of Indian thought treated 
here namely, Mr. Tilak and Sir Rabindra 
Nath. Both the Sketches were written at 
the .call of particular occasions, and do 
not, therefore, present their subjects, in 
all their aspects. To remove this defect, 
I would have to entirely rewrite these 
Sketches, which was ndt feasible and 
would not fit in with the limited scope of 
the present Volume. '· 

The right of publishing and selling 
this book is vested in ·Messrs. S. R. 
Murthy and Co., of Madras (S. E.) to end 
of 1923, after which it reverts to m~ or 
my heirs. 

I 

Bhowa11ipore, Calcutta,~ BEPIN CH pAL 
November 1918. S ." 
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_ SIR RABINDRA NATH TAGORE 

There is ample reason for congratu
lation in the award of this* year's Nobel 
Prize for Literature to Babu Rabindra 
Nath Tagore. Rabiru:lra Nath is unques
tipnably the greatest among living men 
of letters.. in Bengal. He is perhaps the 
greatest in all India. Competent critics 
·of his poems, who are equally conversant 
with contemporary literature in Europe 
and America, do not hesitate to assign 
him a high place ap:10ng the very highest 
of contemporary poets in the modern· 
'world. Those who have so far received 
this Nobel Prize have no reason, there
fore, to be ashamed of Rabindra Nath's 
company, though Rabindra N,ath's people 
may justly think that he has every reason 
not to feel exactly flattered by being 
.classed with one or . two of these. Per
sonally this Nobel Prize can confer, I 
think, no 'real honour on Rabindra Nath. 
Intrinsically, this recognition is of little 
value indeed, ·either to t.he poet himself 
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INDIAN NA 'tiONALISM 

or to his people, because it is not based 
upon a thorough acquaintance with his. 
works, and is no testimony really, there
fore, to his. superior worth. ·Impersonally, 
however, it is of very great significance. 
This is the first time that a noa-European 
lite~ature has received such frank recog
nition from a body ·of distinguisht;d 
European men of letters. It shows. that 
the old and stupid barriers of ignorance 
and conceit have commence'd to fall down 
eve'n in Europe. To the non-Bengalee' 
peoples of India itself, this European 
recognition will. prove the wonderful 
advance that the Bengalee language and 
literature. have made in less than a cen
tury and a half. As a people's ,literature 
is the surest sign and covenant· 'of their 
culture, this appreciation of lhe work of 
the Bengalee poet, Rabindra ~ath, by' a 
body of men whose claims to represent the 
high-water mark of modern European 
culture will not be questioned, must esta
blish the claims of the Bengalee people to 
a '"Very superior culture and civilisation, 
even in the eye of modern Empire. This 
will be· bound t!) indirectly d.ise the cul
ture and civilisation of India as a whole, 
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SIR RABINDRA NATH TAGORE 

in the regard and esteem of the modern 
man.· It will gradually help the growth 
of a true moral and intellectual entente 
between India and Europe, without which 
the present conflict of civilisation between 
the East and the West will never be 
satisfactorily solved. AU these are mat
ters of no small moment eithet to Indian 
Nationalism or to Universal' Humanity· 
This Nationalism means, in its truest and 
·sanest sense, the inviolable right of the 
composite Indian people, to fully and 
freely live its own special life in its own 
way, following its own peculiar genius, 
and·developing its specific culture to its 
highest perfection, and thus to contribute 
what is highest. and best in it, to the 
general stock of human knowledge and 
human culture. To establish this claim 
before the bar of modern humanity Indian 
Nationalism must prove that it has valu
able elements in its special iife and cul
ture, which, it would be to the profit of 
the rest of the world, to know, to study, 
and to assimilate. In otht>r words, lndfan 
Nationalism must prove, before· it .can 
command the. ear of the modern world, 
that it has a message for them. Babu . . 
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INDIAN NATIONALISM 

Rabindra N ath has done this, to some 
extent, during his recent visit to Europe, 
on' behalf of his country and his culture. 
That he has a message for his. times, has 
been frankly acknowledged by many an 
English man of letters · an9. leader of 
thought. And it has been proclaimed to 
all the world by the Academy of Litera
ture of Stolkholm, ·who made the Nobel 
award. All these are, undoubtedly, very 
legitimate gro~nds for. congratulation. 

In our present mental and moral state, 
there is, howeve:r, very' considerable risk'S 
of creating false and fanciful vahiesl by· 
these self-congratulations, whether they 
are personal a.nd direct or impersonal and 
vicarious. Nor can it be dei)ied that the 
jubilation over the award of the Nobel 
Prize to Babu Rabindra 'Nath, has dis
tinctly developed this unhealthy tendency 
in many quarters. People have not cared 
to critically discriminate between the 
intrinsic and the extraneous value of this 
award. The congratulations to the poet 
by' ~any of his people, have been marked 
by an utter absence of right perspective, 
and a lamentable lack of national dignity. 
Every school .of Bengalee thought and 
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SIR RABINDRA NATH TAGORE 

every section, almost, of the educated 
Bengalee community, had united in ren
d~ripg public homage to Rabindra Nath, 
as the undoubted sovereign ,head of the 
Bengalee literary WOJild, upon the com..: 
pletion 'of his fiftieth year, in xgu. 
Rabindra Nath has given us nothing new 
since then. The Nobel Prize has, there
fore, no intrinsic value to Rabindra Nath's 
own people, as a certificate of his work 
and worth. Yet the way that this Prize 
has been appraised in some quarters, 
clearly lends itself to the interpretation, 
that it is a fresh sign and covenant of 
Rablndra Nath's greatness.· 'Phose who, 
by their foolish conduct ~nd conversa~'ion, 
have been lending their support to this 
false estimate and interpretation of the 
Nobel award, have been simultaneously 
wounding our national self-respect and 
offering a positive insult to the poet him
self. There was, no doubt, a time quite· 
within living memory, when the hall-mark 
of European approbation determined 
very largely the market value of IndiiJ.n 
achievements. Ew·ope was. then our. 
highest standard of measurement .. W~ 
liked then to think of our own great men 
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in the te.~;ms of European , greatness. 
Kalidas was, in those days, spoken of as 
the Sh~kespeare of India. Bankim Chan~ 
dra, our greatest novelist, was the Sir 
Walte.r- Scott of Bengal. Rabindra Nath 
did not escape the , honour,·, and was 
lovingly called the Bengalee Shelly. 
But the new national awakening of the 
last fe'w years had commenced to com-, 
pletely repudiate all these false and fanci
ful values. And no one had repudiated 
these with greater authority or effect 
than Rabindra Nath himself. He has 
been· the first. and the greatest leader of 
our ~ntelle-ctual and moral revolt against 
this'soul-killing domination of European 
thoughts and ideals'. It was Rabindra. 
Nath, who, like Moses among ;the Israe
lites, first led his people out of their in
tellectual ·and 'moral bondage to Europe. 
And like Moses,· Rabindra Nath must be 
very sorely troubled in spirit to find them 
repeatedly hankering still after the -flesh
pots of their old serfdom. And that Ra
bindra is ·still his own and proper self, 
and has taken an absolutely correct mea
sure of this Nobel award. is completely 
proved, it seems, to me, by the very can-
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SIR RABINDRA NATH TAGORE 

' did; though somewhat inhospitable, reply 
that he made to the wild address of con
'gratulation presented to him by the Bole
pur Deputation. 

Short as that reply was, and absolute
ly devoid of all literary embellishments, it 
was, to my mind, the .best that we have 
had from Rabind:ra Nath for many a day 
past. Here it was not the poet flirting 
with soft and elusive ·ideas and catching 
.them in fine and. rapturous phrases, re
sponding to their many moods with his 
many poses, who stood 'out in this address, 
but only the nakeq man and the indig
nant prophet, writhing in the aaguish of 
his. soul at the sight of the. idolatry of his 

' beloved people, who came and stood in 
all his native majesty before us, I remem
ber to have seen the same man and the 
prophet in Rabindra Nath only once 
before, in his unregenerate days, when 
he stood in the flail of the late . Babu 
Pashupati Nath Bose's house, at Bag
hazar. It was the same Rabindra Nath 
who appears to have stood at Boleppr, 
pouring his soul out: in righteous anger, 
before the assembled deputation. And 
.the message that he delivered to his 
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INDIAN NATIONALISM 
• people, though clothed in a different 

language, and pitched in different tunes,· 
was really the same. It was :-"Know 
yourself, honour yourself and help your-
self, unmindful of both the-smiles and the 
frowns of an unillumined and sympathetic
world." Sympathy he had, and adula-
tion too, in abundance, during his recent 
sojourn jn England and America. No
Indian has been more appreciated in those 
foreign lands. He facilitated them by his. 
presence, hypnotised them by his person-
ality, soothed them by the vague frag~
rance of his poesY., half sensuous and half' 
supen;ensuous, which-appealed, therefore,~ 
with irresi!;!ti_ble power t,.o people who,. 
having almost a surfeit of the most refiri-, 
ed sense-enjoynients, still found their 
hearts hungry and their spirits starved, 
Men gave- him their prays, and women 
their adoration. But he knew the worth• 
of it all. Rabindrariath knows the value 
of ignorant adulation as much as that of· 
ignorant neglect or contempt. The latter· 
did not hurt him before and the former· 
could not intoxicate him now. The way 
that some of his ·people took this Euro
pean honour of their own poet, must have . . , 
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SIR RABINDRA NATH TAGORF. 

at first surprised Rabindra Nath, and thell" 
caused him great pain. It proved the
failure of his highest and best mission 
among his own people. It was evidently
with this pain gna'Ying at his heart that 
he came to receive the address· of the
Bolepur Deputation. 

That address was couched indeed, in 
such terms, that it could not possibly fail 
to wound the inherently refined suscepti
bilities of Rabindra Nath, who is perhaps 
the most fine-fibred of our representative
men. One of Nature's own aristocrats, .. 
Rabindra N ath can never stand the bois-
terous vulgarity of mob-admiration •. 
Every thing that is loud treads upon his
nerves. He once made a most determin
ed attack on "Exaggerations.": The ex-· 
aggerations of this address was therefore 
bound to irritate his feelings. True genius. 
always knows what it· can and what it 
cannot do. It is fully conscious of both 
its superior strength .and its inevitable 
weaknesses. Genius is, therefore, at once 
extremely audacious and extremely humo~. 
hie: Rabindra 'Nath as a man of very 
superior genius is as fully .conscious of 
his powers as of his limitations. He could 
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not bear to be told, therefore, even in a 
congratulatory address that his poetic 
productions had run the whole gamut of 

.. , Universa.l Human emotions"; and that 
he had reproduced in his divine. lyre ·or 
the endless melodies of the' choir invisi
ble.' Rabindra Nath is not only a great 
poet but also a past master of prose style, 
-superior to most, and inferior to no 
Bengalee writer whether living or dead. 
And the very style of this:address, wi~h 
its loud and barbarous array of rythmless 
·sound, must have offended his keeru 
l~terary sense, however much it' e·ssayed 
to please him by its fulsome adulation. 
And the cU:m!llative effect of all.' this irri
tation due .to-: a. combination of many 
causes, "i came out in the ill--concealed 
bitterness of his short reply. No man of 
Rabindra Nath's position and sensibili
ties could. have· been· less bitter under 
similar drcumstances .. Yet bitter as it 
undoubtedly was, the rebuke of his reply 
was neither undeserved nor undignified. 
He . plainly told the deputation of the 
evident" unreality of.'the · demonstration 
they -had got up in his honour. He knew 
that only a small percentage of those who 
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formed that motley assembly· had cared 
to read his works or had studied to under
stand his message. He ·must have seen 
before him others who had hitherto re
fused to give him their literary allegiance. 
And he asked them bluntly:-" What 
brings you gentlemen, here to-day? you, 
whom I had failed to please so long, 'what 
have I done, pray~ now to please you ·so 
mightily? It is my worth, but the recog
nition of the foreigner, that has evident• 
ly worked· up this sudden · outburst of 
appreciation. I thank you for your gene
rosity; but excuse me please, if 1 refuse 
to get. drunk with you over • this gilded 
-cup of foreign wine." And i Rabindra 
Nath would not have been what he .:is if 
he had failed to administer this salutary 
rebuke to those who evidently looked· up 
still to European appraisers· for, the 
·determination of the intellectual : oo 
moral values of their rational efforts and 
achievements. · ' 

But what must have pained arid 
-offended Rabindra Nath most deeply,•in 
this ·address of. congratulation,, .was, I 
think, its complete insensibility· to what 
he had done in Europe. The address 
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talked of his lofty genius, and his unique 
poetic achioevements, as if these had any 
vital reference to the Nobel Prize. He 
wanted no new recognition of these at 
least from his own people. Any com
mendation of these by those who made 
the Nobel award, was worthless, for it 
could not have been possibly based upon 
any direct and competent knowledge of 
his works. The address· referred to· his 
deep mysticism, in th~ curious word; 
TIHYANARASIK,especially invented by the 
writer for the occasion ;-but even if he
can at all claim the distinction, 'that too' 
was very poor praise for one who .re
presents Hingu culture. Every. howling: 
dervish in India. and every roving· reli:... 
gious mendicant .would be .counted as a 
"mystic in Europe. · Aad even if . Rabin
dra Nath be a true mystic, a ·.European 
certificate of his mysticism would·hardlr 
be worth citing in India. The Nobel 
Prize is significant only as a recognition 
of the success of Rabindra Nath's mission 
and the worth of his messag~, to Europe_ 
Rabindra Nath WO)lld have been pleased 
to have some recognition of these from 
his own people also. This is, . however,. 
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SIR RABINDRA NATH TAGORE 

what he has not as y.et found anywhere 
in all these public congratulations, upon 
his selection for this year's Nobel Prize 
for litera tilre. · · 

Indeed, there are very special reasons 
why Rabindra Nath would very naturally 
desire some such recognition from his 
own people. It is notorious that they did. 
not quite like his idea of going out of the 
country for: an indefinite sojourn among 
foreigners, when his ·inspiration and co
operation were specially needed by them 
in so many directions. New fields of work 
were opening out on every side under 
the impulse of the new spirit' of nation.o 
alism in the country. The rejuvenescent 
life and energy of this ancient people 
were seeking fresh outlets in every de
partment of their public activities. Practi-: 
cally denied free movement in politics, 
by the restrictive laws and regulations of 
the Minto regime, the new National fer
ment bas commenced to organise itself in 
various movements of social advance and 
consolidation, and, more particularly, in 
new literary and educational efforts. 
Rabindra Nath's presence and guidance 
were especially needed for the due organi-
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sation and direction of these efforts to
wards their legitimate fulfilment. There 
was no.· one else in ·the country who
could take his place in the .leadership 
in these activities.- For good rriany years 
past Rabindra Nath had been not only 
the greatest poet of Bengal, ·but also
one o(' the most powerful and res
pected among ·the. leaders of her public 
life. ·It is not true to say that for a time 
he was seduced by th~•· Nationalists~ 
as some Ariglo-.Indian scribes have been 
pleased to' proclaim, to justify, as it 
were, the recognition which he has been 
I'ecently receiving from high officials both 
in London and Simla; :But he .was really 
one-of the creators of this new Nationa.: 
!ism itself. Before the birth of this 
nationil.list movement in Bengal, Rabindra_ 
N ath 'was -the poet .of the English educat
ed Bengalee only. By his· contributions 
to this new nationalism, and especially 
through his new national-songs, Rabindra 
Nath at once became the poet and the pet 
of'all Bengal;. and his songs spread far and 
wide into 1the obscure corners of the pro• 
vince, :anrl 'were sung by women .-in their 
zenana and- rl!cited by naked .cow-boys. 
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under the shade of banyan or kadamba 
trees on the village common. The Nation-" 
alists did not lead Rabiadra Nath astray,. 
but it was Rabindra Nath who gave many 
of them their idea and inspiration of this 
new Nationalism. He is one of the chief, if 
not the chief, makers of this nationalism. 
The fact need not be denied now to save 
official appearances but should rather be 
proclaimed fro01 the house stocks to 
prove official magnanimity. But like many 
other nationalist leaders of Bengal, what 
Rabindra Nath wanted was only a moral 
protest against the domination of foreign 
jdeals and institutions, anq he never coun
celled or countenanced any physical revolt 
against constituted state authority in the 
country.· He was, at the most, like man} 
of us, .in those days, only a passive resister 
preaching practically the same gospel of 
resistance through suffering and sacrifice. 
which Mr. Gandhi has been preaching in 
South Africa. But the moment he saw 
that his ideal was being. misunderstood, 
and the inspiration of his patriolism was 
being prostituted to revolutionary ·ends, 
Rabindra Nath, like many others, gradu
ally fell away from an agitation that he 
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.found difficult to direct, and sought as 
far as he could, to put the brake upon it 
from the outside. 

And it was here that people were 
forced to clearly realise the inherentlimi.:: 
ta'tions of the mind and character of their 
.great leader. While Rabindra Nath's 
poems had established his reputation as 
the greatest of Bengalee poets after 
Vidayapati, Chandidas;. and other crea
tors of Vaishnavic lyrics; his prose essays 
had secured a very high position for him 
as.a great origi~al thinker also.' .BY hi~ 
superb style, his illuminating imagina
tion, hi1 intuitive insight into the very 
soul of things, Rabindra Nath had always 
stood head over. shoulders above his conJ 
temporaries not· only in Bengal, but, I 
think, in all India. All these are however 
the universal qualifications of superior 
.poetic genius. They are hardly sufficient 
proof of sustained and constructive think
ing. Rabindra Nath is a very great poet, 
but not really a very sound thinker, though 
mistaken for one by people for many years. 
He is a mighty creator of ideals, but not 
really a capable builder of. ·systems. His 
soul is an exquisitely sensitive instrument 
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for catching the most subtle emotional 
impulses or spiritual inspirations 'about 
him. And 1ike all sensitive instruments, 
it is extremely liable to outer influences.· 
His environments have, therefore, always 
influenced him far more powerfully than 
what one sees usually in the cas,e of more 
masculine spirits. But like all creators, 
Rabindra Nath too, while being profound
ly influenced by his surroundings, yet 
by his very response to these, lends a 
meaning and inspiration to them which 
they never had before. It happened in the 
history of his connection with the new 
nationalist movement in Bengal. Rabin
dra Nath's nationalism was not the fruit 
of his thought, but only a lofty and over
wheiming impulse of his emotions. It was 
not speculative, in the highest sense of 
the term, based upon any broad generali
sation of social experience or political 
philosophy; but was simply intuitive, the 
creation of his supersensitive spirit, 
wounded by the cruel actualities of the 
conflicts between Indian and British in
terests in the present political, economic, 
and even social and intellectual life of his 
people. The partition of Bengal, carried 
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out in .the face of the United protests aQ.d 
supplications of the Bengalee people, 
wounded his national self-respect, and 
under the impulse of that emotion he 
came out of his comparative retirement, 
to take his place in the very forefront of 
the leaders of the anti-partition agitation. 
The idea of the Rakhi Celebrations, first 
inaugurated on the 16th of October, 1905, 
the day when the partition was formally 
effected, as a standing protest against the 
official attempt to divide the Bengalee 
race, originated with Rabindra Nath. !t 
was he who had .first preached thtt.duty o"f 
eschewing all voluntary associations with 
official ac1:ivities, and of applying ou.r
selves to the organisation of our econo~ 
mic, social, and e'ducationallife, indepen
dently of official help and control. Though 
the Boycott of British Goods, as a protest 
·against the partition of Bengal, originated 
with others, and was adopted by the poli
tical leaders of 'the country, in public 
meeting assembled, in the Town Hall of 
Calcutta, it was Rabindra Nath who first 
propounded an elaborate scheme for the 
practical boycott of the administration to 
the farthest limits that the laws. of the 
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land allow us to do so. Though the idea 
.of a National University did not exactly 
-originate with Rablndra, Nath, he_ was 
the first to propose a boycott of the 
examinations of the Calcutta University, 
in Igo6, and, thereby, to push the scheme 
of national education towards practical 
realisati'on. By all tl,lese things, Rabindra 
Nath, whether consciously or uncons
·ciously, had created for himself a ·unique 
position in the thoughts and activities of 
the new nationalist movement in his 
province. All these were, however, more 
or less the passing impulses of the 
sensitive-poets~ and not the considered 
.resolves· of the far-seeing statesman. 
'Rabindra Nath himself like many others 
of infinitely lower powers and lesser 
note, simply caught the soul-stirring in
spiration of this new nationalism, but 
did not grasp the fundamental, social and 
political philosophy which lay at its back. 
Indeed, while his poetic inspiration is 
divinely superb, his social philosophy has 
always been painfully crude. One recog
nised this crude social philosophy in his 
essays oh " Indian History". and ".Brah
.man," read at public meetings, in the Me-
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tropolitari Institution Hall, in the summer 
of 1902 or '3· . The same limitations mark
ed his scheme of the Swadeshi Samaj pro
pounded.before the partition of Bengal, 
though kept alive. for some time even 
after ·the anti-partition agitation had 
;;tarted.- There was neither any system
atic thinking nor even any really con
;;tructive imagination, which is the soul of 
high statesmanship, behind these crea
tions of Rabindra Nath. They were only 
fine products of his poetic fancy. Con
;;equently they ~auld not stand the test 'of 
the cruel actualities of the exceedingfy 
tense and nervous situation which follow
ed the first· outburst of this nationalist 
upheaval in Bengal. These actualiti-es 
drove· Rabindra Nath from'his old emo
tional nationalism into a new cosmopo
litanism or universalism, which was not 
the logical perfection and fulfilment of 
nationalism, but practically its denial and 
antithesis. Had Rabindra Nath a full 
grasp of the true philosophy of nation· 
alism, he would have triea to correct the 
excesses of those who were drifting swift~ 
ly from nationalism into revblutionacy 
anarchism, under the inspiration of alien 
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ideas and exainples,-'-not by practically 
repudiating the supreme truth and value 
·Of nationalism itself, but by presenting 1 
these in their true light and correct per
spective, as necessary moments and per
manent vehicles of the progressive life of 
universal humanity. Nationalism as a 
mere political cry or principle, which 
·embodies only the desire for the isolated 
independence arid self-assertion of differ
ent national units,' and inspires their 
ambition for the exploitation of, or do
mination over, other weaker nationalities, 
has little or no moral message for the 
world. But as the desire and the demand 
~f the individuality of different. nations, 
'as embqdied in their special and specific . 
culture and character, to freely and fully· 
develop itself with a view to make its 
special contributions , to the common 
life or universal humanity,-this nation
alism ill a thing of the 'highest moral 
and spiritual significance to the race. 
It is a secret, as the human perSonality 
and its right of free movement for its 
own realisation, within the limits which 
the similar right· of. ·other nationalities 
.impose upon it, is as much a divine thing, 
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ordained for the highest moral elevation 
of the i:ace, as individual human freedom 
itself. As individual freedom make for 
the advancement and uplift of human 
society, even so national autonomy makes 
for the general progress and evolution of 
universal , humanity. As every social 
organism expresses and realises its highest 
life in and through the perfection of the 
Hves of the individ;uals composing it, even 
so does this universal Humanity express 
and realise itself in and thtough the lives 
of different individual nationalities. As 
the collective lif~ and end ofeach societY. 
is not an abstraction but a reality though 
not apart from, but only in and through, 
the special and particular lives and ends 
of its individual members, even so the 
collective li.fe of this Universal Bumimity 
too is not a mere abstraction, like black
ness or goodness, for instance, which 
exists only as a' mode of our thought, and 
is found' how here in actual objective ex
petience;-but is a reality, though that 
reality is not something apart f'rom, but 
organically bound up with, the actual life 
and evolution of different nationalities, 
The universal is ·1lot something which 
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exists by destroying the particularities 
of the particulars but which rather com
pletes and fulfils tl;lem._ The universal 
which ignores or negates the particular 
is not the true universal, but only what is 
called an abstract universaL Universal 
Humanity, which ignores or negates the 
nationality, is a mere abstraction, which 
may lend itself to the building of airy fairy 
fancies, but cannot lend truth and vitality 
to the actual work of human fellow
ship and social progress. Least of all 
can it help the settlement of the crude 
conflicts of half-truths of which most of 
the struggles, Rabindra Nath however 
sought refuge in the fanciful peace of an 
abstract universalism or cosmopolitanism. 
This is. the form that his re-action against 
the lawless excesses of certain aspects of 
the new nationalist upheaval in Bengal, 
rapidly assumed ; and it gradually drifted 
him away from the central currents of 
that great movement of which he has:! 
been one of the earliest, and by far the 
most, powerful and inspiiing leader: • 

Henceforward, Rabindra Nath seems 
to have been airpost completely absessed 
by this abstract universalism. which has 
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marked unmistakably all his later pro
nouncements, whether theological, or 
ethical, or social ... Ttlough born in the 
Brahmo Samaj, Rabindra N ath had 
never before evinced any strong partia
lity for the abstractions of popular 
Brahmo theology or ethics, or had OJ?enly 
identified himself with the sanctimonious 
and sectarian militancy ·of the Brahmo 
Propaganda. As a protestant·and reform 
movement, the Brahmo Samaj, naturally, 
lays stronger and m.ore frequent empha
sis upon the errors and evils of Hindu. 
thought and insti-tutions than upoR their. 
truth or good.· Rabindra Nath ~ad 
never before. openly taken up the role 
of either the ·social or the religious .re
former. Hi:; patriotism was too sensitive, 
and his sympathi"es too broad, to· fit in 
with the mental and moral requirements 
of this office. The violent re-action 
against the excesses of revolutionary 
n.ationalism rapidly drove him however 
to seek a safe and sympathetic field of' 
activity in .the propaganda of Brahmo 
Samaj. Here again he could not shape 
h.is environments to his · own superior 
i.rJ.stitutions and refined sensibilities, but 
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succumbed practically to their influences 
.and thus created a new cleavage between 
himself and his old following l.n·the count
ry who counted immensely more Hindus 
than Brahmos. This cleavage became 
somewhat painfully prominent on the 
eve of his departure for .Europe. Un
friendly 'critics did riot even hesitate to 
say that his literary work was practically 
finished, and his usefulness exhausted,· 
a,nd that he must. henceforth 'live only 
upon the reputation of his past achieve• 
ments. 

Rabindra Nath's unique popularity 
amon,g his educated countrymen, was, 
"lu&, falling somewhat under a cloud 
.when he sailed for Europe. Of course it 
did not affect his position as the greatest 
of modern Ben galee poets. But Rabindra 
Nath was something more than a poetc 
He.was a·lso a great thought leader. And 
it was his position as a leader of the 
thought-life of his people, which was 
visibly losing ground, when he started 
upon his last pilgrimage to England. 
People i:l:id not understand. the' meaning 
<>f llis pilgrimage. He did not take them 
into his confidence. It is very likelythat 
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he himself had no clear idea' about it. It 
was a mysterious call, an overwhelming 
impulse, which sq often conceals the pur
poses of Providence in our lives, that 
evidently drove him there. And it was 
only when he saw a wide field of public 
usefulness opening out to him, through 
his new friendships in. London and else
where, that their true inwardness of his 
call to Europe was clearly revealed . to 
him. And he must haw at once seen in 
this a most wonderful province of the ful
filment of hi!\ latest mission in life. 

That I;hission was, unmistakably, one 
of atonement and reconciliation:· Eve.r 
since the manifes.tations of .revolution.ary 
tendencies in Bengal, Rabindra.Nath had 
commenced "to increasingly realise th~ 
supreme'moral and spiritual significance 
cf England's presence in India. Others· 
had also seeBi and. proclaimed the moral 
meaning of British Rule; it is true. It 
was, indeed, a common article of faith 
with. all our social and religious reformers 
·of the Victorian era. Some of them, per
haps, hold the same View C';Ven to-day. Jt 
has also been a. notorious cant among 
Anglo-Indian Administrators and British 
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Politicians. Rabindra Nath, howe¥er', did 
not understand it in the old ~nse. The 
old view had presentetl Englartd as the 
moral and spiritual regenerator of India. 
It practically sought to . add moral and 
intellectual bondage to our outer politi• 
cal subjection to England.. It :wanted, 
whether consciously or· . unconsciously, 
our political fealty to the British Govern
ment in India to be deepened and streng
thened by our moral and intellectual al
legiance to British thoughts and ideals. 
Rabindra Nath could never, and did not; 
revive this uld view, which he had himself 
so powerfully att'acked and exposed. The 
moral purpose of the British connection 
was revealed to him not in the old but in 
an altogether new light . and meaning. 
Rabindra N'ath stood out here not as a. 
successor of Keshub Chander Sen, but 
rather as an inheritor of Swami Viveka
nand., To Rabindra Nath, England not 
only had . a mission in India ; but India 
herself had a supreme spiritual message 
for England and Europe. There are many 
things that India has learnt and will learn 
from England and Europe.; but there are 
as many things, if not more, that England 
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and Europe must equally learn from India. 
England by the vety strength and rude. 
ness of iler attack upon Indian life and 
thought, had aroused that ancient land 
from her age-long stupor; and so far she 
has undoubtedly been a regen.erator of 
Jndia. ·. But the highest fulfilment of thi5 
new awakening will come only when 
India is able to . lend the help of her 
accumulated· experience, and illumination 
-of her philosophy, and the inspiratjon of 
hex vision of t4e universali' to her regene• 

'rator, ·and, through .her, to. others who 
·share with her botli.' the glories and the 
tribulations oftlielr common culttire and 
-civilisation. This is the sup.erme moral 
purpdse 'in modern Indian History which 
Rabindra Nath. ha~ been. increasingly 
recognising of 'l&te year,s. · This is bod1 
the 'cause and the effect of his repulsion 
towards the · ~:evolutionary . excesses of 
·Certain sections of ,.the Bengalee nationa
lists. It was the key-note of most of his 
public utterances in 1908 and 09 and 10• 
It was perhaps'present in his subliminal 
consdoJlsriess all along. Nothing that he 
has said or. done befote, • really, contra
.Qicts this. view. To fulfil t.he moral end 
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of modern Indian history· and evolution;. 
it was absolutely necessary that the spell 
which the European illumination had 
cast over educated India should be broken. 
And Rabindra · Nath worked perhaps 
more than any of his compatriots to break 
this spell. 'It was essential that, to pursue 
her mission among modern peoples, India 
shpuld be thoroughly conscious of her own 
self. And no 'one among us has helped 
this quickening more ,than Rabindra 
Nath. · A revolt against the intellectual 
and moral bondage of European civilisa
tion was absolutely necessary for the ful
filment of this mission. And Rabindra 
Nata has led this revolt with gre;,tter 
courage and effect than any one else. He 
has thus taken ·his share of all this.-ar
duous and unpleasant work. But all these 
are mere preliminaries. The real fulfilment 
of this mission must besought and found, 
however, not in mere revolt, but in that 
clos~r reconciliation which is the only 
ethical end and justification of all revolts. 
The high ends of this mission will not be 
served by the perpetuation of racial cen
fl.icts, but only in and through that· final 
settlement and synthesis which is the 
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Logical and Ethical objective of all wn
flicts. The, powerful pen of Rabindra 
Nath had;. for some time previous 'to his 
departux;e for Europe, qeen almost .en
tirely consecrated to 'the cause of this re
-conciliation .and atonement. Unfortu
nately, however, even as the inspiration of 
his earlier revqlt had come not primarily 
from his intellect, but .only from his emo
tions, so the inspiration o{ this new gos
pel of pe11ce and reconciliation also came 
from the same ethereal· source. The ap
peal was not to the intellect . but to the 
emotions only. And as iong as the intellec.t 
remained unconvinced of the reality of. 
this peace or the· possibility of this re
conciliation, the. heart refused, neces
sarily, to res'pond to the fairy creations of 
the poet's. fancy; His appeal, therefore, 
fell absolutely ·flat ·u:Qon people over
whelmed with the bearing down sense of 
the cruel actuality of their life ap.d strug
gles, But the 'very causes that led t9 the 
failure of Rabindra N ath's latest ,mission 
among his own :People, contributed very 
matetia.Ily, 1 think, to its wonderful suc-
cess in England. · ' · L' ~. 

'· Rabindra Nath as.:·a nationalist.. poet 
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and leader would have found almost 
every door shut against him in· England. 
Few people in· this· country have any 
idea of the immense influence that the 
retired Anglo-Indian community of 
•London exercise over the India Office 
and its environments. And no Indian 
can now get a hearing from the lead
ers of English !ife and thought, unless 
the India Office stands sponsor to his 
work, either directly or indirectly. The 
airy abstractions of Rabindra -Nath's 
fatter-day Cosmopolitanism, while they 
failed absolutely to catch the popular 
imagination in India, however consi
derably rehabilitated him among Anglo 
lndicirl Officials. And once official pre
judice was broken down in India, it was 
not very difficult to secure official patr.o
nage in England~ Rabindra Nath was 
very fortunate in receiving. the recogni
tion of the India Office, indirect though 
it was; for without it.. he. could nevet 
have received that free appreciation from 
the English press whi<:h has been mainly 
instrumental in· securing· for him· this 
year's Nobel Prize for literature. '·. 

But however helpful the sympathy 
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and support of the India Office may have 
been to Rabindra Nath's recent wGrk. in 
England, it was at best only a mere nega
tive character. It ,simply moved all 'likely 
prejudices against him as a m.ttibnalist 
leader of Bengal, but did not creat~.hiff 
high poetic genius, which, once all phySical 
obstacles were -removed from its way-. 
captured the British mind by the force of 
its own intrinsic beauty and worth. No 
man can convert the crow into a cupkoo; 
and no ofljcial sympathy or suppott could 
have ever secured for any lesser man than 
Rabindra Nath the high recognition that 
he has received from the British public.. 
In seeking to form, however, correct esti
mate, not of Rabindra Nath's genius, but 
only of this European recognition, tiles~ 
extraneous causes and ·conditions should. 
neither be ignored nor mis-judged. It is 
because that these have not so far re-' 
ceived due consideration from our peo
.ple, that the congratulations to Rabin.dra. 
Nath upon his selection for 'the Nobel 
Prhe Aor. Literature, have been. almost 
uniformly marked by an utter l.ack of 
. the sense of proportion. And .in con
sidering these extraneous causes, we 
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must frankly realise it, that while many 
things have brought about this· No'Qel 
Award, not the least important among 
'these· has been the political move of the 
Anglo-Indian · community, and, parti
cularly of the India Office in London. 
The times were indeed, very favourable 
for this English work of Rabindra Nath. 
He was called there at just the right psy
chological .moment. Science with its 
excessive emphasis on so-called facts, had 
commenced to painfully starve the imagi
nation of European humanity, and art 
under the tyranny of its own technique, 
had well nigh killed the native freedom 
of their fancy. This vain attempt of the 
senses to conquer the. supersensuous, and 
of forms to overwhelm the spirit or the 
idea, threatened to carry :European art 
back from neo-romanticism to what may 
be best described as n,eo-orientalism, in 
the Hegelian sense. All this carnival 
of the senses had, however, commenced 
to create a natural revulsion in the Euro
p~an mind. The sensuous did not fully 
meet the. inner idealities of the modern 
consciousness on the one hand, while on 
the other, it had not found back its lost 
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faith in the supersensuous. The conflict 
between matter and spirit, betrveen the 
seen and the unseen, between signs with 
its aemands for definition, and philosophy 
with its intuitions qf the infinite, was keen, 
and seemed hopeless of settlement. Medi
reval thought in Europe had tried to over
come this eternal conflict by practically 
denying all positive moral values to the 
sensuous and the material, and placing 
the wdrld, the flesh and the devil, all in 
one and the same category; and had 
sought to build up the higher life of hu
manity upon a system of logical abstrac
tio'ns, overwhelming the naturaL Jife ~f 
man by ·supernatural faiths and fears. 
The Renaissance, while it killed the in
fluence of these medireval abstraction, 
helped howeve-r to practically paganise 
modetn'culture;' This culture, ·with it~ 
excessive emphasi~ on definition, its keen 
sense of form, and its superb perceptions 
of beauty, looks, indeed, from some points 
of view very much like a revived Greek 
culture. Ibsen who was· the idol· .of 
fashionable society a quarter of a century 
ago; N eitz5che, who is regarded as the 
prophet of a new era, with his gospel oi 
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the superman, in many quarters. to-day 
are. both essentially Pa,gans. Bernard 
Shaw would, perhaps, not care to diSclaim 
the distinction. But not only in Litera
ture and Art, but equally in moral_ and 
religion as well1 one cannot fail to recog
nise this pagan influence in mQdern era. 
The ethical inspiration of modern Euge
nica, with its Crusade against the physi
cally or mentally weak or unfit, and its 
practical demand for their , complete eli
mination from. the course of racial evolu
tion, is not Christian but Greek; while 
the dominant note of Divine immanen<:e 
in Modern Theology, with its feebler hold 
on both the transcE:ndence and the -per
sonality of God, cannot entirctly disclaim 
this overwhelming pagan influence and 
inspiration. This new ·conflict between 
popular and traditional Christian faiths 
and ideals, and the revived spirit of pa
glmism is the most , notable feature, of 
contemporary thought and life in Europe, 
It has completely unsettled people's mind.
Those who, at one time, had·rushed with 
wild enthusiasm out of their old Christi
an bondage, into the new freedom 
of this pagan reviv~l. have commenced 
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to find oui: the insufficiency of the new 
thoughts and ideals to fully satisfy .the 
demands of their rea~on or the cravings 
·of their emotions. O'n the other hand, 
they find it impossible to t;o !Jack to the 
~ental abstni.ctions of Christian Theology 
or the Jorensic conflicts of Christian 

'ethics: ·The pagan· R~naissance has com
pletely exhausted itself, in working up 
tl;le present revolt andantethesis in Eurq
pean thought; it has no message of re
conciliation and synthesis. ·But Europe 
is· hankering for some higher synthesis, 
which will reconcile the seen with the 
unseen, the sens).lous with the super-se'I?-
suous, the material with the spiritual, the 
natural with the moral, the apparent with 
the evils of· life with the ideal of r~al 
good. The world, the flesh, and the 
devil are too lovely to be thrown away, 
too real to ·be negated, too strong to be 
completely overcome. They have been 
with man ever since man became man; 
and · though - treated as an enemy and 
sought to be destroyed by him, through 
countl~ss generation, they are ye_t as 
lively as ever. And since they cannot bE 
conquered, they must be conciliated 
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This is the demand of the modern con
sciousness. ·There must be a settlement 
of this endless dispute. And ·England 
saw, evidently, some glimpses, however 
felt, of the promise- of this reconCiliation· 
in Rabindra Nath's message. This is the 
inner 'psychology of· the success of liis 
latest mission in.Europe, 

Few, in-deed, if any, of R,abindra · 
Nath's Bengalee admirers would place his 
Bengale;e · Gitanjalee among. the ·.best 
of his productions. To my mind, Rabin
dra Nath has given us his best and highest 
in his Urbhashi,. and Chitrangada his 
Patlta, and other ly,rics. which· appear 
under the heading. of ''Woman" in his 
colleCted works., By some competent cri
tics, Sonar Taree is, I know, adjudged as 
"the most superb of his creations. There 
are numerous other pieces also, scat,tered· · 
over different sections of these collections, 
which would equally establish his claims 
to the vuy foremost ranks of modern 
poets, in India or Europe. But . his 
GITANJAl.EE does not come near to 
any. of these .. These are. the outpour
ings of his· religious .intuitions. And, 
as such, they lack that clarity .of; inner 
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vision and that firm grasp of . spiri
tual reality, with which his Bengalee 
readers are familiar in their oldo poets. 
The human and the divine boldly inter
mingle with one another, -in the religious 
poetry of Bengal. They are as intensely 
real as they are spiritual, as solidly human 
as they are' divine. This 'is equally true 
of both our Vaishnava and our Shakta 
poets. Both Vaishnavism with its com
plete grasp of the concrete 'Uniyersal or 
Saguna Brahman, and Shaktism with its 

. equally complete hold upon the universe 
form of the Absolute, lend themselves to 
the creation of ·realistic' representations 
of the deepest spiritual experiences, which 
neither Hebrew or Protesta·nt Christian 
theism can possibly do. And Rabindra 
Nath's theism is more closely arrived to 

· Hebl·ew and Unitarian Christian theism, 
w)lich is really the inevitable logic of 
Protestant Christianity; than to true 
'Hindu theism, the highest expression· of 
tvhich is found in our· Vaishnava and 
Shaiva Schools. But the very abstrac-

-tions of Rabindra Nath's religious p~eces, 
their very impalpablemiss, so to say; which 

·failed to touch the deeper cause ·of the 
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heart of the Bengalee people, fed for 
g~meration upon the concrete idealism of 
their Va~hnava and Sbakta poets. had, 
however, a strange fascination for' men 
and women whose jaded spirits had already 
commenced to turn away from the crude 
realism of Modern Europe, The half sen
suous arid half supersensuous fancies of the 
GITANJALEE, which are human without 
being carnal and spiritual without being 
unnatural, which by their very simplicity 
and incoh..:rence, lend themselves. equally 
to realistic and human as to spiritualistic 
~nd divine interpretations, have appealed 
with great force to people. groping after 
the unseen and the spiritual. Here they 
found a God without Theology; a religion 
without ritual, a spirituality without 
superstition, the vague ,fragrance of an 
idealism which neither cruelly repudiated 
nor shamefacedly embraced, the solid 
sensualities of life. Above all here was 
the charm of" Oriental" .manners, and 
" Eastern " imageries, for which Europe 
had commenced to develope a new test. 
Here was something out o_f the way, 
something fresh and strange, somethin11; 
unexplored and ununderstood. And all 
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these things contributed to create the 
great popularity that. the GITANJALEE 
has attained in England and Europe. 

But however may be the. intrinsic 
merits (}f the English GITANJALEE, c_onsi-· 
dered either by itself or in relation to the 
othe'(s superior creations or· its own 
author, that it marks a new movement in 
modern world-thought cannot be denied .. 
For many. years. past an international 
fraternisati.on has ·been in progress closer 
than any that had been ·known before 
among the. var~ous vernacular literatures 
of Europe. ·· But this ,is the first time that 
a non-European vernacular has found ad
missiordrito this:fraternity. The award 
of the. Nob~ .Prize will lead to the tran
slation of thi$ English GITANJALEE into· 
the other Euroi:>!'!an vernaculars, and will 
gradually. open! :out the way to the pro
'duction of similar! translations, not only . ' 
of the other works bf Rabindra Nath him-
self, but •also of other Bengalee writers 
both ancient andt modern ; and' by this 
means- the. Literature of Bengal, and 
by. and' .by the other. lhdian Vernacular 
literatures ~so .will :be. introduced into 
this inte.rnational fraternity .. This is the 
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supreme significance and the highest wprk 
of this Novel Award. As a recognition 
of Rabindra Nath's high poetic genius, it 
can have no real worth to his own people; 
and hardly even to himself.· As an open
ing for Bengalee thought and culture as a 
contributory force in modern world-· 
thought and Universal human culture, its 
supreme' value' cannot be denied, but 
should be gratefully acknowledged .. Evea 
those of his people, who could not whok 
heartedly follow Rabindra Nath in his 

'l-ater evolutions, should frankly recognise 
in this new promise of usefulness for their 
thought and culture in the larger life of 
modern humanity an .ample . compen-
sation fpr their own loss. 1 

· ' From some points of view it. ·may, 
·indeed be· very. justly held that by his. 
latest English visit, Rabindra Nath has 
rendered a much greater service to· his. 
Country and his . times than what any 
other Bengalee had done, whether dead 
or living. He has opened the way_for a 
real fellowship between , India and 
Europe and particulal'ly between India 
and England wherein history must seek 
and find the only moral justification for 
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the present. British connection. This 
connection has been like all earthly things 
a mixture of both good and evil. Both 
parties have gained something through 
this connection, and when the accounts 
are carefully made up, the particular 
gains on either side may not be found 
to fully balance their respective losses. 
But the Providence who presides over 
the destinies of' Nations and shapes the 
course of their historiC evolution, pays 
precious little heed to these petty parti
cularities of their gq.ins and losses. He 
workit only and always for universal ends. 
His justice is larger than, and is even 
different from, what we call and c1aim as 
such in our selfish conflicts with one 
another. T4e individual·suffers, but the 
world is more and more :-that is His 
Justice. For that is the final and absolute 
justification of all the apparent evils that 
large and world-referring historic move
ments inflict upon particular nations our 
communities. Anel that the world will be 
the gainer through the present connection 
between India. and• England, has been 
brought home to us more _clearly· than 
before, by the success of Rabindra Nath's 
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English work. Others had gone to 
England upon the same mission, it is true. 
Ram Mohan Roy, Kes.hub Chander Sen, 
Vivekanand, had all worked for the same 
-end.·. But none of them had been able to 
achieve what Rabindranath · had done. 

. ' 
Ram Mohan Roy and Kesj>Ub Chander 
Sen gained . high reco~ion for. their 
personal culture and character, from the 
British people, but hardly ,raised their 
nee and civilization in the- estimation of 
.the Britisher to the extent that Rabindra
nath has done. Ram Mohan Roy's mes
sage was, no doubt, the message of 
higher Hindu thought and culture; but 
it. fell, practically upon barren ground. 
What the leaders of English thought 
and society saw in the Raja· was a 
man of very high intellectual endow
ments and equipments, but these were 
hardly recognised as having any special 
reference to the culture and civilisation 
-of his race. Keshub Chander Sen; in his 
English· visit, proved more the capacity 
<>f Indians to assimilate European culture. 
than their claims to broaden and deepen 
)t, byoriginal contributions. · Viv.elianad 
was the first Indian who boldly a.sSerted 
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these claims. His was the. first genJline 
Hindu message to Europe and America. 
But the effect of Vivekananda's American 
Mission was more·visibly and widely felt 
in India itself than in Europe or America. 
It quickened our self-conscientiousness. far 
more than it was able . to establish any 
real and abiding intellectual and moral 
relations between India and Christendom. 
It was, indeed impossible in the very 
nature of things. Vivekananda's was 
an intellectual mission. He went to 
preach certain doctrines, to promulgate 
a particular theology .and to convert 
people into his ·views .. It was, therefore·, 
necessarily a message of War, and not of 
peace. It was a ·mission of conversion; 
which involved conflict. Though, there
fore, Vivekanand aroused profound enthu
siasm amongst a limited circle in both. 
England and .,A.i:nerica, people. at large 
either ignQred hiin altogethet or opposed 
hitn vehemently. But Rabindranath'sap-· 
peal is not to their intellect bu:t ·to their 
emotions. He has preached no doctrine. 
promulgated no dogmas, made no ·attack 
upon popular faiths. and beliefs. • He had 
noLhurt their conceit, nor upset their' 
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self-complacence. , He has not disturbed 
their faiths, nor sought to revolutionise 
their life. He bas. not tried to break 
idols.' He has done nothing in short, to 
set people's back up against him. He has 
simply sought to please them. His appeal 
has been to their sense of the beautiful. I~ 
bas been an appeal to their starved spirits 
and their thirsting heart. , He has showed 
a way-the only way that they co]Jld un
<lerstand-, of reconciling their ·present 
intellectual and moral conflicts, and has 
prescribed .a remedy-the only remedy 
that was suited to their COI'ldition and con
'stitution-for their troubled and wearied 
spirits. He has, therefore, won, where 
Vivekanand failed. He has opened a high 
way .for the interchange of .intellectual 
and moral commodities between India and 
England. . 

This is, to my mind, tl1e fairest and 
most correct estimate of Rabindrarlath's 
latest work in Europe. That work is both 
intensely national and broadly humani
ta{ian. This is what •Ral:iindranath was ' 
evidently called to do in England. The 
Nobel Prize with all that it means intel
lectually and morally, is the fullest justifi-. . 
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cation 'of his last pilgrimage to the West. 
He had expected a frank recognition 
of this fact from his people. But while 
they indulged in all sorts of 'wild 
exaggeration~ in offering him their con
gratulations upon the Nobel Award, they 
completely overlooked the one thing that 
made it significant to Rabindranath him
self. ' This is what must have caused all 
that irritation which found such candid 
expression in' his reply to ·the address of 
the Bolepur Deputaion. And this is 
what fully justified the rebuke that they 
got from him, apparently ·inhospitable 
though it was. · 
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Man is a curious bundle of contra
dictions, and the more real a man is, the 
greater and more perplexing seem to be 
the contradictions of his life and conduct. 
In fact, the man whcfis not a contradic
tion, can hardly be called a character. 
Mr. Tarak Nath Palit, recently knighted 
in recognition of his munificent gift to
the Calcutta U,niversity, is, by common· 
consent, a character. He has, tHerefore, 
stood som<:!'What, out of the common J;"un 
of his contemporaries, among the English 
educated community of Bengal. 'One of 
the a.blest 'members of the Calcutta Bar, 
Mr. Palit did not earn'tfie distinction that 
fell to the lot of mariy of his brother
Barristers, not because he had not their 
ability or even their opportunity, but 
because he had a sturdy independence, 
which was sometimes interpreted by some· 
people even as a·. vicious temper, .and that 
is a thing which never pays in any profes
sion, nat even in the SO·<;alled indepen
dent profession of law. He never put up 
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' with any nonsense, neither from· Judge 

nor from counsel, and least of all from 
·the Anglo~Indian Judge or· the English 
Counsel. And no counsel; however able 
he ni.ight be, .has any clJance,of getting to 
the top of his profession·, unless he can 
stand well in the good· grace of the Court. 
Tarak N ath Pal it never tried to. do so. 
He never would 11ltve succeeded even if 
he had tried it .. And this is why, despite 
his very ·superior endowments and · ac
.quirements, he did not gain the distinc
tion t~at some of our Bengaiee Barristers 
did in his time. 

' ' The, same. reasons worked to keep 
him more or less out of our political plat
form and .public life also. The man who 
would not, play 'up, to the Ju.dges ·of the 
H,igh Court, could not be expected· .to 
play down . to the gallery in our Con
gresses and :Conferences. Compromise is. 
the very soul of public .life. In the true 
statesman, the spirit of compromise is a 
very high quality. There its end is to 
avoid or·· minimise the possibilities of 
-coming evils and. secure and advance 
those of future goog. In the Prtty politi
d~n, expediency is whose one universal 
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principle of life, this compromise. is a 
mean and degrading thing, calculated :to 
demoralise rather than to uplift personal 
character or public life. This compro
mise had no place in the philosophy of 
Tarak Nath Pal it. He could never stoOP) 
not even to conquer. He knew many of 
the men who were running our public 
political shows. He knew from behind 
the scene the amount of paint and 
powder that goes usually to the make-up 
of the ordinary patriot and politician in 
this country; and, therefore, not having 
the suavity that could be all things unto 
aU men, he never made the vain attempt 
of playing this role. This is why he is 
not so widely known in other parts·of 
India as some of bur old Bamsters have 
been.· Even in his own Province, Tarak 
Nath Palit never was a force in its public 
'life. And no one ever dreamt that he 
would, in the evening of his days, secure 
for himself a lasting place .in the.gratitude 
of his people, by dedicating the entire 
savings of a life-time, to the. cause of 
scientific education in his country. This 
is practically the one public act of his ;· 
and it has, to a very large extent, revolu 
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tionised all the popular estimates of tht 
man. 

~ Yet, if one had critic ally analysec 
his character. one would have easily seer: 
that Tarak N ath Palit's is that type oJ 
personality which is most capable oJ 
making the greatest sacrifice if only th~ 
object which demanded it could touch hh 
heart. Inside a very rough and even 
repellent exterior, Tarak Nath has been 
~nown, from his boyhood, to carry a very 
tendet and highly susceptible heart .. Like 
many a greater man, he has a brusque 
manner, a terrible tongue and a quick 
temper, joined.to a very impulsive and not 
ungenerous disposition. He has, there
fore, been known to be most stead
fast of fr~nds and the most relentlesS 
of foes in private life. No one coula do 
the least evil turn to any of Tarak Nath 
Palit's friends, . without making him an 
(;:nemy for life.. Certain aspects of Sir 
Tarak NaJ;h Palit's character reminds one 
sometimes of Pandit Ishwar Chandra 
Vidyasagar. Of course, there is very wide 
difference between the two men. But this 
difference is more quantitative than quali-: 
tative. The same sturdy independenceJ 
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the same quick temper and brusque man
ners, joined to a soft and susceptible 
heart, characterise Tarak Nath Palit as did 
the great Bengalee Philanthrophist. And 
tht:re is also·the same assumption of cyni
cism in his as was characteristic of Vidya 
Sagar. Tarak ,Nath Palit has also the 
keen humour which one always found in 
Pandit Ishwar Chander. And lastly; by• 
his great gift, Sir Tara}\. .Nath has 
secured for himself a place, though much 
smaller and lower, in the same niche in 
the history uf modern education in 
Bengal, where the memory of Pandit 
Ishwar Chunder Vidyasagar is lovingly 
·enshrined. 

Tarak N:ath Palit has not been a 
saint, and it would. be doing him great 
injustice to try to canonise him now for 
his great gift to the Calcutta University. 

·Saints don't grow, as the late Lord Salis-• bury once said at the banquet of the 
Royal Academy in London, in modern 
·civilisation; and to paint the modern 
man or woman as a saint would be, his 
Lordship reminded us, to risk prosecution 
for libel in our law courts. 

Nor is there any need to take that 
Sl 
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risk in Sir Tarak Nath's case. For he· 
would be the ·last person to appreciate 
such pleasant exaggerations. For what
ever his faults, Sir Tarak Nath"'has never 
been a humbug in all his life. A nature 
like his could not, in fact, play the part. 
And .it is for this reason. that even those 
who do not ·like him, cannot refuse to 
respect him. . 

But fur all that, Sir Tarak Nath's offer 
to endow a Technical College in: connec
tion with the National Council of Educa
tion, Bengal, was received with consider.:. 
able distrust by a large section of his edu
cated countrymen. He had never posed 
as a patriot or Philanthropist before. And 
owing to his want of confi.dence in. the 
current pul;llic life of his country, he could 
not feel sure that his gift would, if abso-· 
lutely made ove·r to the National Council; 
SI!Cure reasonable permanence to the 
Institution that he. wanted to establish. 
This is why. he was cautious, and as it 
seemed .to some, even vacillating in his 
dealings with that body. We did not 
like Sir Tarak ·Nath's attitude in. this 
matter at the time. As he was suspicious 
of the Council, so a large section of his 
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• ·countrymen were equally. suspicious of 

him. He did not believe in the ·Capacity 
·Of the• National Council; and many 
people did not believe in the sincerity of 
Sir Tarak Nath. Events have, however, 
proved, I think, that he was right and we 
were wrong. For it can scarcely be denied 
that the National Council has not been 
faithful to its charge. The movement 
that called the Council into existence is 
dead. The Institution that sought to 
concretise the ideal of National Education 
among us, lies almost still-born. An ex
perienced man of affairs; Sir Tarak Nath 
evidently presaged it all: and so he did 
not like to throw away so much ·good 
money upon a wild goose-chase. It is a 
pity that the National Council could not 
,get the trusteeship of this large fund: but 
it is not so much the fault of the donor as 
of the Council itself. He might have 
placed his donation with the Calcutta 
University seven years ago; if he did not 
do it, it. was because he was sincerely 
anxious to hav.e it administered by a 
people's organisation. And it is only the 
failure of the Bengal National. Council 
to justify itself that has Jed to the final 
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disposition of the money to the Calcutta 
University. And one cannot justly hold 
that Sir Tarak has not done right in this 
matter. · 

And the conditions of the gift show 
th.at Sir Tarak Nath has tried his best to 
preserve as much as possible the original 
idea of his endowment. All the. Profes
sors connected with it will have to be 
Indians. I have been told that there was 
considerable difficulty in getting the 
Government and University accept his 
gift on this condition. Theoretically it 
does seem rather invidious to ma.ke any 
such condition in regard to the wor~
ing of an education institution. whos~ 
one end should· be- to secure the best 
training for those who may be placed 
in it. But under present conditions, when 
the Indian Educational service, as re-· 
constituted by Lord Curzon, offers such 
restricted opportunities to Indian talents,. 
the imposition of some such racial limi
tation in the working of the new endow
ment was absolutely necec;sary. Without 
this condition, Sir Tarak Nath's munifi
cent gift would have practically. failed of 
its real purpose, namely, the promotion. 
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of scientific culture among his people. 
But I have very grave ·doubts whether Sir 
Tarak Nath would have got this co.ndition 
accepted by the University, if the (then) 
present Vice-Chancellor, Sir Ashutosh 
Mukherjee, had not used all his subtle 
influence with the authorities in favour of 
the offer. 
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MR. TILAK'S RELEASE 

Every Indian Nationalist must have 
received with sincere gratitude the news 
ofMr. Tilak's release, and particularly, 
the announcement that, on the whole., his 
health has not been materially affected by 
the trials that have been heaped upon 
him, during the past six years and more. 
I have no desire to rake up the past, at 
this moment, or review the circumstances 
that led to his. trial, convictiol)., an(! 
punishment. Sufficient be it for his 
friends" to know that he was treated with 
every possible kindness and consideration 
during his long incarceration

1 
and has· 

been able to build up more than th~ · 
super-structure of two or three volumes . 
of scholarly and inspiring work dealing 
with the ideals :lnd culture of his race. 
Let us seek and :(ind in these whatever 
compensations Providence has provided 
for all his troubles 'and privations, and 
the pain and sorrow of his numerous 
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.friends and admirers in this ·country. In.:. 
deed, it seems to me, that, after all, by 
the way he has been able to utilise this 
long period of enforced rest and isolation 
Mr. ·Tilak has prbved himself a much 
greater .and mightier man than even what 
he had been known to be. He clearly 
took his position with absolute trust. in 
that Power which shapes men's lives to 
His own inscrutable ends. He has thus 
proved his title to something far .higher 
and greater than the honour of mere, 
political leadership or statesmanly wis-. 
dom. Here one s.!es in him not merely the 
intrepid politician and selfless patriot, 
but something, indeed, of the stuff of 
which the saints and seers of the race are 
made: We always knew that all this was 
there, but the world had not received any 
'ocular proof of it as yet. And by quietly 
~nd unconsciously furnishing this ·proof 
of a new and superior moral heroism and 
spiritual strength, Bal Gangadhar Tilak 
stands to-day in the love and admiration 
Of his countrymen, upon a much higher 
pedestal than what he had occupied 
before. May he be spared long to his 
<:ountry and his people I · 
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MR. TILAK'S POUTICS 

Even as a mere politician, Mr. Tilak 
while always moved by a lofty and pas
siona-te idealism, never lost hold of the 
solid actualities about him. Indian poli
ticians may be broadly divided into two 
classes, those that are masters of the small 
details of practical administrative needs 
and tendencies, and are therefore, engag
ed in shaping and controlling these 
towards the broader channels of our 
national life; and those. who are moved 
by· a vision of these ultimate ideas and 
ideals, and are trying to build up the 
mental and moral super-structure upop. 
which these must be set up and concre7 
tised. Some are· idealists, and some are 
practical workers. In Mr. Tilak we have 
always fourid a splendid combination of 
the vision of the ideaiist, with the practi.: 
.cal wisdom of the experienced man of 
affairs. This has, perhaps, been his great 
misfortune personally. A mere practical 
politician, he 'could have safely served 
his country. along such lines as have 
secured to Mr. Gopal Krishna Gokhale, 
his unique position in current Indian 
politics. A tp.ere idealist, Mr. Tilak consi-
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dering his broad scholarship, superior
intellect, rare self-possession, and capa
city for absolute disaltachment from 

' the fleeting eternals of life, could have 
easily remained a dreamer of noble 
dreams, inspiring the populace to de
voted and selfless service in the cause of 
their country, but himself but little 
mixed up with their activities, and, there
fore more or less safe from the trials and 
tribulations that dog the steps of the 
religious, social or political reformer. But 
he was neither an accommodating .POliti
Cian working only for immediate ends, 
nor a dreaming idealist, endowed with the 
magic power of negating the real, in the 
pursuit ·of the ideal; but a strange com-· 
bination of the two; he, therefore, miss
ed the advantages of either and reaped 

·the troubles of both. Still greater has. 
been, I think, his misfortune, in being 
a leader of his people in Bombay. No 
one who has any inside knowledge of 
the public life of Bombay, can cherish 
much respect for it. Public life in Bengal 
may, and perhaps really does, lack the 
practical wisdom of Bombay, which means. 
in plain English, the habit of lightly tread-
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ing the tortuous paths of diplomacy; but 
it is,:at any rate, much more frank and 
open, and for that very reason, much 
purer than that of Bombay, with her 
mixed inheritance in her historic past, 
and her capacity for en,dless intrigue, 
wJ;!ich marked both the rise and the faU of 
the Mahratta Confederacy-such as the 
peculiar situation of the days of Moghal 
decadence naturally called forth. All 
these are absent in Bengal which has no 
living historical memori~s of the immedi
ate p<;!..')t. This is our one great peculiari-· 
ty. It is, I think, a full and satisfactory 
compensation that Providence has pro-

' vided for us for our lack of living historic. 
antecedents. · Had Mr. Tilak been a Ben
galee, he would never have' been c,alled 
upon to suffer all that he has had to suffer.. 
On the other hand, I know of no Bengalee · 
leader, Moderate·or Extremist, who could 
have so heroically borne all these trials 
and tribulations, as he . has done. Taken 
all in all, it niust, I think, be admitted, 

' that Mr. Balgangadhar Tilak is a unique 
character in our modern public life, so 
strong yet so quiet, so practical . yet so 
idealistic, with such great devotion or 
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bhakti and yet so little religiosity, at' 
once so conservative yet so broad
visioned, with such grasp of the ultimate 
ideal ends and, at the same ·time, such a 
mastery of the details of immediate actua
lities. The like of him I have never found 
in my more or less intimate acquaintance 
of the last forty years. of Indian public 
life. 

# 

UNFORTUNATE MISUNDERSTANDINGS 

. It was almost inevitable that so com-· 
plex a character and personality as this, 
should have been so· wofully misunder
stood by both friends and foes alike. 
And ,no one seems to have misunderstood 
this great Mahratta Brahman more than 
the Bombay Bureaucracy. They failed· 
from the very beginning to understand it 
that if there was any one in Bombay who 
could help a rational and effective solu
tion of the complex and anxious problems 
of Indian politics, Mr. Tilak was that 
man. He knew the soul of .his people. 
He knew both the strength and the weak
ness of his fellow countrymen. He knew 
completely what they had and what they 
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"lacked. This knowledge could not be 
.Claimed by either the Indian politician 
;about the courts· and palaces of the 
Government, nor by the rulers themselves. 
He was, I think, the first educated Indian 
who realised that our public life must be 
.brought into direct and living touch with 
the silent life .and ideals, institutions and 
pageants, of the masses, if it was to be a 

· driving force in· modern Indian history 
;and evolution. While, therefore,, others 
were engaged in agitating for popular 
rights, Mr. Tilak applied himself . to 
-educating the populace, along their own 
familiar lines, through the plastic cerc:
monials and rituals of their . tradi~ 
tiona] religion. ·His profitable excur
sions into the realm of ancient Sans
krit literatiu'e, had revealed to him the 
truth, so frequently ignored or missed; 
not only by foreigo but even by In
-dian scholars themselves, that the sacra
ments and ceremonials of popular and 
Pauranic Hinduism had always a supreme 
socio-ethical reference. These . are not 
mere religious institutions, as 'religious 
institutions are understood in Christen
dom, but powerful vehicles of the social, 
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and even the civic, life of the masses. 
This is how, it seems to me he received 
the inspiration of reviving the Ganapati
pujas and use them, as of old, as a vehicle 
for the quickening of national life and 

.ambition in the Hindu populace of the 
Deccan. English education and far more 
than English education, the methods of 
British Administration, had breathed 
a new life into the dry bones of India. 
Signs of a religious and social revolt 
were evident on all sides. The question 
was how to shape these new forces, so 
that • they . might realise their own 

·ends with the least little possible dis
turbance of the existing order. If we 
failed to attach the new life to the ancient 
traditions of the country, the new win~ 
would be too strong for the old life, and 
'a revolution similar to those that have 
marked the course of progress and civili
sation in · modern ·Europe, would inevi
tably burst over this peaceful land, and 
the violence of it would be in direct ratio 
to the peace and stupor that preceded it. 
Had the Bombay official ,mind any clear 
.grasp of the real psychology of the situa
tion that faced them, and which Mr. Tilak 
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was seeking to solve in this way,· they 
would have sought to treat him as a friend 
and tried to remove any possibilities of 
mischief that they might have feared from 
him, not by persecuting or prosecuting 
him as an enemy or a trebel, but associat
ing themserves as far as_possible, with his 
propaganda. They did .not or could n('Jt 
see the wisdom of this course. They did 
condescend to take a full measure of the 
possibilities not only of the man, but of 
the movement·that }1e had inaugurated. 
They commenced to keep him at ~arm's 
length. They could not or would not see 
that there was . one man at least who 
worked for his country with absolute 
singleness of mind, who had no persona-l 
ambitions and who 'would, therefore, be 
no more b.e. tempted. by office ·or honour· 
than cowed down by threats. or prosecil~· 
tions. People dp not generally realise it, 
that the opponent who cannot be bought, 
can, if possible, .be crushed, but can never 
be cowed down. A fraok and friendly 
allH:uice ·upon the basis of a rational. re
:oociliation of, apparently opposing in" 
terests is the orily course that wisdom. 
prompts in aJl; dealings. with .these· pur~ 
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and selfless men. It is' exceedingly un
fortunate that the authorities in Bombay 
did not see the wisdom of this course ; or 
both the · Gbvernment and the. people 
would have been saved a lot of trouble 
and anxiety that they have to pass during 
all these years. 

MR. TILAK'S NATIONALlSM 

Mr. Bal Gangadhar Tilak may have 
opposed, in the course of, his duties as a 
journalist and politician, the bureaucracy 
in Bombay and -the mariner of his criti
dsm of their acts and policy may have 
wounded official susceptibilities; but it is 
not, I think, at all just to accuse him of 
any criminal or revolutionary aims. He 
was, even in the exciting days of "the 
Swadeshi agitation, at the most a passive 
resister, who set a much narrower limit 
to his propaganda of passive resistance 
than what Mr. Gandhi openly and admit
tedly did in South Africa. · It need not 
be ignored or denied that the passive re
sistance movement, though absolutely 
lawful and unexGeptionable in thepry, 
lends itself almost inevitably to lawless 
excesses in a country like India, so exten
sive in area and so diverse in regard to its 
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populations, and where; therefore, it is 
absolutely impossible to find that effective 
leadership and 1 that -concerted action, 
which was possible in a small community 
like that of the Indians in South Africa. 
What is safe in Africa, under the peculiar 
conditions of that country; could not be 
safe here in India. 'There is no harm in 
frankly confessing it that the Nationalist 
leaders in India, like Mr. Tilak and others, 
did not fully realise the impossibility of 
exercising an effective control over their 
following, particularly in :view of the 
stern attitude.' assumed towards the whole 
movement whh which they were associat1 
ed, by the executive authorities' all ·o"O"er 
India. One may very reasonabll; surmise 
that . even the .. Congress leaders would 
have found-it impossible to control and 
direct the outburst of enthusiasm with 
which the earlier sessions of the Congress 
had been a!Sociated, if· the ·Government 
had not almost openly encouraged it aJ 
first, and even \When this patronage w!U; 
withdrawn, if they had not beneyolentl:y 
-igi:10red .its fulminations. We confess that 
we did not realise the risks of the passive 
resistance movement in a country likll 
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India. Both the people and .• their rulers 
made many mistakes ·during that period 
of excitement. And, as Lord Carmichael 
said very wisely, in Midnapore, people 
use.words and even do.things in times.of 
unusual excitement and. irritation, which 
they are, or ought to be, only too glad 
to forget and mutually forgive, when the 
excitement is over. This is not the time 
either for the Government to receive or 
remember their complaints against popu
lar leaders, nor for these latter, or their 
friends and following,, to ·fondly cherish 
the memories of ancient grievances. I 
am confident that so self-less a public· 
man and patriot like Mr. Tilak does not 
cherish any sense of his old grievances. 
He had suffered before for what the 
Government considered, and a British 

·Judge puni!iihed as .sedition. But one 
never heard, I think, .from his lips any 
reference to those sufferings. He took 
them, clearly, without any m~will or p~r
sistent sense of wrong, as only a part of 
the day's work. And the man who could 
rise above these petty and petulant reflec
tions and recollections. in his younger 
days, is not at all likely to harbour or 
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even pay any heed to thelrl now. Mr. 
Tilak, unless I ··have entirely misjudged 
the man, will never allow the memories of 
the last years, or of the circumstances 
that brought about his enforced rest, to 
inteHere with the duties that lie before 
him. ·u anything caU$ed him pain, it 
was not so much .his personal sufferings 
or privations,-' separation from friends 
·and family-as the break-up of his public 
activities. And is it too much to hope, 
and indeed, ask of the authorities that 
they too will let the dead past bury its 
dead, and, forgetting the memories of the 
exciting years that followed the Partition 
of Bengal, assume a new attitude towards 
men like Mr. Bal. Gangadhar Tilal{; whose 
help and co-operation, •. it would hardly 
be politic to .refuse at this juncture. Those 
who have any grasp of the present Indian 
situation and are able to presage its 
future, in the light of the unerring trends 
of. the aCtual' evolution of British Imperial 
politics on the one side, .and of general 
world politics, on the other, cannot, I feel 
confident,~ do so. -- · 

THE PRESENT DUTY 

I have little doubt that Mr. Tilak wil~ 
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not take long to completely seize the pre
sent situation in the country, and the 
moment he does so, he will not hesitate 
to recognise and decla,re the supreme need 
of amending the Nationlist·. policy and 
programme, such as h'e had known these 
six years ago-a policy, .and prograrpme 
that he had himself done so much.to for
mulate with such unrival~ed. insight and 
determination. Mr.· Til ali never was a 
revolutionary. His temperament, his 
superior native intelligence, his very 
liberal education, his ·grasp of - the 
actualities of the. political situation in 
his country, all these are absolutely 
inconsistent with the very idea of any 
sor~ of real revolutionary patriotism. 
Sir Valentine Chirol, evidently draw
ing his inspiration from some narrow
:visioned Bombay bureaucrats, has c;:om
pletely failed to seize the inner character 
of this great Brahmin politician. Mr. 
Tilak is .too sane a man to ever dream 
of reviving for his caste of clan the old 
power and position of the' Peshwas. He 
knows it, if any Indian. does, that unless 
every historic, movement of our time, 
whether inside or out of India, misses its 
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end, and is·turrie,d, by some sudden-cata
clasm from its own natural and rational 
course, there is; absolutely, not the ghost 
of a chance for any particu]ar class or 
province in India, to lord ·it over the 
others. ·If, India ·ever comes to her 
own .in the futur~, it must be· as. a 
whole;- and that whole must be, above 
all else, a federated whote. - Every 
intelligent and educated Indian knows it. 
Neither· Hindus nor Mahomedans~ nei
ther Mahrattas rior Sikhs nor even the 
valour of the Rajputs, could win for, 
their particular· community or ·caste or 
clan, absolute overlordship in the India of 
the future. The provinces have had their 
day,-·. and the clans and castes t6o;-the 
future has been committed to the Indian 
nation-the. complete and composite In
dian· peoples---<:omposed of ~indus, Mos
lems, Mahrattas, Sikhs, Tamils; Telugus, 
Purbiyas and Bengalees.. Neither Akbai 
nor Aurangazeb, neither Shivaji nor Ranji, 
Singh,-nor, indeed, any one much greater 
than these, will any more be able to win fo~ 
themselves the hegemony of the Indiall 
Continent. To think that in these days. 
when even the Moslem world is alive with 
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the desire for democratic and constitu
tional ideals of Government, any educated 
Indian would ev,en dream of any sectional 
predominance in the coming evolution of 
Indian hist'ory and politics, betrays a 
strange lack of insightinto human nature. 
Youthful, inexperienced, and imaginative 
youths, unaffected by any .perceptions of 
the stern and solid actualities of life, 
might dream such foolish dreams; but the 
thing is absolutely unthinkable in regard 
to a man of superior educa~ion and intel
Jigence and farsight with which Mr.·Tilak 
is universally credited by both friends and 
foes. And his nativeintelligenc~, his high 
education, and his firm grasp of the solid 
realities of life and pistory, are all against 
the assumption' that he , has any real 
revolutionary aims. Of course, it cannot 
be denied that, like m&ny Qthers, especi
ally among the thought leaders of the 
Nationalist movement in India, he too did 
want to put in some element of • self-con
fidence and evc;:n, self-assertiveness, in his 
countrymen; and in so far as they did it, 
their words were misread and their real 
intentions misunderstood by some people, 
who simply caught their patriotic enthu-
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siasm, without ·being able to. grasp the 
fundamental psy~hology or philosophy of 
national life that really prompted these; 
and thus turned from steady, sober, but 
devGted and lawful workers, into violent 
and hysteric revolutionaries. But t~is. 
has been almost the universal misfortune 
of men who have seen far ahead of them~ 
and have tried according to their light, 
to control the future by seeking to shape 
the course· of· the. present .. · What Mr. 
Tilak saw was the danger with which the 
inertia, and listlessness, the tamasa quality~ 
of the Indian peoples · threatened the 
future p~ce and progress of his own 
country. It was a menace, indeed, even 
to the >peace and· progress. of the Govern'" 
ment itself. .For it is t'he universal .ex
perience of. history that inertia and sex
lessness, though they may temporaril)l. 
smooth the p~th of autocratic qr 
bureaucratic administrations, ultimately 
become the parents of violent revolutions. 
To cure this inertia, and se:x:lessness of 
the Indian populations, to lead them to 
take some active· interest in the lai:ger 
affairs. of their state, to train them to 
habits of independent thinking af!d self-
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reliant Civic activities, and,. through-these,. 
to inspire them with a. sense of their 
strength· .and a vision of their destiny,. 
-these are about the most effective pro
phylactics against all sorts .of revolution,-. 
ary patriotic outbursts. . All . these help
to humanise historic. movements, brine;· 
them within the realm of man's ·rational 
efforts and activities; while long continu
ed inertia and· sexlessness help only t<> 
hrutalise historic and,political react1oos. 
Mr. Tilak must have ,seen this, .Every 
statesman sees it. · Every, student of 
history, who has read his history to ariy 
'purpose, and has been able to reconstru9t 
ancient evolutions in his own rational 
life, just as the student of geology re
constructs the pre-historic history of the 
earth's formation,-every such student of 
history knows this. And, ~therefore, in 
seeking to remove this sexless inertia of 
his people by an inspiring propaganda of 
self-reliance and self-help in all civic and 
political.agitations, as against the older 
propaganda of the Indian National. Con
gress, which had wanted .everything or 
almost everything to be done by the Exe,-. 
cutive 'Government in the country, Mr. 
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Tilak and the other Nationalist: leaders 
followed the _.only policy that _could 
-ensure peaceful progress towards the 
modern democratic ideal of the state-life 
and state-organisation. 'If the authorities 
in Bombay baa only realised this, -there 
would have been much saving of trouble 
and time on both sides. , 

But, as I said, we must all let by-gones 
be by-gones. [rhe time has come when 
Nationalists on · the one side, and the 
Government on the other, should .re
-cognise that their interests are not, really, 
is conflict "lit)l one another. The Nation
.alists must clearly realise it that the only 
<hance of the realisation of their highest 
ideal of nationalautonomy, lies, b:nmanly 
speaking, not in any violent rupture with 
Great BtitaiJJ., but jn the perpetuation of 
the British com;1ection. Imperialists mus~ 
realise it that the self-fulfilment of what 
they call the· British Empire, if not, indeed1 
its very 'life' and integrity, depends upon 
the admission of India. by and bye, inta 
.an equal co-partnership with.- the other 
parts of this Empire. Not what is loosely 
-called ': colonial · self.,government, but 
what is ·really an Imperial · Federation 
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composed of Great Britain herself, arid 
Ireland, and Egypt, and India, and the 
over-seas Dominions; each autonomous 
within . itself, and . absolutely free to 
manage its· own particular affairs, but 
all combined for purposes of tnutual pro
tection and progress, and. above. i all,, in 
tht: purs11it of those larger humanitarian 
ends wherein every national life and 
history must fulfil itself,-this must be 
accepted as the common ideal-end of 
both Indian and Imperial evolution. 
Upon this broad and rational ideal, 
nationalist and imperialist interests must 
be completely and permanently reconcil
ed. Both the Government and'· the 
people of India must 'realise it that their 
future lies not in mutual conflict, but 
only in reconciliation] I· have not the 
least little doubt in my mind, that Mr. 
Tilak fully understands this. I am abso
lutelYcontident that he is ready and will· 
ing to wor~ 'along · this line: An astute 
politician,· a stout· thinker, a far-seeing 
statesman, a selfless patriot•· a man who 
has all his life proved his complete de
tachment from the fleeting pleasures and 
pains of life, and has taken all his trou-
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bles, smilingly, as in the ·day's work,
Mr. Tjlak cann,ot possibly refuse to co
operate with the· Government, for the 
furtherance of national autonomy in 
India and for paving the way 'to the 
final organisation of a real Federation 
in the Empire. The question is : will the 
authorities. in ~mbay acc.ept · his co
operation ? It will be a great ·blunder 
to refuse it. Such a refusal, in any case, 
any desire to treat him a political suspect, 
and prevent biro free access to the people, 
will be .a very serious loss to_ the progress 
of that true, honest, .rational and huma
nitarian nationalism not only on' the 
Bombay side, but, I am afraid,· all ove.r 
India ; Jor :Mr. Ti~ak is held in very high 
regard in every Indian province, wher.ein 
history must seek ancd find the greatest 
safety and the most assured peace· for both 
India and the Empire. Lord Hardinge 
understands this thoroughly; and it is 
to be hoped that His Excellency will 
see to it that the Provincial Administra
tion allows by-gones to be by-gones, and 
treats this great leader of his people as a 
friend, though he has sometimes, to his 
own cost, played the candid friend to it. 
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Whether one agrees with. Surendra 
Nath's public policy or admires his per
sonal character or not, there is one thing 
whict:. everybody who has any a-cquain
tance with the history• of the public life 
Qf this country of the last thirty years 
must admit, namely, that of all Indian 
public men, he is the Ollly person who 
may justly claim an all-India· leadership. 
Some of his contemporaries may hav'e a, 
culture much wider than his, others may 
daim: sounder judgment, greater farsight 
Qr much superior strength of character 
than -what eve!} the most ardent of 
Surendra Nath's admirers would venture 
to prefer for him; some have high profes
sional standing and great. wealth at the 
back of their influence in the politiqil 
life of. their. country, others, though 
without these adventitious advantages, 
have a reputation for self-less devotion 
tQ the country's CaliSe which Surendra 
Nath may not have acquired in so large 
a· measure: but all these facts notwith-
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standing, ·he is, by far and above, the 
one man in all India, whom if the occasion 
came, a plebiscite of his English-educated 
coti~trymen would with an overwhelming 
majority acclaim as their trusted leader. 
Some ate leaders of public opinion in 
their own province, •others of their own 
class or community, a few have even a 
wider constituencY among that la.rge 
and accommodating body of people who 
in evefy Indian Province are always 
ready to aq:ept the profitable. lead of any 
one who .may haye won for · his public 
life the recog11-ition of the Government 
and the official classes ; but while the 
position of all these men in the .public 
life of their country i~ provincial and 
sectional, that of Surendra Nath alone is 
unquestionably, national." And it is' only 
fitting that this. should be so; because riO: 
other man in .. his.· generation or even 
before him has contributed . rnore to the 
birth and growth of our present national 
ideas and aspirations than whatSurendra 
Nath has done. . . 

And the .main secret of this uniqu~ 
position that Surendra: Nath had un· 
doubtedly secured in the present public: 
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life of his 0 country, is to be 0 found, I 
think, in the peculiar-genius and character 
of the Bengalee people on the one side. 
and in the special developments of the 
intellectual and social history of Bengal 
on the other. Of all the peoples of India •. 
the Bengalee has always been noted for 
his keen intellectualism. and -exuQerant 
emotionalism. ·The mighty military ge-

. nius of the Punjabee, the incisive prac
tical sense of the Mahratta, the strong 
metaphysical .bent of the Madrasee, and 
the keen logical acumen of the. Bengalee 
combined with the most fervid emotion
alism, stahd side by side. with one another 
in the composite character and culture of 
the Indian people. It has been so in the 
past.; it is so even to-day. We see it in the 
different shapes that the same modern spi-

. rit, the result of our contact and conflict 
with the West, has taken.in the differe11t 
Indian provinces. We have, thus, a spirit 
of active militancy in the propaganda of 
the Arya .Samaj in which the Punjabee 
element is overwhelmingly preponderant. 
which is entirely absent from the allied 
:movements of religious and social reform 
in the other Indian Provinces. Similarly. 
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we have in these same movements in the 
Mahratta country, neither the spirit of 
active. militancy ·'Of the ·Punjab Arya 
Samaj nor the frank enthusiasm for the 
new ideas and ideals that have been 
characteristic of the Bi:ahmo Samaj in 
Bengal, but rather a quiet ·recognition of 
the inevitable and an attempt to keep as 
much as possible, the old forms and insti
tutions of the national life, without any 
fuss, while submitting to the inevitable 
-charges. And this spirit (I{ quiet accom
modation an II peaceful com promise is born 
-of the strong practical sense of the shrewd 
Mahratta Brahman. · In Madras these 
·movements have so far failed to make 
any perceptible progress, because, ·I think; 
<>f the simple fact that their representa
·tives and ·missionaries have so far. em
phasized o'niy their purely 'logical ancl 
ethical aspects. Y.,ithout making any seri-. 
ous attempt to discover and present any 
broad philosophy of life that may stand 
behind them .. For the Madrasee mind will 
not accept, nor can be much enthusiastic 
<>ver anything that does not appeal to its: 
hereditary love for abstruse metaphysical1 

speculations.. This is . why theosophy 
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with its metaphysicali subtleties on .the 
one ·side and the supernaturalism and 
mysticism that go with· these every• 
where. on the other, has had so far the. 
largest and most enthusiastic· follo.wing 
on the Madras side. . In, Benga~ the 
movements of the modern thought owing 
to the peculiar genius M the Bengalee 
people; have been marked by an. uncom~ 
promising rationalism on the one band, 
and the superb idealism that goes with 
exuberant emotionalism on the other. 
In both his religious and his social reform 
movements, the modern Bengalee has 
applied with relentless logic the root can
ons of what is known as modern rationa
lism in Europe. But he has done· so, 
not in. the spirit of modern. materialist, 
whose intellectual standards are almost 
exclusively sensuous, and whose ethical 
values always utilitarian, but in that of 
the idealist who sees. beyond the senses, 
and yearns always for the unattainable. 

Logic and law, grammar and rheto
ric, ecstatic outbursts more than contem
plative quietude in religious life, and im
pulsive daring rather ·than calculated 
'courage in affairs: these are the special 
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characteristics of the Ben galee people. It 
is these that have worked for them the 
position in which they hold in ·the pre
sent day life and thought of India. · 

. Artd Surendra Nath is very largely 
indebted to . these characteristics of his 
race for the unique position that he has 
made for himseH in the public life of his 
~ountry. He entered that life, while yet a 
young man, with neither wealth nor rank, 
nor, as his detractors would perhaps say, 
with eveh. a good name. A dismissed 
'member of the Indian Civil Service, he 
has no credit with the Government and the 
Anglo-Indiari community. The Indian 
press was with the solitary 'exception ot 
" The Hindoo Patriot," without power, and 
the Indian people without any voi.ce in 
public affairs. And even the influence of 
the Hina"oo Patriot notwithstanding, the 
exceptional abilities of its Editor, Babu 
Kristo Das :Pal; was due very largely, if not 
entirely, to its official associations. " The 
Amrita Bazar Patrika " was no doubt com• 

·ing into prominence by its courageous 
criticism of official acts: and policy, 
but "The Patriot" was the only Indian 
newsl?aper that could help make Public 
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reputations for our men; an<! Surendra 
Nath, when he first commenced to edu
cate public opinion in his. country, re
ceived precious little' help from -that 
.quarter. When, thus, upon his return 
from England -after his unsuccessful ·ap
peal 'against the order of his dismissal 
from the Civil Service, Surendra Nath 
found himself almost stranded in Calcutta 
without a decent competence behind and 
.any reasonable expectations before him, 
and was taken up by Pandit Ishwar 
Chandra Vidyasagar and provided with 
.a chair in the Metropolitan College at a 
salary of Rs. 250 a month, no one could 
predict for him anything like the high 
position that, in a few short years, he 
:carved for himself in the life and love of 
his En.glish educated countrymen. 

Surendra Nath's unique position in the 
political leadership of his. people, is al
most ientirely due to his unrivalled 
powers of eloquence. Judged by some 
standards, his style o' oratory would. not, 
I am afraid, be considered of the highest 
. type. It is very different, for instance, 
·from the style of Edmund Burke, whose 
words carried his audience with him, not 
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merely by their flow and cadence, but far 
more, perhaps, by the strength of the 
facts and arguments that were invariably 
woven ifito them. The secret of the great 
charm that Surendra Nath's oratory ex
ercises over his hearers lies, however, first 
in his personal magnetism, whicH is a 
universal endowment of all powerfUl 
leaders of men, and neXt, in his large 
wealth of words and imageries whose 
volume ·and cadence carry immense; 
audiences before them, like a mighty: 
torrent in high-flood .. · 

In fact, it is not Surendra Nath's: 
style only. It is the common style of 
what is called the Bengal school of ora· 
tory. 'And this peculiar style has beell 
so wonderfully ·developed in Bengal fot 
the simple reason that it is best suited to 
the highly emotional teriiperament of this 
people, and for this very reason, it is 
most effective" everywhere in religious 
preachings. Kesub Chunder Sen regard
ed by even, many ~ultured Englishmen 
who heard him speak; as the greatest 
English erator of his day, wa! the highest 
representative of this school. And, as a 
religious teacher, it suited his vocatiQrl 
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most wonderfully. This so~called Bengal 
School of oratory, is, , however, ill-suited 
to the requirements of the political plat.: 
form; and if, in spite of this fact, Suren
dra Nath's oratory has been able to 
achieve so much in Qur political life, it is 
partly due to the peculiar temperament 
of our people, and partly to the special 
work that Surendra Nath had been called 
upon to do. , 

Surendra Nath's style would IliOt suit 
a sober and responsible ·deliberative as
sembly anywhere in modern civilisation. 
Nor have we had any such institution in 
our midst when Surendra Nath .first en
tered politics. The work that lay before 
him was, in fact, not of the statesman or 
administrator, but of the ·trumpeteer. 
And a more powerful trumpet for the 
call of our new-born patriotism is almost 
impossible to think of. What wai wanted 
then was not so much the power to think 
as the capacity to feel. The work before 
Surendra Nath was, thus, more akin to 
the religious than to the political. And 
it is therefore, that. his style of oratory 
became so effective at the time. Neither 
cold philosophy, nor farseeing statesman-
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ship, 'nor! calculating political schemes 
could have brought ba.ck their:.normal 
sensitiveneSs to a, palsied people, or woke 
up a comatose community. Wh~i: the 
situation demanded was' the inspiration 
of an enthralling ideal and the live cur
rents of a ·lofty and divine enthusiasm. 
Surendra N ath found these for~ us; -and 
may weN lay daim, 1herefore, to the dis
tinction of the regenerator of.his people. 

-· But·Surendra Nath could never have
done the work that history will place to 
his credit if the- grou)ld had not been 
prepare.d by the succession •of great men 
who preceded him. Chief among the 
makers of mod~rn Bengal, and ~o sotne 
extent even of.- Modern _ India-· ·is Raja 
Ram.Mohun Roy. Raq1 Mohun is popu•
larly regarded as a · great religious and 
Social reformer only. But although owing 
to the peculiar-condition of his times, the 
public activities of the Raja were more 
manifest in theological and religious COI~'1 
troversies, than in anything else, his reaL 
message to his country and, indeed, to the 
modern world had reference to the entir~ 
field of man's social life. In fact, in. these 
theological controversies, he stands faE 
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below the plane which· he actually occu
pied, and whence he viewed the world- ' 
problem of our time with a breadth of 
outlook and a depth of insight,· rare ex
cept among the very greatest of men. He 
combined in him the fervour of the pro
phet with the vision of the seer, a11d the 
practical sense of the man of affairs with 
the capacity 'for grasping the rational 
grounds of every act or institution, the 
heritage of the philosopher, the sagacity of 
the politiciart with the idealism of the poet. 
And he was able, therefore, to vitualise the1 

great and complex Indian problem almost 
in all its phases and departments, and 
thus to indicate the lines along which it 
should be approached for satisfactory solu
tion. Others followed him in this work 
of r'eform and reconstruction. Harish 
Chander: Mookerjee and Kristo Dass 
Pal, Debendra Nath Tagore and Keshub 
Chunder Sen, Ishwar, Chandra Vidya
Sagar and Akshoy Kumar Dutt, Hem 
Chandra Banerjee and Bunkim Chunder 
Chatterjee, all worked -in different depart
ments of the corporate life of their people~ 
and prepared by their labours, the field 
to which.Surendra Nath was called. 
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In no other province of India have 
we had, !'think, such a long. roll of illus
trious public men during the latter half of 
the last century as we had in Bengal. 
A~d a new spirit of freedom, more or less 
strong, characterised the ideals and ac
tivities of all of them. Harish Chandra 
Mookerjee and Kristo Dass Pal, and after 
them, Sisir Kumar Ghose,-the first two 
through the "Hindoo Patriot", and the 
the third through the "Amrita· Bazar 
Patrika "-struck this note of freedom in 
journalism and politi<:!i. The " Hindoo 
Patriot " had always been very moderate 
in its tone and ·cautious in its pronounce
ments as befitted the recognised organ (!f 
the land-owning .classes of the Province, 
whose private interests and public as
sociations both equally demanded. it .. 
But the " Patrika " was not hampered by 
these consjderations. and it commenced' 
to give voice to the growing sense of irri
tation of the English-educated communi
ty of the Province caused by their conflicts 
l"ith the Anglo-Indian Bureaucracy, with 
anamount<>f freedom and vigourhitherto 
Unknown in Indian public life. The "Pat
rika " came to special prominence under 
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the Lieutenant-Governorship · of Sir 
George Campbell (I87D-73), whose attempt 
to restrict higher education· with the 
avowed object of diverting the public 
funds, thus, set free to the diffusion of 
primary education, aroused a good deal 
-of opposition from the educated classes. 
And in their criticism of Sir George Camp
bell's acts and policy, Babu Sisir Kumar 
Ghose and his brothers-for the "Patrika" 
11as always been a journalistic joint-family 
~adopted a tone of biting satire and 
unc\isguised abuse, which first shook peo
ple's nerves somewhat violently, and then 
gradually, put a new courage and self
~onsciousness into them. Debendra 
Nath Tagore and Keshub Chunder Sen 
struck a new note of personal freedom in 
our religi~us and social life, which even 
the 'supenor, but essentially synthetic, 
genius of Raj~ Ram Mohun Roy had not 
sought to do; and the spirit of revolt and 
iconoclasm which' these two. reformers 
.called into being in the community, soon 
permeated all the departments· of our life 
and thought. No authority was too high 
or holy to be touched and tested by human 
reason: no. institution, whether religious 
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or .social,. too sacred to be allowed to stand· 
out of the melting pot of:change and pro
gress, reform and -recom;tr!Jction. Scrip
tures and codes, sacraments and cere
monials, customs and institutiol.lS; pqests 
a11d gurus, every one and ·everything 
that <:!aimed the holy . sam::tions . of 
the past, was called upon to present 
themselves before the ... Brur of ).\'Iodern 
Reason, and· either · to sta.nd its test· 
or abdicate their authority, This spirit 
of revolt natp.rally' possessed ·the so.ul 
of .our new iiterature also, and found 
inspired .expression, in .prqse and verse. 
through a brilliant group of [llen,•headed 
by Bunkim Chunder Chatterjee. l'he 
" Bangadharsana " · edited by Bunkim 
Chmider occupied in the history of 
the new illumination 'in Bengal, . a 
position somewhat similar to what the 
Encyclopredia held in the history of the 
French illumination of the eighteenth 
century. It called into being a new school 
of literary and historical criticism, which 
though som~what more conservative than 
t4e theological schools of Debendra.Nath 
anq Keshub Chunder,was not less rational, 
and which, because it was somewhat more 
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sober, was not, for that reason, in any' way 
less incisive . or vigorolis. ,While the 
Brahma Samaj Schools applied with re
lentless vigour the imported canons of the 
European illuminations of the eighteenth 
century (mpdified somewhat · partly by 
their theisti~ creed and ethica1 emphasis~ 
and partly by the unconscious influence 
of the spiritual inheritances of their mem
bers) . to the qemolition of the popular 
faiths and current customs of the land~ 
the "Baugadharsana " applied ·its own 
canons to the examination of the claims. 
to superiority of modern European over 
the old Hindu ideals, and specially, of the 
presentations of Indian History and the 
interpretations of Indian culture and civi
lisation by European students and sch~ 
Iars. And all these various forces intel
lectual and moral,· religious and social~ 
and political, educational and literary. 
acting and reacting upon one another, 
gave birth to a new patriotiSTil in the 
country, which burst forth in song and 
verse and took complete possession of 
the educated youths of the nation. 

This was the general situation in the 
country wher.. Surendra Nath entered b;s. 
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public life. The new patriotism had not 
.as yet found a powerful spokesman and 
leader. It was. the beginning almost of 
what may be called the period of intellec
tion of oirr new national life.. ·And at this 
stage of national evolution poetry and 
drama and even· far more· than these, 
public oratory, play a very vital part in 
helping the development of the new life. 
Surendra N ath with his unrivalled powers 
of eloquence came to us, thus, at the very 
time when our infant patriotism stood in 
most urgent need of a man like him. 
And his success was consequently assured 
from the very beginning of his public 
career. 

Surendra Nath's earliest work-was to 
impart a note of realism to the patriotic 
inspirations and ideals of his countrymen 
by relating these to the achievements and 
actualities of their past and present hi~ 
tory. Before Sutendra Nath came to the 
political leadership of his educated coun
trymen, their patriotism was more or less 
of a· mere airy fairy sentiment, which 
by its very exuberance tended to under
mine its vitality and weaken its capacity 
to inspire practical activities. Surendra · 
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Nath saved our new patriotism from the 
inevitable fate of all voluptuous senti
mentalism; by imparting to it. the inspi.., 
ration of the actual struggles a~d achiev~ 
ments of:the past .on the one hand and 
calling it to the practical: work of the pre
sent on the other. His hist_oiical address
es, the materials for which he drew p<u:t
ly from Indian and partly from Europe
an histories, did the first, and the Students 
.Association, which he started in co-opera
tion with his friend Babu Ananda Mohun 
Bose, and the Indian Association subse.:. 
quently organised witn the latter as its 
Secretary did the second part of this 
much~needed work. 

There were political organisations in 
Bengal even before Surendra N ath's time. 
But ·thev were more or less class-and
sectionai bodies. · And the general public, 
and especially the educated middle class
es, were yearning for some adequate and 
effective organ and organisation of their 
own to represent the aspirations and 
interests of the people. And they found 
it under Surendra Nath's leadership, in 
the Indian Association. It was no doubt 
a Bengalee organisation, ·so far as its 
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:actual founders and workers were con-. ' 
cerned but as in its name so also in 
its outlook, the Indian 'Association was 
-particulady in its early·years, unmistak
ably national. · Neither the British Indian 
Association of Calcutta which is a much 
older organisation: than the Indian Asso
ciation, nor the Sarbajanik Sabha of 
Poona, hor even the Bombay Presidency 
Association which came· into existence 
later, nor the Mahajana Sabha of Madras:. 
none of these had an all-India outlook. 
They never sought to cover by a network 
of branch and affiliated institutions, the 
whole continent, and thereby become a 
powerful organ of the political life of 
India as a whole. This conception of the 
political unity ·pf India . has been an 
original and persistent element of the 
patriotic ideals and activities 'of Bengal. 
It is due to 'niany things-the essentially 
idealistic tempe.rament of the Bengalee 
people, the infl.ut;nce of the cosmopolitan 
sympathies.· of the Brahmo Samaj, the 
broader outlook of modern Bengalee 
literature etc.,-but not the least among • these have been the political ideals and 
.aspirations of the teachings of Surendra 
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Nath. Either from ·lack •of local mate
rials or from the inspiration of a broader 
ideal, for whatever reasons it may be, 

. ·~ ' . 
,?urendra Nath from the v:.ery first tned 
to relate our patriotic ~entiments to the 
past history and achievements of the 
o0ther provinces of India. And as a result 
these provincialities worked themselves 
'into our ideals of the future as organic 
parts of a larger whole, which would in
·COrporate into itself the Punjab and the 
Mahrashtra, Madras and Rajputana as 
much as Guzerat and Bengal. . The com
paratively feebler emphasis of the institu
~ion of caste among us, also helped to 
maintain greater social solidarity, and by 
keeping us largely free from the conflicts 
.and competitions of inter-caste life and 
relations gave us a much fuHer ideal of 
political and national unity than what 

· the other Indian provinces had. And all 
these causes worked together to lend a 
supremely national meaning and signi
ficance to the teachings and activities of 
Surendra Nath, such as could not, at 
least in his early days, be claimed for 
those of any other Indian politician or 
public man. 
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In fact, there.is every reason to thin~ 
that if the Indiau .National Congress hac 
not been staned under much greater in 
fluentiat ausl)ices than what Surendr< 
N ath or. his friends had then secured fol 
their organisation, and if this new in· 
stitution, with all its glamour of wealtl 
and rank, and its character as an AU. 
India organisation, had not captivate( 
the· imagination of the educated classes 
and divert~d the course of our politica: 
evolution from the less ostentatious bu1 
decidedly more vital channels along which 
it was being quie,tly directed by the. Indian 
Association-our poli11ical activities and 
organisations 'would have been, I think, 
much stronger and of a far more consti
tutional character. than they are ·to-day. 
Whatever. else the Indian National Con
gress may Qr may not have done, of one 
thing there· can possibly. be no question 
whatever, nameiy, that it has practically 
killed the natural political life and activi
ties of the people by draining away all 
the .vitality from the local• bodies that 
were being formed under the guidance of 
the Indian Association, at least all. over1 
Bengal and Northern India ; and not eveni 
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th~ later attempt .of the Congress-leaders 
to build up provincial and district bodies, 
has so far been or will ever, I am afraid, 
be able to make up this loss. That which 
under the healthie.r influence of the 
Indian Associatibn, was ,slowly growing 
from within the people, the Congress, 
following the lead, of tfie usual official 
methods prevalent in this country, has 
been trying to impose from without. 

Indeed, it: ··should not be forgotten 
that the Indian Asso::iation had already 
started an all-India organisation itself, 

. and a National Conference, to which 
delegates had been invited by Surendra 
Nath, from the different districts of Nor
thern India" was actually sitting in Cal
cutta, when the first Jndian National Con
gress ·was being almost surreptitiously or-

. ganised in Bombay. In fact, the Congress 
·was not a people's body from the very 
start. !twas hatched in secret .by a few 
men of great wealth and high professional 
standing headed by an ex-official of the 
Government of India. It had thus an 
aristocratic air about it from the very be
ginning. And it should be publicly placed 
on record, before those who know it pass 
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away, that some at least of the most I pro
minent members of the first NationalCon
gress which sat in Bombay, .deliberately 
and of set' purpose; kept Surendra 'Nath 
out of it. It was only whet\ the Congress 
was proposed to be held next yeaf'in Cal
cutta, and when Mt~ Hume saw the utter · 
impossibility ofhaving a successful session 
in Bengal if Surendra.Nath wasnot taken 
into the new movement, cthen he was 
invited to join it. But thaugh the Congress 
leaders dared not keep him out, · and 
was subsequently ever r~ady to expi.Qit 
Surendra Nath's powers and· influ:ence 
in aid of their work, it ·is needless 
to conceive the fact that he never 
came to the actual leadership of this body, 
but on the contrary, with. the spirit of 
accommodation, characteristic ofthe man, 
he has all along submitted to be led and 
exploited by his rivals, many of whom 
never cared even to conceal. their want of 
regard for his personality .• or their want 
of appreciation of his worth. 

,Of course, Surendra Nath like other 
people, has his limitations. He is not a · 
very cunning politician ; had he been one 
11e would have played his cards better' 
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than he bas done, and .attained to. much 
higher distinc.tions, as distinctions go in 
this col,Jntry, in. our present public life. 
By no means an unaccommodating person, 
Surendra N ath .has never learnt the secret 
of converting a private surrender to a 
public , victory, .He is not.afar-seeing 
statesman either-· he does not see all the 
possibilities of . .a situation long before 
they become manifest. He is not even an 
~dealist, who can jJe oblivious of all prac
tical consequences in his quest for . the 
ideal. He is not a hero who can bravely 
face the_direst personal losses at the call 
of duty. He is not even a Nationalist in 
the true sense of the term, for he never 
learnt anything of his countpr, its ancient 
literature and special CUlture, neither pS a 
youth· when he went to school among 
Anglo-Indians and Eurasians, to the Dove
ton College, nor in later life, and thus,.both. 
by training and heredity, he has been like 
so many of his contemporaries far too 
much denationalised to make a true and 
ideal patriot. But it cannot be however 
denied that with all his limitations and 
weaknesses, Surendra Nath has been the 
one man in our time in this country, wh() 
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' has brought a new life into our politics 

and who has'contributed; more than any 
one eise among' his contemporaries to. 
make India what it is to-day. · He has not 
given us many 'ideas, nor 'much thoughtful 
leading. But he has given that inspira· 
tion without which all else, however 
valuable ·hi themselveS, would be of no 
earthly use to us or anybody else. 

The one fact that stands out there. 
fore, above all things else in the life and 
work of Surendra Nath Banerjee, is that 
he occupies a front· place ·among' that 
glorious band, headed by Raja Ram 
Mohun Roy,.whom History will proclaim. 
to the future generations of this and other 
lands as the[REGENERA TORS OF MODERN 
INDIA. . . 



SRIJUT ASVINI KUMAR DATTA 
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0~ the hundreds of letters th~t 
received oh my release fi:om prison thi~ 
time last year, the earliest, and to me, 
the most valuable, was from this grea1 
leader of my people, who is now .shut up, 
without any accusation or trial in thf 
central gaol. 

While the rest of my correspondent~ 
spoke of me, referred to what they called 
my sufferings and · my sacrifices, Asvini 
K1:1mar alone spoke not of me but of my 
Guru and my God. 

"Remember, beloved brother," wrote 
he," specially at this moment when the 
whole country is giving you such a hearty 
~vation, that you are a mere instrument 
in the hands of Him who is the Master of 
your life and. your. destiny. Remember 
Him always, and neither honour nor dis
honour will make any difference to you." 

Asvini Kumar is presented by the 
irritated officialdom in India ·and the 
ignorant Jingo ·press in England as a 
mischievous political agitator. J;lut hi~ 
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people know him to be a lover of . God 
and man of God. The species, political 
agitators, is unknown in India. Politics 
is· not as yet a profession in our country, 
except, perhaps among the very few who 
are members of the Legislative ·councils,. 
and whose official associations sometimes 
help them to make an addition to their 
income .by writing petition.s and memo, 
rials on behalf of the princes and the nobi-: 
lity to the Government. But the member 
of Council is a respectable man and not a 
pestilential demagogue .. Asvini Kumar. 
had he been so minded, might have been 
one of these, but .instead. of earning ap.Y,; 
money through .his public activity, he has 
all his life spenfhis own substance in ser-
ving his country. · 

Our civilisation is such that whoeve.n 
works for the public ·must either bear._ ail 
the expense~ of his public services hfmsel:U, 
or, if he is too poor to do so, he must del
pend upon what comes to him unasked 
and unsought as the means of his subsi~ 
terice. Work that is paid for is :mere&.; 
nary, and. has no virtue in it. ; Everfi 
labourer may be wortl~ his hire, but hei 
who stipulates for his hire or refuses ti>j 
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accept whatever comes of itself, works 
for himself and not for· God. Christian 
God is proud of her own George Muller,. 
but in heathen India, whoever consecrates 
himself to the service of his fellow-men, 
which is really the service of God, has of 
necessity to be a George .Muller. Politi
cal agitators, therefore, in the European 
sense of the term, have absolutely no 
place in. the s~heme of our national acti
vities. And Asvini Kumar is, in no sense 
of the term, a political agitator. 
• Born of rich parents,. Asvini Kumar 

was laid under no necessity to work for 
a living. Not blessed with any children 
he had not to provide for the future of 
even. a .large family. Without any son, 
he adopted, one might say, the entire 
school-going population of his district as' 
his own, and devoted all his substance to 
their education. He. started a school in 
Barisal, which gradually developed into 
a college, and stands now as one· of ·.the 
high, most efficient and popular private 
educational institutions affiliated to the 
Calcutta University. Asvini Kumar has 
never sought to convert his school or 
college as a source of private income, has 
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never conducted them along trade lines. 
For years togetherhe bore all the deficits 
himself, living a plain life, and devoting 
practically all his income to the equip
ment ·and upkeep of his educational insti
tution. 

A distinguish~d graduate of the Cal
cutta University, he has personally super
vised and directed the work of his school 
and college, devoting the best part of his 
time to his boys. Endowed with a magne
tic personality he has been a guide, philo
sopher and friend to the thousands of 
young men who have, during the last 
twenty-five years, passed through his 
school and college. His students are spread 
all over Eastern.Bengal to-day, occupying 
important positions in the various walks 
of life and.ft is these men who really con· 
stitute the very. backbone of the Nation~ 
alist Movement in that Province. 

Modern education in India is often"' 
timCis condemned as a godless education. 
It is essentially secular; and if secular 
educa,tion be a proper synonym for god· 
less education, the Indian system may be 
called so. In truth, however its godless* 
ness is due more to godless men who are 
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placed so often in charge ofit,·and to the 
character of the education itself. · Theo
logy may be taught by means of selected 

1 

text-books; but real godliness proceeds 
only from soul to soul. A godly teacher 
develops the most fervent pietyr even 
through a ·secular system ·of education, 
while a godless will desecrate the highest 
theological text-books by his irreverent 
life and conversation. Asvini Kumar's 
per~onality ' imparted a truly religit>us 
tone to most of his· pupils, such as even 
few denominational schools or pliofessed
ly theologiCal seminaries are able1 to do. 

Like all spiritual~minded ·young men of 
a generation, Asvini Kumar also was in 
his youth a follower of the Brahmo Samaj, 
at that time under the leadership of Ke
shub Chunder Sen. He did both join the 
'Brahmo communion, which would involve 
separation from his family and social ex
communication. Brahmo Samaj stands 
for rati6nal religion on the one side, and 
social reform on the other; and in both, 
it is more alike to European thought and 
ideal than to the Indian culture and tra
ditions. Asvini Kumar, , in his mature 
years, found it difficult to accept the 
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essentially diqactic rationalism of prevail~ 
ing Brahmo theology as truly rational, 
and gradually drifted. into the great 
Bhakti Movement of Pundit Bijoy 
Krishna Goswami. Pundit Bijoy Krishna 
had himselfbeen'in his earlier life a lead~ 
er of the Brahmo · Samaj. As an apo~tle 
of that creed, he was for many years in~ 
timately associated with Keshub Chunder 
Sen" But the creed of the Brahino Samaj. 
was foo narrow to the rich, the varied, and 
the deep spiritual experiences of this great 
spiritual .teacher, ahd he gradually found 
himself the centre of"a new and powerful 
religious movement in Bengal, which re~ 
vived the fervent· spirituality of the <?ld 
Vaishnavic movements, giving . a new 
meaning and interpretation in our age, to 
ancient thought ·and experience. Asvini 
Kumar was drawn to this. great teacher, 
and deeper inspirations of his life hence
forth flowed from this source: 

To the outside public of Bengal,' Asvini 
Kumar tis known as a great educationist, 
but to those who have come into close per ... 
sonal contact with him,. \J.e is known, re~ 
vered, and loved as a student of religion 
and an. earnest and devout seeker after, 
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God. In Bengali literature he is known ;as 
the author of, 'a 'rich and learned· cotn• 
,Pendl.~Jm onBhakti Yoga or the. Way of 
Love. I call it a compendium because the 
author 'has copiously drawn from the an
cient literature of Bhakti in India; but it· 
is more ·than a compendium. ft is not a 
mere anthology; but a· luminous. exposi
tion; largely. ill: the light .of personal 
spiritual 'experiences of the author him
self, of the ancient ideal of Bhakti and 
the various methods by which' it is to be: 
cultivated and attained. It is in this book1 

apart from his personal iife and conver
sation that we see the inner soul of Asvini 
Kum~r. 

Bhakti, · or love of God, assumes 
many forms in India, ·but the highest of 
these is what has been summed up in the 
Bhagavat Gita specially in the twelfth 
chapter' ot that immortal book, The ideal 
lover of God, the devotee-most approved 
of the God= t.ord-is he "who harbours 
no ill-feeling towards any creature, man 
or beast ;who is friendly towards all and 
has pity for all~ who is 'without any con
ceit of self and any selfish attachment;. 
who is indifferent equally to pain and 
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pleasure ; who .. is Jiniformly forgiving ~nd 
forbearing; who is content vrith what~vex 
he g€;ts.;. who is the master· of his,s~sesj 
strong in his , faithd~ving il). a perpetual 
-consciousnesa of the presence· of · the 
Divine; and, who hai;: consecrated , his 
mind and ttnderstanding, to the Lord ; by 
whom no creature is troubled and whom 
t.he ·creatures, cause no. trouble; who . is 
free from exultation and depression, fear 
and anxiety."· In another place it is laid 
-down that: the ideal devotee is he ,who 
realises the presence of the Lord in his 
own self as well as in every othe:r;: creature, 
and whose activities are all conse~rated 
to the service of the Lord. . .... 

This has been the ideal of th~life'of 
Asvini Kumar for ,many years past. Hi~ 
personal devotions,. his family rehttions, 
his social and even· his political activities 
have been guided by this lofty ~cleal. The 
inspiration of this consecxated~ life and 
labours has always flowed from . this 
divine ideal. · . · · · 

For some· years ;past, Asvini Kumar 
bas. been: engaged in writing a supple
mentary volume to his Bhakti Yoga, 
~nder the name oLKarxt~a Yoga, or The 
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Way,of Works. ' Bhakti .is ·essentially :a 
concern of · the emotional life, · while 
Karma is that of the volitional life. The 
concepti:On of Karma has had a wonder
ful evolution irr Hindu thought and disci
plines. Originally, it meant sacrificial 

·works. The Bhakti schoo~s tVery largely 
discarded the ancienti sacrifices, and in
terpreted Karma as · fl'l.e wors'hip of the 
Lord through his sl'mbols. Higher Vaish
navicthought added to thes~·ceremonial 

. duties~ the service M man. Finally, in the 
latest synthesis of Raja Ram Mohan Roy, 
Karma has 'been. interpreted as every 
thing that furthers . the highest good 
of ~he 'people. Asvini . Kumar has so 
sought to combine the highest ideal of 
public duty , as conceived . by European 
thought, with the: profound spirituality 
and the lofty ideals of Bhakti of his peo
ple. To him, the whole• •world is a mani
festation of the Lord. King and subject, 
master and servant; the oppressor· .and 

'the oppressed, he who give!! and he who 
receives, all these various phases of public 
life and activity, as well41.9 all the varieties 
of private life and relations, whether they 
be of the friend and friend, or teacher 
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:and pupil, or parent and child, or husband' 
and wife~are all manifestations of Divine 
L.eela i:>r the Sport ofthe .Lord. Neither 

-politics nor economics has, therefore, 
been a mere secular concern with Asvini 
Kumar. · · · 

A man guided by such.· idell.ls and 
principles often times lays open to popu

·Jar misunderstanding and misconception. 
· Asvini Kumar has also been • repeatedly 
'misunderstood even by his 'Closest friends 
a:rtd most ardent cadmirers. Ordinarily 
public men may; be: divided into ·two 
-classes, the impulsive and the calculativ~. 
Superficially judged, . Asvini Kuma~; 
would seem to have a large doze of both 
in the composition of his mind and c}ta
racter. Sometimes he . appears · to be 
highly impulsive, ·and· ether times almost" 
repulsively calculating. In his private 
relations he is almost as gushing as a wo
'man. You . cannot approach the. man 
without feelirig the excessive warmth of 
his heart. Yet when it. is a question of. 
public duty, he: isi often ~imes iound to: 

· hector and hesitate to take a decisive stepi 
such as.appears .to tbe'absolutely:impera· 

Jtive to more ·impulsive ·men., I b~\(e (e-
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peatedly;··experienced both these sides of 
the character of Asvini Kumar, and hav~ 
sometimes mis-judged his public acts. 

He was so mis-judged by' ra very 
large section of his own people in the 
winter of ·1904-· 5, over the Incidents 
that took place at Barisal on the occa
sion· of Sir Bamfylde Fuller's visit to 
that town as Lieutenant-Governor of the 
newly formed province· of Eastern Ben
gal and Assam. Barisal has· been the 
1>tronghold of the Boycott Movement ever 
since it was started. And the' magnetic 
perspnality of Asvini Kumar has been. the 
central force of it. There, Asvini Kumar 
has ~or many years past been the idol of 
th~: people of Barisal, including the classes 
and the masses both. His word was law to 
the people ; and when he declared that no 
one should buy or sell foreign goods any 
more, most people accepted it at once as 
a sacred injunction. It was not the result 
of any terror that the boycotters· had 
established in the town, but was 'simply 
the natural result of the loving regard in 
which the people held their leader. •A 
European resident of the place wanted a 
few yards of grey shirting, and sent his 
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servant to the market to buy a piece. 
But no one· would sell any foreign goods. 
The matter, was reported. to the Superin
tendent· o:f Police, _and he sent a constable 
to the market to buy a piece :-Of Mam:hes
ter shirting for his frit~n<l. .· The constable 
was no more ·successful than the servant. 
Every trader refused to sell· any foreign 
cloth without a permit frotn Asvini Babu. 
The matter was reportep todhe magis
tra te, who wrote a letter t'o A&vini Kumar, 
and asked him for a permit .for a ·piece of 
Manchester shirting for t his European 
friend. This had happe-ned a few we~ks 
before the new Lieutenant-Governor 
started upon his tour. 

The ip.cident, apparentLy so insignifi
cant, was naturally . regarded as very 
serious by,.the authorities. It .showed on 
the one hand the tremendous>possibili
ties.of the Boycott Movement in Bengal; 
on.the'other hand, it was a· sign of the 
dangerous decline of the- prestige and 
moral authority of the British executive 
in. Barisal. It showed that while the 
magiurate was the ruler of. the. district, 

· Asti'iui Kumar really ·controlled the senti
ments and activities of the people. In 

IU 
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servant to the market to buy a piece •. 
But no one would sell any foreign goods. · 
The matter, was reported to the Superin-. 
tendeJltof Polic.e, and he sent a constable j 

to the market to buy a piece of Manches
ter shirting for his friend. The constable· 
was no more successful' than the servant.· 
Every trader refused to sell any foreign · 
cloth without a permit from Asvini Babu. 
The matter' was reported to ·the magis
trate, who wrote a letter to Asvini Kumar, 
and ask;ed him for a permit for a piece of 
Manchester · shirting for · his European 
friend.. This had happened a few weeks 
before the· new. Lieutenant-Governor· 
.started upon his tour •. 

The i;ncident, apparently so insig_nifi
cant, was naturally . regarded as very' . 
serious by.the authorities. It showed on 
the .One hand the tremendous possibili
ties.of the. Boycott Movement in Bengal; 
on.the'other hand, it was a sign of the 
dangerous. decline of the prestige and 
moral authority of the British executive 
in. Barisal. · It · showed. that while the 
magistra'te· was the ruler of the district, 
Asvini Kumar really controlled the senti
ments and activities .of the people. In · 
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constitutional .. and democratic countries, 
.such idols oft he people become by an easy 
and natural process the rulers of the state; 
and personal regards strengthen the root 
of politic;al obligations. 'Under a despo
tic administration, where there is natural 
conflict, whether latent or patent, between 
the will of the people and the authority of 
the state,· whoever gains any stronghold 
in the popular mind becomes a distinct 
menaee to the authority and prestige of 
the Government, unless he identifies him
self with that government, and ·lends it 
completely and unreservedly7 the support 
of his pers<:>nal influence. At one· time 
Asvini Kumar had done so. He was at one 
thne associated with the district executive 
;n. ·muniCipal· and local admiriistratiol'l. 
Bui be Wa.l! no longer their associate. The 
Partition of Bengal had created a. violent 
breaoh between the administration and the 
people of· the province;r J Asvini· Kumar 
took his l;taind in this confliCt against the 
Government. He \vas, so to say, the head 
of the opposition,dn his own distrl:ct, if 
not lin. the·.Wbole' ,of East Bengal. His 
hold· on.his peopl~, the.·uniqulii regard ~n 
wbicb·he was hekl:alike by the classeS and 
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the masses of his district,· the ready obe 
dience that they rendered to his request: 
constituted thus a serious m~nace to th< 
authorjty and prestige· of the bureaucracy 
Asvini Kumar's power over his people ~a< 
fo be crushed. : ~ 1 ' , • ~1 

This ·was. the idea with· which, i 
seems, Sir Bamfylde Fui!er ~ent to receiv< 
his instructions from the retiring Vicero) 
Lord Curzon who was then at Agra. ' Si1 
Bamfylde's position had. been made· ex 
ceedingly. unpleasant by the organised 
refusal pf the people of the new provinct 
to give him the equal honour which, th~ 
Governors of Indian, provinces. had bee11 
accustomed· to .receive. At · Dac;ca the 
public practically'·refused to accord him 
a- fitting reception. • To. add to his .irrita" 
tion, while he .was received on .his arrival 
at the .town by scarcelY:.four or five hund
red people,· most' of whom were.Mahome
dans brought' together. by .the 'personal 
influence.· of,; the Nawab ·of: Dacca, a 
Nationalist work coming in the next day 
was received at the -station by .over five 
thousand. people, andJ,while the. Lieu
tenant Governor's~·state barge, .was lying 
o.n the river,, an anti.;pattition demonstl'a-
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tion was held under his very nose in which 
from tep. to fifteen thousand peop~e were 
present. This. was, as Sir Bamfyld.eRulle~ 
himself declared, more than what even an 
angel.could bear, When.)1ewent tqFarid
pur, it was reported in.' ~he newspapers,. 
that even-the railway porters refl,tsed to 
touch his luggage, which had, to be .carri
ed by police-constables. · From Faridp\lJ;' 
Sir Bamfylde went to meet Lord C4rzon 
at Agra. What passed there in secret 
consult<~-tioo between the reti'ring Viceroy, 
who was responsible for the • Partition of 
Bengal, and the Li{!utenant-Governor, 
no one knows.. Bu~ it was published in 
the papers that from.A.gra.Sir Bamfylde 
ordeJ:ed for the despatch of a, hundreq 
Gurkhas, to Barisal. Sir Bamfylde went 
. from Agra to .. Barisal, and •. :while the 
hundred military police we~e_.,drawn up 
on the river banlc,. he invited,. Asvini 
Kumar and other l~cal ,leaders to -a ,c~q
ference on board his state barge and there 
insulted them' openly, and _threatened 
t.hem wit,h immediate .arrest unless they 
withdrew acer~ain circular issued by them 
to the people, advising them _ the legality 
of a peaceful boyco~t of the British goods. 
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Had Asvini Kumar refused to withdraw 
that circular;the history of Sir 'Bamfylde's 
first visit ·to Barisal would have been 
differently written. · The whole town was 
in thi! ferment, and the arrest of Asvini 
Kumar• at that time would have resulted 
in serious riot,' which even Sir Bamfylde's 
hundred Gurkhas would have found it 
impossible to quell. '·Asvini K'llmar saw 
the· prospects of all• this·. carnage,. and 
dedded even' to· be :adjUdged a coward· 

. rather than/ however indirectiy, be the 
cause of a' blood riot• :in his own town: 
No demagogue ever thin.ks in this way. 
Few politiciarls in the' pi:>sition of · Asvii?-i 
Kumar in ariy part ofthe•world would hav¢ 
exercised such forBearance arid sacrificed 
their public characte'r for the sake' of 
public peace:" A·self-assertive man would· 
have 'defied the Lieutenant-Governor 
and·wmild'ha'Ve'earned cheap martyrdom 
by going' to piisoh for his refusal-to withl 
dnhv an 'absolutely 1egai i circular, though 
such a fefusal' 'might lead to bloodshed 
among ~he 'reckless and ~xcited• populacd. 
A'.svini saved 'the''si>fuatioii in:Barisal by 

f • • • 

forbearance. · 
. Sir Batnfylde Won' ·an· apparent viC~ 
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tory1; but it. w~ p.fte~: ,all Jl mere; physical 
victory •. · The . rrnor;t~,: victqry , w;ts .iy.rit4 
Asvlpi Kuma,~~ For ~4ollgh,Asvini K:um;~.r 
gave,in tP, ~~Y b\J}lyiQg,pf~l;te1Lit<utep.an!~ 
Gov.~.rnor,, 1 ~l;le,re ,was1,po, cl~!ll9.ralisa~iqiJ, 
either in him, or in. h,is p,eople •. 1 Sir ,Bamr 
fylde, ·}eft his-; Gutl<:has .Qt1hind hi!ll·. il!; 
Barisal, and Jor .SQ~!'I week~ th~y ~tabU~hr 
f:ld what was.rdescribed in th.e.,papers pf 
the time a ·~;qgQlar.a:e.ign. of ; terror ·if\ i ·t~e 
town;, Barisal. has alw~Y~·been I!Qttld jq,r 
its populati<Pn, and yet that' among §l,lf:h 
a population a handful of ~urkhas could 
commit such outrages, as. vy-ere r_eported 
in the papers· from day; .to, day, show:ecl 
the moral hold. oL Asvini .Kumar l,lP.P.n 
his people, and the restraining influen~e 
he has always: been· among, them. Asvini 
Kumaoaw throl,lgh. .. the game of the. exe~ 
cutive. The object of this· Gurkh~ rule 
was clearly. to el'asperate. the peopl.e and 
drive them to acts of Ia wlesspess, such,r as 
would prov'ide,,the; Governmc:nt with a 
decent plea to crus!'\ the.Swadeshi Move
ment there with sheer force. and he refus~ 
ed to be played in the hands of his oppo~ 
nents. , Though the Gurkhas committed 
many excesses, the people did not overstep 
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the limits Of law . in a sittgle' ilastance. 
Their forbearance inde~lhad: a tremehd~ 
ous moral iil1fttetl<!e16n thtf Gurkhas 'fh!!tti
sel'ves; andlthey ·1tatf: stt~ritljl• to" be 
withdrawn 'from'Barlaoal. Asottni· :mum«r!s' 

.. ' anxiety tO' lavoid . almdsl at .. any C:l:il$t; 
any''kind of ~JJhysfcaf·cenftid wiih the 
authorities ::wias- seen' again 'J'fithdn Itli6 Pf().i 
vincial €btifetl!nce met the fol~ing-:tear 
April· 1906 ''(8: •Bari!ial?.\f:!Jlmsi gat!hetit:tg 
was brok!!n up by the order uf tnt m{l~ 
tra:te almost on tl:ie point oftful>bay.onet; 
A' .procession· '<>f, nearly ; eigb:UJ,dr: .nine 
h:l'lnal'ed delegates ftom me d4ffertht dis
tricts of -the province, :including· almost 
ever'} protninettt leader• ofi.tlie:Jtountry, 
W'NS:•iiilso dispersed· ·by tli~· !Pofi.ee 'Who 
li!il.itie' a fl'ee use of thei:r q'liatter staff .and 
broke more' than a head', rudder:~~ 'VIity 
eyes Elf the District ~intendetu:: cof 

, I 

Po1ice. The processiordstliwere·not even 
summoned to disl)erse. p:eactefully ahd 
votuntarily,. Asvini • Klimat'. :h~· ·simply 

· to raiSe his littteo fiRger ·and' the eKcit'ed 
populace of the town wotlltl ·have Cl'UShed 
the small. band of· police and all the exe'
cutive officia~s like dty leaves in the 
hollow . of a 'man'S'. hand< . But he w~s 
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aetermined ·that . the. movement with 
which:he wu. connected. should never be 
identified with any form;,:o:fi lawlessness, 
and, his forbearance, misinterpreted, by 
many;..arderit young men: at the• time as 
cowardice, _saved the situation in Barisal 
once mare on that day ... · •1 • 

, ,. But while he, refused .to have his 
people driven ta. any. form a flawlessness, 
either by•. the insults of, the Lieutenant
Governor or the unprovoked assaults of 
the .local: executive,. he never loosened his 
hold or allowed his people to loosen their 
liold of tha weapon of,.peaceful and law-" 
ful. passi:lr.e resistance. The more the 
officiaL became.Ja:wless :the strong~r be
came the }Joycot.t. Movement in Bari!\al. 
And in n:o.Beogahiistrict.had this prose
cution of this: economic boycot.ti been sq 
'little associated With. any sort of violence 
and illegality as . .Jn Barisal. And the 
secret of it is to be found in· the personal 
eharacte~. and influence of this great 
leader of his people.J · · . 
·· Asvini Kumar is indeed a born lead

. er of men. He is the onlv real leader 
that we have had as yet in. Bengal, for he 
is the one man who may be said to pos-
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sess a large and powerful. foilo'wlng •. Ana 
thesecretoL this is hls:character1 Even' his 
rankest; eriemies.,..,.an&in: ffi:odern'public 
life, even• .the« best: and ·sweetest oif[ men 
cannot altogether "avoid. makidg .. a/ JeW! 
enemies-havenever foulid any, reason:·to 
insinuate any unworthym'otive or ·act·to 
Asvini Kumar. Bull inrrity'alone,>.:Iww
ever much it may command'' admiration, 
does: noti<ilways .draw •.people's·,,hea.fts;. 
The secret of Asvini Kumar's. influence i~ 
not merely 'the· purityr of :his .life, :hut, 
above all, the genuinersweetriess·, of his 
disposition:•- Asvin·i: · Kumar: kn0ws how 
to' be a boy among boys,: a · youth among 
young:; men, and 'an' af\istocr3!tri among 
ar~tocrats, and;·.a · genuine : ·i>roietariat 
among . the· pioletariatJ:He~is.a• Hindu 
among; H.indus~i And •he-know~ also· how:. 
to feel; howrto think/~nd even talltliYt•a' 
MahomedaniamGng Mahomed&ns. 

"' One little iincident that occurted a. 
littl~ oveJt a year agdl niay- be mentioned! 
as showing the inner character :of the man· 
.and the secret of his wonderful influenc<; 
over his people. A. person belonging t() 
the Namasudra class,. which may be said 
to constitut~ almost the very backbone of 
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th~ ~illcJ~.Peiis<~,~trYl Qf..Barjsal and otl).~r 
eastern districts of 1;3eilg!JJ, J:>,qt. ~ho ar~ 
us~ally ~P.ASi$li'!r~9 ~§ y~ry low i11 tl!e so
ciaJ. 1>~le,1 .)V~Q..t; ~.on~ 1 d3¥ ;tq >see: 4s;v~Ill 
Ku~a{,T As;v1ni I<;u~\"1:vfa~ 1 jl! tb..M tii)1~ 
liv;~ng in ~ l}o,~,ts~ !>.<?~t...,a,p.d. .~0\J,J:~ng~J:>.g~ 
HvM;l~~ri,c~" f...J> ,~,q9!1 . il~ ~J'ljl?,mal'l. wen.~ 
and. aqw~t;~ ~~v~ni .Kl:\rot":r 11 11~ :!"~f;Ur.l\ed, 
~is: sali~·~e. ~~~- ,c,omi11g; dow.11 .. ~fPD),: pis 
ella~; WC?K:.h.l~ ~r•H~:~Pg~clvPf hi!f ;vi~~~~~ 
in ;thcr, ~~e .~a,rpet;, Wh~!l ,A.syiJ1t){:1pn.a,lj 
ask!'!d l\W1.F<?!l~~rnj.ng. lh~., obj~c~ o~ his 
visit, ~jle,_ ma.n ,!~iliA ;-'~~ (;ame tq .il~~Jill 
cj~,te~J:ion, .. bul i ~ J:)a~, ;llr~a~y pee,J:u~~liwer~ 
ed,1l!JilcJ. l,.~a;v:~) ~~·need, ,.;>f tro~bling,y;pq 
any. .mo~;:e about; ;it/' • . ·: . • , , Jj : • r · . 

, As¥i.n~.Kqma.t;, :wfls,-, ~urpriset:l: l!t. .the 
rema.rk,s( and.a~f:ed. };lis v:isito~. to explai~ 
~imself •. , 1'4~ man. ~flid, tha.t l),e pad been 
· to\q.qy somepe~.P.lel thjlt th.\s.cry: of -"Bal').cj.~ 
Mataram ":v\''1-~ a .mer~ ,Iwll\b_l,lg, foli jf. .the 
countiy, 'Qe,our;j.\1Qthe.r we mq~qh~ 1 be 
all prothers, but how then d9,Jh~,l)ighe,r 
classes refuse to accept the lower classes 
as suc;h ? This question puzzled him, an~. 
he had come to Asvini Kumar for a solu
tion of it. But Asvini Kumar by leaving 
his seat and receiving a Nama-Sudra 
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peasant as his equal had answered the 
question pra~t-ically.!- · • · :', · ! • · 1 · "; ; · 

-· · T0 Asv'ii:ii Kumar fevery·feli'gio'ri' so 
far as' it'-·proclai'rhs the glory of God ind 
preacheS . His 'I!.ove; is true: Tc;F him, 
therefore; it• makes.' but 'Iii:tle difference 
whether•God •is worshipped iri -3. temple, 
a mosque 'Ot a church; To him every man 
isthe' image' of his' Mak~r;·ra, !!Ymbol'qf 
God. The setviCe;of 'I:D.;an· is the service of 
theflL6rd: .. ' Family affections,' soci<!-1 re-' 
iiCfions;' economic£!) arrarigeriJ.etltS, I and 
political ordinances ai-~tall means for the 
realisa~~en · of· tpe·1 'hign~st: lo':e or God: 
And; this' essentially ·religious spirit' is the: 
·secret of his wonderfiir 'infiuence'·over' a 
people with 'whOm' •religion 'eoants· as·th~ 
highest fliclot; in life_l:•.·'the;ch:aracter of 
every. pi.lblle· 'movetrtent. is llesi: revealed 
irl. the chatact'tir:of its leade'rs.' ·'In Asvini 
Kumarwe'hah·a most'convincing proof 
of the, 'p~ofo'und 'spirituality Of the pre~ 
sent'Nationalist:Mevement in Bengal: 
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Babu Asvini · Kumar · Datta!· :J:lolds 'a 
s<!>mewhat unique position amon:g: ; his 

. I ' 
colleagues in the leadership ·of the : pre• 
sent public life of his Province. They are 
ahnostan; without asirtgle exception, lead
er~ of the English~educated middle dass 
only. Asvini Kumar is 1the only person, 
who· baSJ a large and devoted following 
among the masses .. The leadership of the 
Classes is won by large intellectuafpowers, 
superior . gift of eloquence,. and some
times also by high :professional br offiCial 
standing, or even .by large wealth,' dis
crimfnately used to advance and ·COntrol 
public • activities.! Asvini Kumar lays 

. claim to none Of these. A man of consi
derable intellectual powet, he is not 
a recognised intellectual force among 
his people. Intellectual leadership comes 
either through the press or through the 
platform. Asvini Kumar has ·written an 
excellent book on BHAKTi .YOGA. which 
shows the deep·religious bent 'of his soul 
and extensive religious reading, especially 
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in our ancient Bhagavala literature; but 
he has not a high and recognised position 
in B'emgalee lit~ratiireJ. :ffe'is a. good and 
effective speaker, bat his eloquence is not 
of tha\rclas.~whichmoves an audience by 
its sl1~e~ w,agne,l;i,<;.Jorce. <!-nd, .takes. t:Pem 
offJheit,feetand c.ompels themt.o .ac_cept 
any·-doc:trioe ot.pursueallY :;ideal; w,ith all 
their ,J;n~n,Q.~nc!. !?.~~ength, .. L~~e_,Bal;G:anga-: 
dh~J T:ilak, 1 Asvini Kumar ·did. tak;e his 
lawde~r~e, and: thus. fully_ •quali~ed him
self for r th~··legal p.rofessioJ;li ,but never 
seriouslYil praqtised:-taw:, and :SQ did. not 
.win any profeSsional distinction,. though 
it .IlVas : with~n easy reach P(:him: His 
father was .a dis~inguished member .of the;: 
Gove,rmneQ.t service. in East Bengali and 
he , too, f if, he·.cared .for jt, might have 
taken ·servi.c.e under the .. Government,.' 
wher~ his rintellectual C\nd moral · qualifi-: 
cations coul.d have :easily .won for .him 
grea~ distinction.; ·. BuJ. :he ;preferred, tQ 
Jive anq die_ a, Pt~va te . gen.Ueman; upoq 
the fair·. competence that his father left 
him •. i ;But he did,. no.i:, • for , that reason• · 
~::honse to lead an idle life.. His paternal 
estate was JlOt very large according to pre; 
sell,t day estimates, but it was sufficiently 
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large to keep him and his peopie, not only 
above want but in comparative' affiuen$:e 
also.~ Asvini Kumar•· has. no children, 
and freed from all parental responsibility, 
he might well have lived in Calcutta on 
the income of his estate,' and thrown him
self, like ."some other Bengal zernindars,. 
into the virtues and vices of the· present, 
day absentee land-lordism. But he pre
ferredi irtstead, to live in the comparative 
obscurity and seclusion of his own town, 
with his own ·people, in close 1 and· inti
mate tmich 'with his tenantry, devoting 
liis time,'·his talents, 'his· money' to the 
service ·of 'his people ·and· his country. 
And this is why Asvini Kumar is the only 
man to-day in Bengal who may be truly 
said fo be a popular leader; and not, in any 
sense of the term; a mere· political, agita-
tor . ' · . ., . , til 
' · ·In our old society, befote the break
up of our old·village life,'tit·le to' 'leader-. 
ship was 1 always based· upon· personal 
relati•<!>nship between· the leatler and his 
following• It was also the tiUre to ·leader~"" 
ship of the· old rrfeucJalo i lords- ·in .:Europe. 
It is the ch~ract~r of thevtrue• ·leadership 
ofthe military officer,,among :his soldiel'}". 
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1\.nd . this paternal element makes this 
kind of leadership a live and sensitive 
thing. ·The modern ·political leader' is 
of quite a differenLcharacter. Organi
sations, when ·they , ate . developed and 
perfe(:ted into a . mighty machine. tend 
,always , to. kill this. personal elemen.t in 
,human relations. Organised public life 
or political agitation, nt:eds, therefore, 
but little direct personal :relationsl).ip be
,tween the leader and hisJollowing. The 
nature of the leadership of comparatively 
simpler and primitive ·communities was' 
very ·different. Not·. high .intellectual 
powers expre$sed. through the national. 
literature, nor A' the divine. gift· of the! 
gag,l'-..; neither ·!superior erudition , no-r'1 

largewealth-.none of\ these were .. essential 
qualificl;lt~Qfll! ,for leadership in our old, 
social life. But unblemished character; 
unsh~ken and u~shakable honesty, . broad 
sympathies, and devote.d. ~ocial·.servict:-":' 
homely and unostentatious,_these were 
the highest title ta leadership among our. 
primitive people; . The relation between. 
the leader and his following was not a plat:.; 
d"orm relation, whose only ,field was , th~ i 
Committee~Room .. or the Meeting HaU, but. 
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a living; sensitive, personal bond . .The real 
leader of the< ~yot was \lOt the 'lllaD who 
only owned his fields and . received· the 
rents; but he who· won his heart .. More 
often than' not, the; zemindar of, rthe 
village. was also the.leader of the villagers; 
but that was because: he was; in the ·first 
place, a·comparatively small land-own'er, 
and secondly, because, he :never· lived 
away from his tenantry. · The zeniindar, 
who lived' in his <JW<n estate, ainong his 
own tenants,< was always a man ·of simple 
habits and primitiv~_maru1ers. He shared 
his wealth, in a.thousand ways with hill 
ryots .. · He was a!w.ays accessible to them, 
and his house was always: open· to them. 
They came to his feasts, and participated 
in his. festivals. His fish-pond and even 
his· fr11it orchard·~were, 'in· a; .sense, the 
common property of 'his' people;' they 
freely came with their ·rod to, catch ·fish 
in his pond, and their. Children ihad free 
access to; the fruits; in his gatden. · He 
always ad<\ressed the meanest·and poorest 
of his tenants,. if they were older ,than 
himself~irrespective of all considerations 
of their caste·-as brother.orcousin, pater-
nal or maternal uncle, and they. too. reci-
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procated the sentiment by accepting' this 
relationship. He was an intimate guest 
in their marriages :and shradhas and a 
kindly, . .friendly; visitor in. their lowly 
homes, whenever death or misfortune cast 
its shatlows over. them.:. This was the old 
ideal of leadership in our country.r The 
elders -of every village. were thus ·the 
natural leaders of ·their people.; And 
Asviriir Kumar is the only mar. . .among 
the well-known leaders in' Bengal; who 
oanjilstly rlay some claim.: to. this natural 
leadership in 10ur· · ge1;1etation. He., hrul 
lived an. his life f among his .owri peoplej 
lived:like them. in ;every: way identifieq 
with! their joys and ~heir sorrows, and O]lfj 
tnight say, with their. merits and their 
demerits as we\VHe has gone up to them; 
talked•with·them. in their. native< patois; 
sat'lvith'the~ in' t:he sha{le of their mang()j 
topes' .or the clean-swept: yards ·of _their 
thatched! hutS..i" His, g6irlg ;adJ.ongT tbem 
has heeruiike that of a personal and trust!
ti<:Hrien{J.! fT:hey have always opened their 
hearts. to;him, . as they . would' bever do 
to• any rither man,t..neither zeniindar not 
talisildar, neithet"Jptiec;t ,,~.:~or 'padre; and 
ii.~ toocgavt}l fhthnr freely of: his :)()Ve and 
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sympathy. This is the secret ohheunique/ 
influence that Asvini Kumal". has over the 
masses in his district. ·They talk of .un
crowned kings. So far' as I know1 Asvini 
Kumar is the only .public man in. India, 
who has a just title to this distinction. • 

This is;why the Swadeshi. movement 
took such deep roots in Asvini Kumar's 
district, Barisal. In Barisa1 Swadeshi be
came almost a religion among the masses, 
and people took to it, without question, 
and yet with such stern determination, 
simply because Asvini Kumar was its 
high priest. T4is is why, again, even 
during the most exciting periods in 1907, 
1908 and 1909 when people got out. of 
hand in Calcutta and Dacca and other 
places and committed themselves to a 
course of violence and lawlessness which 
never had the sanction of leaders of the 
'new movement in. Bengal, Barisal was 
singularly free · from these excesses. 
Neither Calcutta nor Dacca oi' ariy other 
district had real swadeshi leader, whose 
word was the law to the people,. and with
out whose direct command no man would 
do anything. Neither Surendra Nath in 
Calcutta, nor Ananda Chandra Roy; nor 
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Animda Chandra Chakravarti at :Dacca 
nor Ananth Bandhu Guha in Mymensingh 
nor any'ondn Comilla, had t,he fulles1 
·confide.ncecof the people, both young and 
old, both 'educated. and uneducated, ·a!; 

AsviniJKumar had in Barisal.·· This is the 
.real ·cause ofr!all the· troubles .. that we had 
·almost' all· over.· Bengal, except Barisal. 
And yet we all know it that nowhere in 
West ;]!engal, or · East Bengal has the 
swadeshi ·sentiment been stronger, or the 
swadeshi .determination sterner than it 
has always been in Asvini .Kumar's dis
trict. Th.e credit of it' is due .. e'Iitirely to 
.the personal .character. of· this true and 
real leader of his people, and the salutary 
and restrainingr influence which he lias 
always exercised over them .. 

· Twice did Asvini Kumar .save the 
situation,,. not merely in Barisal but to. 
some extent in.the whole of Bengal,under 
the exciting and troublous administration 
of Lord Minto. .The first was during Sir 
Bamfylde .. Fuller's . visit to , .Barisal,. in
Noivet'nber· :[905; :when the Lieutenant 
Governor of.the new Province of·Eastern 
Berigaland: Assam inVited the leader~ ot 
the d~strict to his yacht, abused them IikJ 
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school boys, and threatened to ordet their 
immediate arrest1 unless they: did .llis bid
ding and publicly withdrew· a certain .cir
cular·that had been·. sent out above: their 
signatures, proclaiming that .it was not un
lawful for .a:nybody to .refuse to buy fo
reign goods, if he wanted' to do ·so. Popu
darleaders had n~ver before been treated 
to such open insults bY any official • of Sir 
Bamfylde's · standing. The · th1ng was 
unknown in, the history of the ·British 
administration,l at · least; ·'·in· Bengal. 
And; ·we owed it·, to Asvini Kumar's 
marvellous, self-resttaint and statesman
ly far-sight that in consequence o~ of 
this act of the new· Lieutenant-Gover
nor,· the ... town, and indeed, the whole 
district were not made· ·over to. fatal dis
order,';bordering almost upon an open re
volt, that day. Sir Bamfylde Fuller•' exas
perated· by the "'boycott.~· that was de
clared' against him in almost every. Eas
tern District, completely forgot,hitnself. 
He forgot his 1 position as 1 the Ki~g'fl 
representative; he forgot his• tesp(lllsi
bility for the peace and godd Government 
of the pe.ople committed . to his. charge; 
hdorgot his duties as the official host. of 
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respectable leaders of ·the . country; and 
he forgot the fact that evil developments 
might arise if these leaders openly. resent
ed such· unseemingly treatment and' re· 
fused to submit to the angry threats of 
the Lieutenant-Governor. Sir Bamfylde 
forgot all this, but Asvini Kumar did not l 
and this is .. how the. situation was · savecl 
that day. Asvini Kumar knew the'illega~ 
lity of the gubernatorial threat. He knew 
that Six Bamfylde might order his arresu; 
but the order would not stand . good in 
law. He knew that he had done nothing 
to support a lawful conviction against 
him. And he knew 'that to' drive tf\e 
Lieutenant-Governor to this act of ex~ 
treme folly would have been to.. put h.im 
in the wr0ng •Defore all the world. .To a 
politician of the demagogue type, the 
temptation to do this would have been 
simply overwhelming. But Asvini Kumar 
is not a demagogue. Had Asvini Kumar 
cared more-· for his personal reputation 
th'!n for. the peace and happiness of his 
people, he would. have refused to submia: 
to Sir Bamfylde's' threats.. And the ·re
'Sult would1 have been a frightful riot!ip 
Barisal· and in , the whole of Backerganj 
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district, · if not .in other places . also in 
Bengal, which would have beeri found im .. 
possible to quell without serious' blood
shed. 'Asvini Ktimar:saw it all, and .. he 
unhesitatingly· sacrificed his reputation 

' fot courage by agreeing to obey Sir Bam-
fylde's illegal order in the interest of the 
peace of his district •. And 'this sacrifice, 
by no means an easy one for a popular 
leader, saved the situation in Barisal that 
day, And he saved' the situation. not only 
in 'Barisa.I, but in ·.Bengal,. similarly, a 
few mdnths later, when the Provincial 
Conference was broken up, and a peaceful 
procession of the delegates forcibly dis-' 
persed by the police, in April Igo6. All 
this shows the character and calibre of· 
the man. • 

In' fact Asvini Kumar is not a politi
cal agitator of the type with which we 
are so familiar in Europe. He. has not. 
the making ·of the demagogue in him but 
rather :of the patriarch. A demagogue has• 
the gift of the gab; Asvini Kumat, as I 
have said, is no orator. A, den~agogue Is 
reckless of all consequences; Asvini Kumar 
though he has not been mindful of his 
personal profit or comforts and has always 
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been free with his purse :to· prdin~te th~: 
puqlic good,Js ilo.t. imperviousc:to .. consi;., 
derations· o£ consequences. , . He .thinks 
long before. he acts ;·:and> though./ by.'na~ 
ture he is a man of impulse, ll:is :impulses 
are .always kept ;within .boiln~s ~,by; his 
strong common sense· and his innate· fear 
of wtong and .injustice; 

: Early in life Asvini Kumar came uu.; 
der the in:fl.uenee of the BrahmaSamaj and 
it was thought at the time that he: ,would 
join.the Brahmo Communion als.OJ. But 
while the tational and.spirituaU ideals of 
the Samaj impressed him strongly, Asvinf 
Kumarlacked courage· to openly join th« 
soclal revolt of. the movement, and' sa at 
the bidding bf his father; he. quietly. went 
and married in 'orthodox Hindu. fashion 
after the rules of his own caste: A~d so 
far as• I: know;: Asvini: Kumar llas • done 
nothing since then wh'ich the· progressiv~ 
conscience of 'his communicy does not 
openly tolerate.. The fact J;"eauy. is that 
Asvini E:umar ,has not in him ther, stuff of 
which,rebt<\s are made. ·His enemies sa)!' 
he, is /too; ,invertebrate to boldly .s,tand 
up a·gainst the: existing. order,· hovrevet 
much· he :migh,t feel :its evil. effect. Hl$ 
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friends· say · he is too conscientious tOi 
adopt any anti-social course. · '· J • 

. · An,d the ·s~cret of it is to ·be found in' 
his. religious .Philosophy and· the' disci;. 
plines whicbiJ1e ·adopted for thfS r:egula .. 
tion of his inner life. As a young,man1 lik~· 

most young men of his generation: '·as the 
result of his English . education, Asvini' 
Kumar·also caught the' contagion> of the 
European Rationalism of.the last century; 
and thus set ,up his individuaL c·o:nscience 
as the ultimate a:rbite.r ·of I iboth what is 
true and what .is good. rl'h.eindividualis
tic ratiionalism .of , the, I 8th· and .the 19th 
centurieS! ignored the, fact .that, neithe:r 
our individual.reason nor·.our: ·individual; 
conscience, Jwor:ks by itself, ,but is practi:
cally .dependent for its .conclusions upon 
what may be called the. social reason and. 
social .conscience. Our ·intellectual· be-. 
Jiefs· :and .our moral, intuitions are al"': 
ways derived, however un'<:onsciously it 
may-, pe, more or less,ifr.om · our,.racial 
anc};. ~ommunal .inheritances ·.and our 
social Jnstitute and .. :inf!titutions. We. 
hav~ the sam~ mind;~;UJ,e, ;liaJile psychQ
logi<:al:, and, emotional r: co~tit\ltion r: as 
·Other humans, yet ,we do. 1\Gt ·hold every,. 
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thing that they believe, as true or reason
able. This is why there are different sys
tems of philosophies in .different coun
tries .. and wide divergencies of opinion 
among the most thoughtful and the 
learned even in the same country. The 
same iS' true of our moral institutions also. 
What is regarded as virtue in one commu
nity is condemned as vice in another. 
There is ·no· uniformity of moral stand
ards in this world, any more than there is 
of intellectual tests. And it shows that 
individual ' reason and individual con-' 
science are not really free-agents but are 
always influenced by the society to which 
i:he individuals belong. Our natural envi
ronments also have a lot to do with our 
moral life .. And all these considerations, 
gradually p~veloping a new science both 
of thought and society, are forcing ·l!
reconsideration· of the individualistic ra
tionalism of the last two centuries, and 
proving the inadequacy of the earlier 
philosophy of our own· Brahmo Samaj 
also. Asvini Kumar almost instirictivel:y 
recognised this weakness of the Brahm<J 
Samaj. He saw that the inevitable logi< 
of the position, which the Brahmo Sarna. 
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took up, from the . time of the Maharshi: 
Debendra Nath Tagore, was philosophical 
•anarchism. ·Practically the Brahi:no Sarna} 
did not work out this logic. It has ·set 
up a creed of its owq, by. which the con
clusions of individual reasont and indivi.: 
dual . \Conscience are1 practically tested. 
But in setting. up 'this creed, the Samaj 
has acted .not .logically, . but! arbitrarily. 
This· creed .represents the concensus of 
opinion of.~ the generality of members ()f 
the Samaj, regarding the Dogmas of 
religion. The opinion ·of 'the ·majority 
of the 'members of ·the Samaj, is ·the 
ultimate authority and the highest 
credential of the validity of the Brahmo
dogmas. Ruskin · says. that ten fools. 
can never make one wise man. But the 
cruel logic of the individualistic rationa

.lism when organised into a Church, 
with its dogmas,. disciplines, rituals and· 
sacraments, .is--that ten fools· 71lUSt, be-

. cause they are ten andnot eight1 be wi'stlt'' 
than nirie wise men. ' Asvini Kumar like 
many others saw .the·. inherent unreason: 
of this position, and went in search of· a 
more rational :basis for authority in reli
gion. He found it in the Hindu 'doctrine 
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of ,the Guru.IJ And ini his allegiance to his 
Guru and the profound spiritual. inspira
tion that. he received from him, we must' 
seek. for the real key to the complexities, 
and even the' -a.PJ>arent contradictions of 
his character. 

This Hini:huloctrine of the Guru is 
p,;actically -unknown ·to . the ,other world 
-<:ulturea.- The. neatest. approach to. the 
inner philosophy JOf. this doctrine.is found 
in, the Christian ·doctrine of. Christ, as 
preached by the Alexandrjan Fathers, and 
as has ;l)een 1.<\tte~ly deV.eloped,: ·under the 
.i.nfl,uence of.m9detn tationalism in. some 
<>f the· Christian; philosophers o.f thelntui
tipnist ,School, notably in, Mansell· and 
M'cCosh. There!' as, .accm:diri.g to this doc-' 
trine :31 dual fmanifestation of Christ-. one 
in, :the.con.scio\\sn.ess of individual humans, 
~he pther in history,· · The. Chr~st in cons,.• 
-<:iousness and .the. Christ of. history ·are 
one and,the same.:,; The' one is c"Subjective 
and: the ~theti!:l objective.,. that:is all the 
differenc~, ~between them-; :a.D.d they •:ar~ 
'botnonewith therFather or the Absolutet 
They ·are. both!· manifestations•< of.! the 
Father: This, britlfly and in 'plain language, 
is the ancient Alexandrian·· and the mo--
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dern lnt'uitionist doctrit;te .~of. tll.eNChrist. 
The Hindu doCtrine of. the: Guru.' is ,based· 
UlilOn th.eJsame logic of..trbought; and seeks: 
to• offer the.same.explaliation;; t>ractically.· 
of th~ same problem.• of, the spiritual.! >life. 
But while the Christ in consciousness; in an· 
·evelt increasing .. ,revelation •whose •mani
festation ·iSt !unbroken . and d:ontinuiJIJls,, 
knows :neither completeness. non··firiaiity~ 
the:' historical ·Christ: was revealed 9rice 
for allj .tw()) thousand ,years ago, ,in Judea 
arid i worliied. the; ,final: .atonement~ ·of 
man w.ith,God at: .Calvary." 'The' H:indu• 
poctr.ine·· coincides-• fully .with r the ' first: 
half of, this.: Christian': doctrine~: ;.,iT~· 
Christ-in.,Consciousness of 1 Ch.t:ist~an i ·e::t-: 
peliiences: is .called/' chaityagUru~'d(ftll 'J.~) 
the 'Guru;.ini-Consciou~ness, by the. Hindu., 
But .the .ci>bjective~r·tb:o .'1mohanta-garu". 
{11~. ~) .1the •,Guru-in~practicak; life, or• 
the Guru in. the,· 'fleSh of Hindusds• not 
one. revelat.icn1 bUt> a·i$tictcession.:of .reve~ 
latlions. r Even at. the same'. ·m.oment.,,of 
time., he is , no( revealed! in! 'OJae indivi
dual. but.Jin,imany't individuals, to meet 
the varied requirements nf ·different, na
tures anal cultures.; The, 'Hindu recognises· 
t.he absoi:ute neeciW objective: s\_itnuli for, 
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the growth and evolution ·of subjective 
intuitioris .. 1 .Butthese intuitions: ate not 
identical ~in \ii.U 'men; consequently,' thei~ 
objective stimuli; also cannot·be identical 
What ·wm stimulate one' man's intuitions 
Will DOt .. · neCeSSarily Stimulate, I another'S, 
So you want; really, · as. ·:many ··historical 
Christs as there are men, imd there must 
be at least one historical incarnation in 
every age and epoch if not in eve'ry cou'n try 
and culture;. as otherwise tl'le valiie of 
the historic revelation is lost .. The Hindu 
recog'nised this difficulty. Therefore he 
believes in many incarnations~ and many 
gurus though at the back of all this multi
plicity there is the same Unity of the Abso
lute. ·The relation between' a man and his 
Guru is an. intimate personal relation;. The 
true Guru reveals that much of himself to 
his disCiple as is·suitedto the requirements 
of the' inner life of the latter. To be an 
objective revelation of God;' the Guru 
must be· a·-man,.and thus stand before the' 
disciple in the flesh .. ·,This.- is absolutely 
necessary, .· espeCially' for ... 'those,• whose 
sense' of Identity between ,the soul and 
the body has· not'beerf cancelled and des-. 
troved bv· long and laborious, physical.i 
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psycho-physicai, men tar, ethical and spiri
tual disciplines. ' In this~ the·Hindli cdoc
trine of the Guru'seems to be much fuller 
and more rational; that is tmorerself-.coh
sistent than ithe Chr.istian doctrine ·ci>fthe 
Christ, both ' Catholic and Protestant. 
And it is here that'Asvini KumaT at last 
found a solution of his religious difficulty 
and a .basis for his spiritual life. 1 · • 

'And the secret of Asvini Kumar's 
character a;nd personality• is to be found, 
I think, in his self-consecration·. to· his 
Guru.• This self-consecration is. not yet 
full and complete; but the desire to con
secrate himself absolutely to his Guru is 
responsible for all the struggles of his life, 
and also for the apparent weaknesses and 
indecisions of. his character. , By nature 
a man of sentiment, and .therefore neces
sarily impulsive, his conscientious 9esire 
to follow in the steps of his Guru, inter,
feres with the unrestrained play· and fu~ 
filment of his impulses, and leads to what 
appears to outsiders ,as.'vacillation .and 
weakness .. Asvini Kumar's; own natur~ 
prompts him to adopt1 a certain course.of 
action. But . )1e asks, it 'seems#·. ·what 
would my Gur11· do in. .th~ circumstance? 
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And the question l'eads to hesitancy, doubt, 
ind~tcisionj ultimate1yr !even: ,to' :a 'Wrong 
c0urseJ ._,IAn d. in spite .o£. all. 'his< inherited 
Hindu .instincts and .bis:extensive0 stuaies 
of Hi>n.dti , 'scriptures;: :ASvini ',Kumar :a p
pears here, more as a pious Christian than 
as a true· Hiilelu .. d.iscip1e of the· highest 
ordet;i :!He forgets that' we:are not like 
our Guru ari.d eannot,therefore, mltura1ly 
whicluri.eans .legitimately in the; highest 
sense of the. term~l follow the course·that 
he'would. have follG-w!ed under the same 
circumstances. , ,The uery· desire 1s almost 
blasphemous. ' The atterript .. is 'I sinful, 
because at as the attempt of -the lower to 
over-ride. his: own; proper. law and adopt 
that of the highet. ·.Judged in the light of 
Chtistia·n legalism; Asvini ·Kumar's is a 
very high type tof · char.acter. He rhas a 
keenly sensitive conscience .. He is always .. 
afraid of. doing~•anything which is. not 
absolutely right. nAnd his objective stan
dard of right is the life and charactenof 

•bis.Guru even as that: of the Christian· is. 
the life and character o.f Christ .. But .it is 
·noti howe'9'erl,·the:highest type;of. Hindu.: 
pithy orr~indu ~isci~leship. J~he hi~hestj 
type of Hmdu p1ety and th~ h1gheshdea~ 
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of Hindu discipleship . is to consecrate 
not bnly :our will and our acts, but also 
our reason and our emotions and .our con
science to the Guru. ; In one sense, ·this 
is the highest Christian ideal. also.· The 
devout Christian-· with· 1• who in Christ's 
atonement and sacrifice.,·are ·not . mere 
outward creeds and· .dogmas· .but realities 
of his ·own inner spiritual experience-· · 
having consecrated himself to his Master. 
takes no,more thought, really, of either sin 
or virtue but lives in the absolute i assu
rance that.all his sins, actual and·: possible 
}1ave·been washed away in tne blood of 
the Son of God. And there is really little 
or no d~fference between him a11d the. true 
Hindu disciple who viewshisliving.Guru 
whom he has seen in the flesh, in the Sa.me 
light as the· Christian views his Christ1 
This Hindu •disciple's m~tto is· 

~fit. ~ ·~~ ,qSfl~, : 
, ~RR'<l~ ;pf trffl1fu I l . 

:fcl'IT~:~~·· 1 

":•· 'I d ., ,; 

: ~~~ ~s~ ~~cnUfit 1!, 
I know the Law, but have rto inclina-

. tion'illlme to follow ·il. 
'1.0. 
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I know what is against the Law, but 
have no disinclination for it. 

· By thee, thou Director of the. Senses, 
. who art seated in my heart, 

As I am: appointed, so do I act. . 
· Asvini Kumar has not yet reached 

this stage his Guru had. - , 
Ahd it is therefore that his v~ry conscien
tious anxiety to walk in the steps of his 
Guru instead of being a source of strength 
so frequently becomes. a source .of weak• 
ness in him. · 

'· His Guru lived absolutely, ·a life of 
nature.: Now he was as meek as a lamb, 
and again,, if the mood was on him, he 
became as terrible as a lion. SOmetimes 
he would be tolerant of what to' peopJ.e 
would seem · as th'e most outrageous of 
wrongs;. at another time he. would not 
stand the least .little injustice. Now he 
was as pliable al? clay, •and now as hard 
as adamant. Now'l::rying, now laughing; 
now exulted, now depressed; n·ow talking 
the profoundest phllosophies, now advis
ing the m?st irration~l , things as true 
and pro~ table; now an'' iconoclast . of 
iconoclasts, and the . next moment when 
.that ·impulse , had spent itself meekly 
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.accepting, the current ritualism as good. 
But all these were~.11atural to him .. ,The 
Universal himself is a Person of,infinit~ 
m,oods, and God himself is the· >Wif~est 
and most irre-Concilable of contradictions. 
These do not, hurt. the true man of God 
-either. Asvini Kumar's Guru was~ man 
-of .God. He 7>v,as . a· man of many moods 
lik:e all his class ; and in all his moods he 
stood always absolu~ely identified, in 
thinking, . feeling and willin,g-:-"in ·. every 
-depar.tmel;lt and aspect of his p~rsonall,ife 
-with the Universal. Such men callnQt 
be measured by any eth~cal ; foot-rulv. 
They have their own laws, their own 
ethics. They are above the Law, be~~qse 
identified with the Law. Who knows 
whai particular course of ac~ion Asvini 
Kumar's. Guru would have· followed in 

· Asvini Kumar's place under any particula~; 
circumstance? We examine these circum!" 
stances from the outside j and consequent,. 
ly, we interpret frequently their ...right and 
wrong not in the light of the Universal 
scheme in which they;stand, but simply ac~ 
<:ording to our own likes and disli~es. Our 
readings. of the circumstances of our lif<: 
and our duties and obligations to society, 
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are always obscured :by the shadow thai 
out own :Conceit of sense and self casts on 
them.- We do not see them as they.reallt 
.ani; in themselves, or as they stand relared 
.to the universal scheme of things. But 
these: saints and sages,' living in a perpe
tual consciousness of the· Universal, see 
the Passing particularities eflife, from the 
very heart of the U nivetsal ; and seeing 
them all, as,part of the Universal order, 
they deal with everY- particularity accord
ing lt<>'its·own inner law. and purpose. ·To 
try to imitate• them is not possible for us. 
We may1 if biessed by them, absolutely 
throw ourselves upon them, and thus live 
and act from mQment to moment, wit~
out any preconceived scheme of our own. 
qut just aS- they move us with their 
strength ana their . inspiration whicl). 
coines to us,- not supernaturally,, but na
t1i.lrally through the impulses of our flesh~ 
our intellect, our emotions and our will, 
on the.dne_side, and the outer happenings 
of our 1ives, which stimulate these in us, 
on the other. ·We may do this. ':Qlis is 
the 'proud privilege of the disciple. But 
we cannot aspire to follow in their stepS'. 
before-we have> attained their charactel". 
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And the desire to do so, seems to me, to 
be largely· responsible· for all the inde
cisions and· weaknesses that· sometimes' 
his most intimate' admirers observe and 
even regret iii Asvini Kumar. • · 

In fact Asvini Kumar is a very ·fine 
specimen of t.he amalgam which is being 
so numerously manufactured among us, 
througltthe'combination of Christian and 
Hindu influences. <•we are all more or 
less of the class of this amalgam. 'Asvini 
Kumar's inner spirit is essentially Hindu .. 
The meekness, the patience, the absence 
of restless ambitions, the·desire for quiet 
homely service rather than for tumultu
ous activities, fidelity to existing social 
and socio-religious order, even though its 
passing unreason or ills may be fully re

.cognised, acceptance of duty as a higher 
principle than· right, the spirit of sub
mission rather than of resistance, of 
forbearance rather than that of revolt, of 
recrimination-these Hindu characteris
tics•are fairly prominent in Asvini Ku:.. 
mar's life.· On the other hand~ the kee~ 
ethi'cal sense, the passionate longing for 
the furtherance of social well-being, dei
votion :to J)ublic duty and patriotic. ser-
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vice, characteristic of the educated Euro
pean, are also equally prominent features 
of the life and character. of this Bengalee 
Leader. Asvini Kumar is not ·a system 
builder; nor can -; he lay claim to any 
original thinking. So he has not -been 
impelled as yet to work ovt- any ration..: 
al between the Eastern and the Western. 
elements of his compo~ite character. He 
has not been able J:o present either the 
East to - himself in the. terms of the 
West, nor to . present_ the West. in the 
terms of the East. The_ result, there~ 
fore, is that sometimes the one ele,
ment comes out in his tl;wughts a_nd 
actions more pr-ominently, and sometim~S, 
the other. , Sometimes as an educationis4 
as a teacher of youth, as an apostle of 
temperance and purity, as a defender. of 
popular rights against bureaucratic a~· 
gressions, Asvini Kumar seems, like so 
many of us, as fundamentally a hancl
work of European influences. Sometimes 
again, especially in the select company of 
his spiritual friends, while singi.ng the 
name of the Lord, or reading lessons from 
the Bhagavata, or ~iscoursing upon 
BHAKTI-YOGA or KARMA-YOGA,-h~ 
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seems quite another man~ who has more 
of the old Bhagavata spirit in him than 
the modern Christian spirit: . I have" seen 
him in these select gatherings, and have 
observed him throwing himself into these 
ecstatic exercises with an abaadoriment 
which one would hardly expect in a man 
whose whole life and education have been. 
moulded, practically, by Protestant Chris
tian influences. 

But it ' is to the Hindu side of his 
character that Asvini Kumar owes, I think, 
his unique· position in the public life of 
his country. As an educationist, as a 
moral teacher, as a modeni public man, 
devoting himself to the cause of his 
people and his country, Asvini Kumar 
could secure a following only among the 
English-educated classes. In this, he is 
.like the others. And his following even 
among our English-educated classes, espe< 
cially in Eastern Bengal, is not insigni~ 
ficant either. I have, indeed, an idea that 
if a register could be taken of the leaders 
and workers of the Swadeshi Movement, 
not orily il\ Barisal, but in all the 'Easteni 
districts from Jessore to Mymensing arid 
Sylhet, it would be seen that the largest 
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number by far of them owed their swa
deshi inspiration, either directly or in
directly1 to Asvini Kumar.. Successive 
generations of University young men from 
the different districts' of Eastern Bengal 
have flocked to Asvini Kumar's College 
at Barisal,: .and have passed under his 
training and influence the most pregnant 
and formative periods of their life. :.,And 
no one who came in contact· with him, 
could escape th'e influence of his life.and 
'conversation. Yet, his position in the 
history of . the present; public· Hfe, of 
Eengal is so high and absolutely so unique, 
not -because of his .literate but because of 
his' illiterate following. And to· tbese.it 
was not the EUrQpean side of his ·charaa
ter that appealed most strongly, . but 
{ather his Hindu side. 
, As a :Hindu, ·Asvini ·Kumar's type-i~ 
more Vaishn.av1c than ShaktaJ His train· 
ing is distinctly. Vaishna"vi~. . And' there 
is an element of humanity in the V'aishna· 
vic ideal, which is almost modern in both 
;;pirit and expression. To .see: God in 
man, i$ th~_eternal ,objective of .Vaishna: 
vic culture. No other school,. I thin:({, has 
so boldly and .. openly declared the God-
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hood of man as the Vaishnavic schools 
have done. The idealisa.tion of the human 
flesh as flesh ;: of the human· appetites~ as 
appetites ; 'Of the varied human relations, 
as betwetn master and man, or friend and 
friend, or parent and son, or l.Jver ·and 
lover ;.:....to proclaim these as vehiCles antt 
instruments of il:he vety iife arid sport of 
;the Lord,-this is a unique feature of the 
Vaishnavic. ideal and culture.· NoUhe 
negation or suppression of natuJ;"e and 
man, but their idealisation and spirituali
:sation, through the beatitudes of the 
:soul, is the sup.reme end of Vaishnavic 
disciplines. And this Vaishnavic iclealism 
has lent considerable strength and reality 
to Asvini. Kumar's social service. ··, · : 

In the ordinary relations of. life, · As-1 
vini Kumar observes· all the conventions 

.. of the Hindu society. But at the call Qf 
duty, these conventions fall Off from him; 
like dry . autumn leaves. He has .. p.ot 
preached against Ga.Ste, like his ~arly 
associates ill the Brahmo .Samaj, hl1t has 
very materially helped the. ·relax;ition of 
caste-rules ,in . the practical intere§t . of 
humanity and sodal service. , The ·stu ... 
<Ients . of his school and' college .have 
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always been trained in the service of the 
poor and the sick. His volunteers have 
nursed cholera-patients in times-of epide:. 
mie, ·without distinction of caste or' creed
Even the women of the town have not 
been put outside the pale of the service of 
these aevoted youths. And high-<:aste 
Brahmins have ·without the least- scruple 
-or hesitancy, cleansed with their own 
handsthe 'soiled beddings of their low
caste patients, have removed their ex
creta, and have, when it was found neces
sary, even carried the dead bodies of the 
untouchable classes to the burning ghat 
and cremated-these themselves.: ·In times 
of· famine and scarcity, Hindus and 
Mahomedans have been equally' helped 
by Asvini Kumar- and his devoted band. 
Years of selfless and devoted social ser· 
vice like this. had secured for Asvini 
Kumar a lasting place in the affections of 

'his people.' 'To them he was .never a 
great and renowned leader, the friend of 
the Magistrate,- and ·the confidante ol 
tha Commissioner,-but their own friend, 
a present help in their ·need, an ever;.. 
wilting guide in their troubles, and a 
never-failing source of consolation itt 
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their sorrows and disappointments. This 
was the real position of Asvini Kumar
among his own neighbours, in' his own 
town and district, long before the birth 
of the· Swadeshi ·Movement. And it i$ 
because of the old influence which he had 
in the eoimtry,· that he at once became so 
powerful a force behind this new move~ 
ment. · 

· Asvini Kumar's personality is his 
gre~test contribution to the public life of 
his country and his time. We have had 
orators,· journalists, ~emindars, lawyers, 
medical practitioners, tetired high offi
cials; in the leadership of this life. They 
have done a lot for ·their country. Some 
have given us thought, some inspiration~ 
some· have paid out of their affluence 
towards the upkeep of our public propa-

. ganda and organisations, and some have 
_added to the weight of our deliberations 
by their name or their wisdom. But none, 

' except Asvini Kumar Datta, has given us 
the exact pattern after which the true 
leader must be made henceforth. 

Asvini Kumar's personality is the 
greatest force in Barisal •. And this has 
been so, because he has always been one 
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<>f the people, one with them iq thought 
and life. l:n the future, the real lel,lder
ship, of the public life everywhe:r:e wiii be 
based upon this close, this pers(;mqJ .rela
tion between the leader and his following. 
Not the man_ wit;h the longest purse, nor 
the man with the most powerful tongue, 
:n.or he with t4e . ripest wisdom, . will be 
acclaimed as its lea.der by modern demo
<:racy, bu.t t>nly he whci, whatever his 
wealth, or education or; wisdom, ,_will be 
<>ne with his people .and whose people 
will be one with him~will be the. true 
leader of men. In Asvini K~mar ~e have 
a glimpse of this, coming type. But l:l.fter 
all, the type is not altogether new ~th~r. 
It is the ols], old. type, coming back to us, 
revivified and modernised.~hat is au. 
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The youngest in age among those 
who stand in the forefront of the Nation
alist propaganda in India, but in endow
ment, education, and character, perhaps, 
superior to thertl all-Aravinda seems 
distinctly marked out by . Providence to 
play in the future of· this movement a 
part not given to any of his colleagues 
and contemporaries, The other leaders 
Qf the movement have left their life be
hind them : Aravinda has his before him. 
Nationalism is their last lov.e: it is 
Aravinda's first passion. They are burden
ed 'With the cares and responsibilities of 
large' families , or complex . relations : 
Aravinda has a small familY' and practi
cally no cumulative obligations; ·His only 
care is for his QOuntry-the mother, as he 
always calls her. · His only ·recognised 
obligations' arel to her. Nationalism; at 
the best,. a concern; of the intellect with 
~ome; at the lowest a politic~ cry. and 
aspirations with others,· is ·With .Aravinda 
a supreme passion of his soul. Few; in-
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deed, have grasped the full force anc 
meaning of the N atiomilist ideal as Ara 
vinda has done,. But even of ,these ver: 
few-though their vision may be cleiu 
their action is weak. Man cannot, by : 
fiat of his will at once recreate his- lif~ 
Our Karma. follows tis with relentless in 
sistence from day to day and from deatl 
to death. ·To see the vision of truth anc 
yet not to be possessed • by the suprem 
passion for it which burns up all othe 
desires and snaps asunder, like ashe1 
bands, all other ties and obligations-thi 
is the divine tragedy of most finer nature! 
They have to ·cry. out with 'St. Paul a 
every turri of life's tortuous path-'~ Th' 
Spirit is willing; but the flesh is. weak. 
But blessed are they for whom. thi 
tragic antithesis between the ideal' anc 
the real has· been I Cancelled : for WhOn 
to know the truth is to love it~ :to lovi 
the truth is tO strive after if, and tO 'StriVI 
after the truth is to 'attain it: in whon 
there is no· disparity, either in time o. 
degree) between the · idea and its realisa 
tion: in whom' the·vision· of the ideal 
by its own . intrinsic· strength at once 
attunes eveiy ·craving of the :flesh, "v"ri . . 
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movement of the mind • .every motion of 
the heart, and every impulse of the will 
to itself: who have to :strive fadts.reali
sation, not within, but withou~:,w-ho 4;tve 
to struggle not with their own Self, but 
with the Not-Sel~: who have to fig:Q.t al).d 
conquer not themselves but others,, ,in 
order to establish the kingdom of God, 
realised by them in the relations of. their 
own inner .life, in the actualities and 
appointments of ·the life of their own 
people: or of .hurpanity ,at: large. 'These 
are, so to say, the chosen of pod.: They 
are born leaders of men. · Commissioned 
to serve special ends affecting the- ·life 
and ha-ppiness, o~ large masses .of ,men, 
they bear a ·charmed life. They may be 
hit, but cannot be hurt.· They may, be 
struck, but are • never stricken. Their 
towering optimism, and the Grace ·of 
God, turn every evil into good, ·every 
opposition int'o help, every loss, into a 
gain. By the general verdict of his 
countrymen, Aravinda stands • to-day. 
among these favoured 'sons of God.'' ; 

Birth is not an accident. · "Accirledt 
of birth"-. is the languag~ of infidel em
piricism. Nature has no room for acci• 
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dents in her ·schemes. It is only man's 
inability to trace her secrets· that has 
coined this word to cover his" ignorance .. 
Man's birth is no more an ·accident 
than' the rrise and fall of tides. There 
can really be no accidents in evolu-· 
tion ; the l'aw of natural selection has 
killed their chance altogether. But does 
the operation . of natural selection start 
only after ·the birth · of the organism 
Ot does it precede it?" . Is it only' a bio
logical, or also a psychological law ? 
Like the problems of biology, those 
of psychology also are in-explicable, except 
on this theory .. ·The inference is irresist:... 
.ible that there is such a thing as natural 
selection even in the psychic plane. The 
spirit, by. the impulse oF its own. needs 
must choose and order the conditionS of 
its life even-as the physical organism doe~. 
This is the psychio significance of here-· 
dity. ·Life· from.this point of view is not 
a lottery, but a matter really of determin
ed .choice; · The needs of the organism 
supply-the:organs in the lower kingdom: 
ther desires of the heart collect and cteate 
the necessary equipmen,t arid environi:nent 
for the human being." • On no other hypo:-
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thesis can the riddle of the human life ·be 
explained more satisfactorily. It may not 
explain evetYthing, but it explains many 
things absolutely ununderstandable and 
inexplicable~rt any other hypothesis. This 
at least has· been the Hindu vie\\1· from 
time immemorial. 'A crude intuition at 
first, it became a settled conviction with 
the people subsequently, .. with a funda
mental· philosophy of causation behind it. 
Arid this. theory st~nds curiously verified 
in Aravinda Ghose. · · 

Two ·strong currents of thoughts, 
ideals, and aspirations met together and 
strove for supremacy irl Bengal:· among 
the generation to which Aravinda's 
parents belonged. One was a current of 
Hindu Nationalism-'-Of· the.revived life~ 
culture and ideals of the ·nation t.'hat had 
lain dormant for centuries and had been 
discarded as lower and primitive ·by the 
first batch of English-educated Hindus, 
specially in Bengal. The other. was the 
current of Indo-Anglicism-the onrushing 
life, culture and ideals of the foreign 
rulers ofthe land, which, expressing them
selves through British law and administra
tion on the one side, and the new schools 

' \ 
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and universities on the other, threatenec 
to swamp and drown the original cultun 
~nd character of the people .. The twc 
stocks frow :which Aravinda sprang re· 
presented, these, two conflictin.g forces in 
the cou.ntry. His maternal rgraqdfather 
Raj N arain ·Bose was one of the. makers 
of modern Bengal.. A student of David 
.Hare, a pupil ofDe Rozarip, an . alu?IOU~ 
of the Hindu College, the first,,Englisb 
college that, had the support of both the 
Hindu community and the Britis4 rulers 
of the Province, Raj Narain Bos~ started 
life as a social and ·religious · refqn:Dei. 
But while he caught as fully as any one 
else among his contemporaries, the im
pulse of the new illumination, he did not 
lose so comP.le.t.e1y as many of them did, 
his hold on the fundamental spirit of the 
culture ai).4 civilisation of his race. He 
joined -the Brahmo Samaj, imder Maha.J:, 
shi Debendra Nath Tagore, but felt rc;• 
pelled by the denational spirit ·of the 
later developments in that movemeDI 
under Keshub .Chunder Sen. In fact, .il 
is difficult to say, to which of its two lead
ers-. Debendra Nath or Raj Narain, the 
..Adi or the older Brahnio-Samaj, as .iJ 
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-came to be called after Keshub Chundet 
Sen. seceded from it and establis.hed the 
Brahmo-Samaj of India-was more indebt+ 
ed for. its intense and conservative 
nationalism.· But it may be safely assert
ed that while Debendra Nath's natjona
lism had a dominating theological note, 
Raj Narain's had both a theological and 
social, as well as a political emphasis. In 
him it was not merely .the spirit of Hindu
ism that. rose up in arms against the on
slaught of European Christianity, but the 
whole spirit of Indian culture and man
hood stood up to defend and assert itself 
against every form of \).ndue foreign in
fluence and alien domination. While 
Keshub Chunder Sen pleaded for· the 
recognition of the truths in the Hindu 
.scriptures side by· side with those in the 
Bible, Raj Narain Bose proclaimed the 
.superiority of Hinduism to Christianity •. 
While Keshub Chunder was seeking to 
reconstruct Indian, and especially Hindu, 
social life, more or less after the British 
model, Raj Narain's sturdy patriotism 
and national self-respect rebelled against 
the enormity, and came forward to esta~ 
·blish the superiority of Hindu social 
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economy to the Christiap social inst"itu
tions and ideals. He saw the on:.rush oJ 
European goods into" Indian markets, anc 
tried · to stem the tide by quickening 
what we would now call the Swadeshi 
spirit, long before any 'one ~ else had 
thought of it. It was under his inspira. 
tion·that a Hindu Mela or National Ex~ 
hibition was started a full quarter of ~ 
century before the Indian National Coni 
gress thought of an Indian Industrial Exj 
hibition. The founder of this Hindu Melli 
was also the first Bengalee who organised 
gymnasia for the physical training of the 
youths of the nation. Stick and sword 
plays, and other ancient but decadent 
sports and pastimes of the people that 
have come into vogue recently, wf!re 
originally revived at the Hindu -Mela 
under Ra:j Narayan Bose's inspiration and 
instruction:. Raj Narayan Bose did not 
openly take any part•in politics, but his 
writings and speeches did a good deal to 
create· that spirit of self-respect a,nd self;
assertion in the educated classes that 
have since found such strong expressi()n 
.in· our recent political activities. 

A strong conservatism, based u.ooti k 
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reasoned appreciation of the lofty spiri
tuality of the ancient lculture and civili
sation of the country; a sensitive patrio
tism, born of a healthyand dignified pride 
of race; and a deep piety expressing itself 
through all the varied practical relations 
<>f life-these were ·the characteristics of 
the life and thought of Raj Narayan Bose. 
He represented the high-wates-mark of 
the composite culture of his country
Vedantic. Islamic, and European. When 
he discoursed .on Brahm a-J nan or know
ledge of God, he brought to mind the 
ancient Hindu gnostics of the Upanishads. 
When he cited verses from the Persian 
poets, filling the ear with their rich 
cadence-with his eyes melting in love 
and his mobile features aglow with a 
supreme spiritual passion-he reminded 
one of the old Moslem devotees. And 
when he spoke on the corruptions of 
current religion, or the soulless selfishness 
of modern politics, he appeared ·as a 
nineteenth century nationalist and icono
clast of Europe. In his mind and life 
he was at once a Hindu Maharshi, a Mos
lem Shafi, an4 a Christian theist of the 
Unitarian type; and like ~am Mohan 
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Roy, the founder of the Brahmo-Samaj o1 
which Raj Narayan Bose· was for many 
years tl)e honoured president, he also 
seems to have worked out a synthesis in 
his own spiritual life between the three 
dominant world-cultures that have come 
face to face in modern-India. Like Ram 
~ohan, Raj Narayan a1so seems to ·have 
realised himself; intellectually and spiri~ 
tually, that ideal ofcomposite.nationhood 
in India, which the present generation 
has been called upon to actualise in social, 
economic and political relations of their 
country. :i,{aj Narayan Bose was also an 
acknowledged leader in Bengali litera;
ture. A writer in the " Modern Review >I 

(Calcutta) calls: Raj Narayan Bose "The 
Grandfather of Indian · National.ism." 
He was A,r~vinda's maternal grandfather; 
and Aravinda owes not only his rich 
spir~tual nature but even his very superior 
literary capacity to, his inherited enilow 
ment!; from his mother's line. 

If his maternal grandfather represenl
ed the ancient spiritual forces of his na
tion~ Aravinda's father, Dr. Krista Dhan 
Ghose, represented to a very large extent 
the spirit of the new illumination in hill 
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country. Dr.· Ghose was essentially a 
product of English edu~ation ·and Euro~ 
pean culture. A man of exceptional parts, 
he finished his education in England and 
taking his degree in medicine,· entered 
the medical service of the Indian Govern .. 
ment. He was on~ of the most successful 
Civil Surgeons of his day, and,. had his 
life been spared, he would have assuredly 
risen to the highest position in his service 
open to any native ·of India. Like the 
general body of Indian young men who 
came to finish their education in England 
in his time, Krista Dhan Ghose' was 
steeped iti the prevailing spirit of Angli
cism. Like all of them he was a thorough
ly Anglicised Bengalee, in his· ways of 
life. But unlike man.y of them, under
neath 'his f01·eign clothing and ways he 
had a genuine Hindu heart and soul. 
Anglicism dist6rts Hindu character, cri~ 
pies, where it cannot kill, the inherited 
altruism of the man, a."nd makes him more 
or less neglectful of the numerous family 
and social obliga..tions under which every 
Hindu is born. Like the original AJ;~glo
Saxon, his Indi~n imitation also lives first 
and foremost for himself, his wife ·and 
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children ; and though he may recognise 
the .claims of his relations to his charity, 
he scarcely places his purse at their service 
as an obligation. But Krista Dhan Ghose 
was an exception. Though he affected 
the European ways of living, he never 
neglected the social obligation of the 
Hindu. His purse was always _open fo~ 
his needy relations. 

The poor of the town, where he, 
served .and lived, had in him a true frien~ 
and a ready help, In fact, his regard fo~ 
th'e poor frequently led him to sacrifice to 
their present needs the future prospects of 
his own family and children. He had his 
sons educated-in England; and so great was 
his admiration for English life and Engl~s4 
culture that he serit them out here even 
before they had ·received any sch~oling in' 
their" country. But his charities met !mch 
constant a:nd heavy inroads into his ·to~e
rably large income that he could not 
always keep his o\\tn children living in 
England provided with sufficient funds 
for their board and schooling. Sons of 
comparatively- rich parents they were 
brought up almost in abject poverty in,~ 
friendless country where wealth counts s9 
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much, not only physically, but also intel-
lectually and morally. Keen of intellect~ 
tender of heart, imp11lsive and generous 
almost to recklessmess regardless of his 
owp ones, but sensitive to the sufferings of 
others-this was the inventory of the cha
racter of Dr. Krista Dhan Ghose. .. The 
rich 'blamed him 'for his recklessness, the 
man of the world condemned him for his 
absolute lack of prudence,· the highest 
virtut: in his estimation. But the poor, 
the widow and the orphan loved him for. 
his selfless pity, and. his soulful benevo~ 
lence. ' · 

When death overtook him· in , the 
very prime of life there was desolation in 
many a poor home in his district. It not 
·only left his own children in absolute 
poverty, but destroyed the source of ready 
relief to many helpless families among his 
relations and neighbours. His·. quick 
intellectual perception, his large sympa
thies, his selflessness, characterised by. 
an almost absolute lack of what the man 
of the world always working with an eye 
to the main chance, calls prudence, as· a 
matter ofpersonal calculation,-theseare 
Aravinda's inheritance in his father's line. 
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As a boy, Aravinda received his early 
education in a public school in En.gland. 
The old Head Master of this school is. 
reported to have said, :when ,Aravinda's~ 
name came prominently before the Brit.ishJ 
public 'in conn.ection. with the state trialj 
of which he was made a principal accused,j 
this timelast year, that of all the 1bo.Ys,l 
who passed through his hands duri_ng the! 
last twenty-five or thirty years, Aravinda.i 
was by far and above the most richly 
end,owed in intellectual capacity .. Froni 
this school he went to Cambridge, where 
he distinguished himself as a student of 
European Classics, and passed the Indian 
Civil · Serviee· examination with great 
credit. Failing, however, to stand tl;le 
required test in horsemanship, .he was. 
not allowed to .enter the covenanted' 
service of the Indian Government. 'But. 
returning to India, he found employment. 
~n the native state of Baroda, where his 
~dowments and scholarship soon attract
ed the notic<: of authorities, leading to 
his appointment to the post of vice.-: 
Principal of the State College. Had 
Aravinda cared for earthly honours ·or 
wealth, he had a very splendid opening 
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for both in Baroda.· He was held in great 
respect by the Maharaja. · He was loved 
by the educated classes in the State. He 
wa!i exceedingly popular with the gener.al 
publ~c. All, these opened very large possi
bilities of preferment before him in the 
service. of the, premier Native State in 
India. '· . · · : . · 

But there was a new awakening in 
the country.:A new school of thought had 
arisen, demanding a thorough reconsider
ation of the old and popular political, 
economic, and educational ideas and ideals 
of the people.. It abjured· the old m~ndi.,.. 
cant . methods of · prayer, protest and 
t~etition. It proclaimed a n~w gospel of 
self-help and self:reliance. It. called out 
to the spirit of India to come· to its own, 
to stand upon its own inner strength, and 
to 'Put forth its native efforts for the 
realisation of its true native life.· It 

·called aloud for leaders and workers-. for 
the poet, the prophet,. the philosopher, 
the statesman, the organiser and the man 
of action, to help the sacred cause. It 
laid on all who would accept.the call the 
heaviest self-sacrifice 1 yet . demanded of 
any public. man in modern India. It 
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·wanted _men who J would n·ot only, as 
hitherto, give to theit country their lei
sure moments and their idle .pennies, hut 
who would. 'consecrate all their worklng 
hours and their: hard. earnings to . the 
.service of the Motherland. The call went 
to the heart of Aravinda. His own native 
Province called for him.' It laid on him 
the vow of poverty. • It offered him the 
yoke· of the saviours of their people and 
the uplifters of humanity-the yoke of 
-calumny, persecution, imprisonment and 
exile. Aravinda obeyed the Mother's call, 
:accepted her stern conditions, and cheer..: 
fully took up· her chastening yoke. He 
gave up his place in Baroda,· worth .£56o 
.a year; to take up the duties of Principal 
in the College started ·at Calcutta undeli; 
the new National Council of Educatimi 
-on a bare subsistence allowance of.£Io-a 
month. . \ 
--' This movement , Gf national educa_. 

tion owed it&. origin to the latest edu
-cation-policy of the · Indian Governt 
ment, who. sought , ' to turn . the in
stitutions : of public instruction in the 
country to distinctly political ends. The, 
-old education had given birth to 'wide-' 
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:spr!'!ad disaffection.· It called into being, 
•• the discontented B.A. s." The new edu;. 
-cational policy initiated by Lord Curzon 
was directed towards .curing ~his evil. Its 
.aim was to manufacture loyal citizens-· 
men who w.ould be eternally content to 
remain 'loyal ·to the autocratic govern
ment in their country, without any desire 
for free citizenship. The movement of 
National Education was the people's reply 
to this official. policy. It 'took definite 
.shape and form as a result of the persecu
tion of s¢hoolboys1 by the Executive in 
Bengal1 for their participation in the new 
political movements in the country. But 
i't had a more fundamental 'need. The 
<>fficially-controlled education had been 
condemned by both friends and foes alike. 
It was shallow and rootless. It imparted 
the shadow, but not' the substance, of 
modern culture ·to the ·youths of the 

· nation. It was artificial, because foreign 
in both spirit and form. It led .to a fear
ful waste of youthful time and energy by 
imposing the necessity of learning a 
foreign language, to receive instructions 
through its medium in all higher branches 
of study. Its was controlled by an alien 
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Bureiutcracy, in the interest, mainly~ o: 
their own political position, and on!) 
secondarily in those of real intellectua 
life of the~ pupils. It was :excessive!) 
literary, and detrimental to• the indus· 
trial and economical life of the country 
The movement of National Education wa! 
started to .counterqct :these .evils of thf 
officially controlled system of public 
instructio.n. It proposed to promote
"Education, scientific, literary, and techni· 
cal, on national lines and under national 
control." But though owing itsjnitiation 
to, the thteats of the Government to close 
the doors. of the officiaf schools, colleges 
and universities against those who would 
take any part-even to the extent of sim· 
ply attending--in any political meetin'g 
or demonstration-the National 'Educa~ 
tion Movement in Bengal sought to avoid 
all open causes of fricti6n with the autho
rities,· and professed to work independent 
ofbut not inoppasition to theGovernment. 
Political in its origin,. it tried to avoid 
all conflicts with the authorities by assum~ 
ing an absolutely non-political attitude .. ; 

The school of thought td which Ara~ 
vinda belonged did not support this de-
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daration of the National Council of 
Education and could not appreciate this 
needless dread, as they thought, of offend
ing official susceptibilities. Butthey had 
to accept the verdict of the majority. 
One of the ·most' unfortunate things in 
modern public life· is the dependence of 
all large public movement on the help 
and support of the wealthy classes in the 
community. Large and organised mave
ments in our time cannot be carried on 
without large and substantial financial 
support; and the rich are not willing, as 
they were in the primitive times, to lend 
their support to any institution without 
seeking to controJ.it. This 'unfortunate 
condition lowers the intellectual and 
moral ton<:: of many a public institution 
which though financed with the· monies 
Qf the richer classes, would have been 

. able without their personal intervention 
~r control, to keep up a very superior 
intellectual or moral standard. This is 

· particularly injurious in comparitively 
primitive communities, where realised 
wealth has not yet had time to ally itself 
with high culture, and where, owing to 
the absence of a vigorous and free national 
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life, it has but little incentive and lesser 
opportunity for cultivating such an alli-
ance. , . 

The Nationalists are a poor party in 
India, and the National Council of Edu
cation, though . it owed its initiation' to 
their eJiorts passed, almost from the very 
beginning, beyond their. sphere of influ
ence, and Aravind a's position as the nomi-· 
naJ. head of the National College, practi
cally controlled by men of different views 
and opinions, became almost from the 
very beginning more or less anomalous. 

This was,· from some point of view. 
very unfortunate. Aravinda bad received 
the best modern educa_tion that any man 
of his country 'and generation could e~
pect to have. He bad for some years 
been a teacher of youth. in Baroda, and 
had acquired considerable practical· ex• 
'perience in: his art. He had clearly re
alised the spirit· and actualities of the life 
of his nation, and knew how the most 
advanced principles of modern pedagogy 
could be successfully worked into a tho· 
roughly national system of education in 
India. He went to Calcutta as an edu.., 
cationist: He knew that the foundations 
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of national independence' and national 
greatness must be laid inva strong and'. 
advanced system of national education. 
He had a political ideal, no· doubt; but 
politics meant to him much more than is 
ordinarily understood· by the term. It 
was not a game of expediency, but a school 
of human character, ·and, in his turn, re
acting upon it, should develop and streng
then the manhood and woomanhood of 
the nation~ Education could no more be 
divorced from politics than i' could be 
divorced from religion or p.1orals. Any 

'system of education tl<at helps such isola-
ation and division between the various 
. organic relations of life,' is medireval, 
and not modern. It is the education 
of the cloister-abstract . and unreal ; 
not the education of the modern man, 
eager to realise his . fullest manhood 
in and through every relation of life • 

. Aravinda is an apostle of modern .edu
cation. · Indeed, his ideal of modern 
education is even higher than· what 
is understood by modern · education 
ordinarily in Europe. It is a supremely 
spiritual ideal. Its aim is to actualise the 
highest and deepest God-conscio.usness of 
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tbe human soul, in the outer life and ap
pointments .of human society. It was a 
temptation of having an open field for the 
realisation of this lofty educational ideal 
which brought Aravinda · to. Calcutta. 
Had he.been given a free hand in the riew 
National College there, 'that institution 
would have opened an altogether new 
chapter not only in i:he history of modern 
education, ln India, but perhaps in the 
whole world. To work the realism of the 
spirit of modern culture into the mould 
of the idealism .of 'ancient, philosophy, 
would not only sec]Jre for India her lost. 
position as teacher of humanity, · but. 
would, perchance, even save modern 
civilisation from total collapse and des-; 
truction under the pressure of a gross an'd. 
greedy industrialism. ' · . · 

But, unfortunately, neither indivi
duals nor communities can easily break 
away from their own past. Most of the 
members of the .new National Council of 
Education in Bengal were'products of the 
old university. ·Some of the leading nien 
of the new organisation had been closely, 
associated, for many years, with the actual 
working. out of the• old vicious sy~temJ 
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Steeped in the tradition~ of this old edu
-cation, they could hardly be expected to 
~horoughly enter• into the spirit of 
modern pedagogy. They were willing to 
give fai'r room to the new principles, as an 
experiment, but could .hardly give them 
their absolute and whole-hearted support 
as truths. It seemed to them like jumping 
into the unknown. While accepting the 
principle of national education as educa· 
tion on national lines and un.der national 
control, and, consequently, pledged not 
to accept any official. aid, they were not 
free from the fear of possible official op
position, which, if once arou~ed, would 
make their wor~. they thought, absolutely 
impossible. They had a real dread of the 
Bureaucracy, and no strong confidence, 
really; in their own people. The domi
nating and deJ:lared ideal of the new 
Council, consequently, came to be not in 
'any way to supplant, but only to supple
ment; the existing Government-and
University·system' of education in the 
country. A timid,.temporizing spirit, so 
galling to the reformer and the man with 
new visions· and large ideas, generally 
guided the work of the National Council, 
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and it m~de it almost iJrtpossible, for 
Anivinda to throw himself heart and soul 
into his educational work in Calcutta. 
His place in the National Cgllege, though 
he was its nominal Principal, was' not re
ally that of an organiser and initiator, but 
simply of a teacher of language and his
tory, even as it had been in the Maharaja's 
College at Baroda. He had left .,Baroda 
in the hope of finding a wider scope of 
beneficient and 'patriotic activity in .the 
new College in Calcutta. That hope was 
not realised. Almost from the very be
ginning he saw the hopelessness of work
ing out a truly modern an-<1· thoroughly 
national· system of edu~atioh, through 
the organisation at whose service he h,ad 
so enthusiastically placed himself. 

· But the man 'possessed by purepas
sion, creates, where he cannot find them 

• ready-made for him, his ow:n instruments. 
for the realisation. of his supreme end in 
life. And wider fields of public useful
ness were soon opened before Aravinda. 
The National School was without a daily 
English Organ. A new paper was start
ed. Aravinda was invited to join its 
staff. A joint-stock' company was shortly 
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floated to run· it, and Aravinda became 
one of the directors. This paper-" Bande 
Mata:rilm "---at· once secured . for itself a 
recognised position in Indian journalism. 
The hand of the master: was in it, from 
the very beginning. Its ·bold attitude, its 
vigorous thinking, its clear ideas, its 
chaste and powerful diction, its scorching 
sarcasm and refined witticism, were un
surpassed by any journal in the country, 
either Indian or Anglo-Indian.· It at once 
raised the tone of every Bengali paper, 
and compelled the admiration of even 
hostile Anglo-lndian editors. ·Morning 
after morning, not only Calcutta but the 
educated community almost in every part 
ot the country, eagerly awaited its vigo
J.;OUS pronouncements on the. stirring 
questions of the day. It even forced it
self upon the notice of the callous and 
self-centred British press. Long extracts 
from it commenced to be reproduced 
week after week even in the exclusive 
columns of the "Times" in London. It 
was a force in the country which none 
dared to ignore, however much they 
might fear or hate it, and Aravinda was 
the leading spirit, the central figure, in 
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the new journal. · The opportunities that 
were denied him in the National College 
he found in the pages of the uBande 
Mataram,"' and from a tutor of a feW( 
yQuth.s he thus became the teacher of a, 
whole nation. 
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· Srijut ~rishna Kumar Mitra does no 
belong to what is called the Nationalis 
Party in India; but he is undoubtedly l 
prominent man in the Nationalist Move: 
ment. The.Nationalist Movement is mucl 
larger than the Nationalist party. Thi! 
party is a much later growth than thE 
movement of whi¢h it has commenced tc 
take a lead. The Nationalist or the Extre· 
mist party, as it is ~alled by its oppqnents 
is hardly-three yeara old, and even now i1 
can hardly be called a:party. It is more a 
school of thought than an organised and 
disciplined political party. Before Igo(i 
there was only · one National Party in 
Jndia and that was the Congress. party. 
It was only in the aut"mn of, that year 
when an attempt was made to Sf!Cure the 
nomination of Srijut Bal Gangadhar Tilak 
to 'the Congress Preside.ncy, that Con· 
gressmen .all over the country divided 

. ' ·f 

themselves into t'wo camps, one being 
called .Moderates· and the other 'Extre· 
mists. These names were not of their 
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own choosing. They were invented and 
'given to them by· their common enemies 
of the Anglo-Indiap. Press.: Jn B~p_gcrli a1 
any rate, both the schools disclaimed tha 
dames thus given to them, and claimed to 
tie equally N a'tionalists. There has; in 
fact; been much less fundamental diver· 
gencies .of views · between these • twa 
schools in Bengal than' in any .bther ·In
diari province. In Bengal, the so-called 
Moderates and the so-called · Extremists 
have been united in the fundamental and 
positive methods of the ' Nationalist 
Movement: The • Bengalee "Moderate~· 
until the closing weeks of the :last year, 
had been a 'st~uneh advocate of Swadeshi 
and Boycott, National Education, and 
National Volunteering. The only points 
of difference between the two·· schools 
have been-(i) in regard to the ideal, 
and (ii); in :regard to the scope of the 
Boycott. 1 The Bengalee Moderates pr<>-' 
claimed. Colonial Self-G6vernn1eni ·as 
their ideal instead of the absolute auto
nomi set up as the ultimate goal by the 
so-called Extremists, arid uri like the lat,tet, 
they refused to extend the.Boycott to all 
voluntary offices under the Government_ 
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To work in association with the Govern• 
ment wherever such' association is likely 
to be useful and beneficial to. the country; 
and 'in opposition· to them;· when it ·is' 
necessary in the public intere::;t-this has 
been the avowed policy of the Bengalee 
" Moderates." In this they stood apart 
from the so-called Extremists, who advo.. 
cated an absolute dissociation from all 
official connections and obligations, ex.: 
cept where they were absolutely enjoined 
by· law. But. whether "Moderates" or 
"Extremists" every, or almost every, 
Bengalee public man belongs to the larger 
movement of Nationalism in India, whose' 
ohe cry is" India for the Indians.~' ' ' • 

To this class belongs Srijut Krishna 
Kumar Mitra. Like his friend and lead.; 
er' Srijut Surendra Nath Banerjee, 
Krishha Ku,mar has been one of the forces 
of Nationalism in Bengal. Indeed, we 
know it as a matter of fact, that he has 
strongly repudiated this division of the 
people into rival political parties and 
urged always for united ·action. This is 
what he persistently preached in his 
paper, "The Sanjibani,". which was at 
one time the real mouthpiece of English-
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educated Bengalees, especially of the eas
tern districts, where it had enormous in
fluence, An!l if Krishna Kumar did find 
himself occasionally in open opposition to 
the so-called Extremists of Bengal, it was 
due. not so much to vital difference of 
principle·. between them and himself, as 
to his personal love and regard for Bab~ 
Surendra Nath Banerjee, with whom he 
had worked ·au his life. Had not s0me of 
the Bengalee Extremists openly nipudiat
ed the leadership of .Babu Surendra 
Nath, Krishna Kumar would have been 
as much , in association and sympath:1 
with .them as with the so-called Bengalee 
Moderates. But. Moderate or Extremist, 
every prominent public man in Bengar 
has been and is aN ationalist. Bengal hrul 
not y~t known "the type represe'nted by 
Pherozeshah Mehta or Gopal Krishna 
Gokhale in~ombay. And Krishna Kumar 
is by no means ()f that type. , · 
· • And the cl:).ief reason of it is that 
Krishmr Kumar is not a' politician in the 
ordinary sense . of the term. If Aswini 
Kumar approaches the type of the Hindu 
devotee, Krishna Kumar approaches that 
of th__e Hebrew pr"ophet. In fact, both b~ 
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temperament and training, Krishna 
Kumar is what may be called more Semi
tic and Christian than Hindu and Vaish-. 
nava .. He belongs to a gen~ration that 
had completely lost touch with the inner 
spirit and ancient traditions of their race. 
In early life he imbibed the spirit of reli~
gious and social revolt headed' by Keshub' 
Chunder Sen.. The Brahmo Samaj or the 
Theistic Church of India under Keshrib 
Chunder Sen in his earlier days, was in 
its tone and, temper .. disthi.ctly more 
Hebraic than Hindu. The thought-leaders. 
of the Brahmo Samaj in those days were 
Theodore Parker· and Francis: Newman 
and Miss Frances Power Co.bbe on the 
theological and ethical side, and Victor 
Cousin and the Scotch Intuitionalists on 
the speculative and ·philosophical side: 
The mind and spirit of Keshub Chunder 
and his followers fed on these teachings, 
·and he himself represented at that time 
more the prophetic fervour of Hebrew 
theism than the transcendental depth or 
the devotional sweetness of iHindu 
Monism and Vaishnavic' piety. Keshub
Chunder gradually grt:w, later in life, 
into these national ideals no doubt, and 
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·he died more a Hindu than a Hebrew or 
-a Christian in his. spirit and aspirations. 
But Krishna Kumar had cuf himself· off 
from his leadership before th~se later 
phases of thought and devotion develop, 
-ed in the .great Brahmo leader· and has 
persistently kept up the earlier inspiration 
he had imbibed from him. 

The Brahmo Samafi- under Keshub 
Chunder Sen,. represented both the fruit 
-of, and the earliest reaction against, the 
impact of the Hindu mind with the domi
nating thought and culture. of modern 
.Europe.,,It was not only the child bf this 
new illuminati<!ln 'bat also, at the same 
time, represented the earliest protest of 
the Hindu spirit against being completely 
dominated iby it. In both these aspects! 
it was essentially. a movement of freedom. 
1t proclaimed .c the divine ·authority· of 
human reason in. the· determination of 
truth, and openly discarded the . time
honoured pretensions of religious· scrip.. 
tures to special and supernatural revela
tion.·. It .acknowledged no prophets, ac· 
<:epted no. priests, but set each individual 
free to seek and find the truth for him
.self or herself, .an~ directly approach the; 
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'Throne of Grace with .his or her own 
prayers and aspirations'; these aspirations 
<>f the devout spirit of man orw6man.find
ing their response and fulfilment in in· 
spiration from God, and thus completing 
the highest· ·process of· spiritual ' and 
-devotional exercises, and directly leading 
to the soul's salvation. .This gospel of 
personal freedom naturally led · to a 
movement of social teform which :~imed 
.at a thorough reconstruction of· Iridian, 
and practically of Hindu domestic and 
social life, after the new- ideal. Child 
marriages and non-consensual marriages 
were discarded as an usurpation of per" 
·sonal rights in a matter of the,:greatest 
·concern to the peace and happiness,of the 
individual. , The disabilities oft Hindu 
widows in regard to remarriages· were 
<>penly removed for the same reason, 
Distinctions of caste,.. not only.; in , the 
matter of eating and drinking,: but also 
in the matter of marital relations1 were 
-completely ·discarded• as iminora1· and 
injurious. The rights of the human per
:sonality• , to freely irealise · itself ·•with 
.6utlet or hindrance from undu~ social 
interference or ··sacerdotal or ·religious 
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restraints, were proclaimed thus, in every 
direction. , 

. The: Brahmo Samaj was, thus, a move
ment of. freedom~ In the days of his. 
youth:, ,when Krishna Kumar came under 
its, influence, the Brahmo .Samaj was 
essentially individualistic' in it~ concep
tions of personal rights and in its general 
philosophy of human fr~edom. It was,. 
in some sense, the child of the.European 
Illumination of the eighteenth century 
and had the . excessive . individualistic 
emphasis of that great movement of pro
test.: 1 The geiJ,ius of 'Kehsub Chunder 
·Sen1 however, soon recognised the limits 
of indiyidualism, and he spent the last 
yeais·of his life. in devising a variety of 
means to correct and cure the evils o:f 
this! excessive-. mdividualistic emphasis: 
To find a legitimate ground and sanction 
for individual impulses and notions, he· 
fell.back upon what ;was· ,called the doc.,
trine qf individual inspiration .. ro correct 
the confusion and conflict arising out of 
the claim. of· each jndividual to direct 
divine' inspiration, .Keshub Chun<}er Sen 
fell . .back upon, the Catholi,c: doctrine of 
the: Church. as." •the. ever-present instru-
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ment of communication between God 
and man, and Slit up the Council of the 
Apostles of the new ·creed,•·ca!led Sree 

· Darbar, as an objective authority for the 
'regulation' and 'guidance of • individual 
inspiration~ The injurious tendencies of 
the individualism' of the later eighteenth 
and the earlier; nineteenth centuries. were 
manifested in three directions-in ·theo
logy it developed atheslm and scepticism; 
in social ·life it developed license and 
immorality; in politi~ .it developed revo"' 

'lutionary anarchism. Keshub' Chunder 
Sen soorY recognised these tendencies, 
and was frightened by their· apparition 
Into taking refuge in a conservative crct.,ed, 
which he proclaimed as the fundamenlal 
creed of his Church. This creed was 
summed up in the three-fold loyalty {i) to 
God,· (ii) to Church, and (iii) to King.· By 
means of this three-fold loyalty he tried 

· to harmonise the movement of progress 
with the cause of order and work out a 
reconciliation between authority and in-
dependence. . '·' 

But Krishna Kumar· having seceded 
from the leading of Keshub Chunder Sen 
before these developments, had absolutely 
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nq participation in them. His, religious 
and· social. ideals have always continued 
to be those of the early days of the Brahmo
Samaj. '1But. his superior mor31 nature 
has .alway's ·saved him from the logical 
excesses of., his e;sentially. individualistiC 
philosophy .. Ever since his youth Krishna 
Kumar has accepted .and proclaimed the 
authority • of · individual reason as the 
ultim.ate judge of truth and that of indivi
dual conscience as. the final .arbiter of 
right and, ~rong; .but· he has never, in 
practical life, identified opinion with truth 
pr mixed uP personal impulses with the, 
promptings , of conscience: Krishna 
Kumar P,as, · thei:efore, been a reformer,. 
b11!.not a revolutionary in any sense of 
the ter.m. 

Constitutionally free from the ex:. 
tremely speculative tendencies of his race,. 
Krishna KU!Ilar has tenaciously clung to 
the simple faith.of his youth.- :Though by.' 
no .means incap~le of very strong emo-.' 
tions, the type of.,piety which Krishna, 
Kumar represents is decidedlY. more SemH 
tic and volitional. than Vaishnavic ·and; 

' emotional.' His conscience. has thereforel 
bet>n th" TO.ain controlling force of hi$ 
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life. The voice of conscience has always. 
been to him the very' voice of his God. 
In his loyalty· to ; . conscience Krishna 
Kumar represents among us that stern 
Puritan type. of virile personality whiCh 
wokecf up. the Rebellion in England and 
founded a Republic in America,. , . , 

· Krishna Kumar is incapable of deli
berately doing a thing which he believes. 
to be wrong; Bu~ once convinced of. the 
truth .or justice of the cause he will fight 
for it to the bitterest end, and will never 
shrink · from making . any sacrifice,. 
however great, to serve it. Without the· 
least· suspicion of bravado, he has been 
the most fearless of our public men. At 
Barisal in 1906, when the police charged 
a peaceful procession of delegates to .the 
Bengal Provincial Conference with their 
quarter-staff, and were innocentl:r break
ing some heads in the discharge of their 
duty as guardians of peace and protectors 
of the people, Krishna Kumar was the 
only. man who rushed between the un
armed and helpless delegates and their 
assailants, repelled an assaulting consta,. 
ble with his umbrella, dragged him to the

. Superintendent of· Police, under whose-
191 
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-evident instructions these assaults were 
being ·made, an& literally . ordered that 
officer to stop these illegal excesses; and 
the moral fervour of the man so com· 
pletely cowed down that officer that he at 
·once called back his men, .and ·further 
.assaults were stopped. Had the occasion 
demanded and his conscience prompted 
him, Krishna Kumar cou.ld have faced a 
-cannon's mouth with as much unconcern 
as that· with which he rushed here be~ 
tween a pack of police hooligans and theit 
helpless victims. When the order of the 
Magistrate of Bai"isal was brought to the 
Conference demanding its immediate 
breaking up, and armed. policemen· with 
fixed bayonets were walking up and down 
the street, waiting for a signal from the 

! • • • 

Superintendent, to charge that peaceful 
.gathering of absolutely unarmed mea and 
woinen, Krishna Kumar was the, on!~ 
prpminent -man on .the platform who, 
refused to move out in submission to an 
.unjust and illegal order. It was his duty 
to. resist every wrong and he would resist 
.this wrong . also, utterly.·' regardless of 
whatever might happen either to himseU 
-or even to the hunderds of ladies and 
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even children who had come.'to the meet" 
ingwith their elders.' When it' ris a queSil 
tion of: duty, 110 prudential ,consider3t
tions df any kind find, any ;place· in ~the, 
thoughts of this man bf,conseience . 

. The Brahmo Sam:aj, of which Krishna 
Kumar has been a Jeader and minister for 
many years· past professes a very simple 
creed, and is guided by a very simple philo-i 
sophy of life; It believes iDJ God,. in th~ 
duty of worship;· the efficiency of prayet• 
and in the existence of a future life. It 
refuses to accept any authority in matters 
of faith, except that of man's own reason 
and conscience, and repudiates.· all incar
nations and mediatiohs.. Man~s relations 
with his Maker .are immediate and per~ 
sonal. It proclaims .the Fatherhood of 
God and the Brotherhood of man. · It~ 
code of duty is summed up in the worship 
of God and the pursuit of" objects that 
are pleasing to Him~ I Love'of God and 
the service of man constitute all the rites 
and sacraments Of this· sim'p1e :creed. And 
·this simple creed and philosophy p£, life 
and this code of duty contain· the entire 
inventory' of the life and· character • of 
Krishna Ku111ar. ·His activlties, wnether 
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as a teachertof yovth, or· as a social refor
mer o:r politicarworker, ·or as a preacher 
ofn!ligion, have. all been prompted ar..d 
gtiided by this~sim~le creed and philoso
phy. Social and political reforms, as cal~ 
culated td •improve huri:ian~character, re~ 
tnove hunian misery and promote love and 
justice among men, are supreme demands 
in Krishna Kumar's religion •. His patrio~ 
tis'm is onlyan expression bf his piety. But 
though the sincerity and strength of hiSJ 
devotion to his Motherland stand as high 
as that of a~y 'Of our ·public men,, in on~ 
sense.: Krishna Kumar. is much less of a 
Nationalist than· perhaps most of them. 
Nationalism as a philosophy of life and as 
a necessary element in. the· evolution of 
universal · humimit:r, ·has found as yet ~o 
place, I· ani afraid, irl Krishna Kumar'$ 
general scheme of ·thought. The prt:
vailing and· popular social philosophy. of 
the Brahmo Samaj has so far .been more: 
pronounced omLthe cosmopolitan than on 
the national side.'As in Br-ahmo theology 
nbthi.ng mediates between the individual 
and the Universal, so in Brahmo sociology 
nothing stands as a medium of relatio~ 
011. 'realisation;. ;between individual man 
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' and universal humanity., The organic 

<:onception of society .and the general, 
social philosophy that is. rapidly; growing 
out in our age, have not as yet been able 
to powerfully influence the social ideals 
of the Brahmo,Samaj as a body. Conse
quently; this' community has not been able 
as yet to receive the inspiration of what 
may be called rational and philosophic 
nationalism.. On the other hand .being 
essentially a movement. of protest and 
reform, and as such,· constantly emphas
ising the evil and unreason of . the 'old 
social order and the traditional social 
ideal and the religious beliefs , of ·the 
people, it has lost the advantage of that 
natural conservatism which finds the 
motif of nationalism among the general 
unthinking populace everywhere..; Few 
Brahrrios can, therefore, be real Nation
alists in either sense of. the term r and 
Krishna Kumar is not, in any way, identi
fied with this few., An abstract cosmo
politanism is the dominating principle of 
the social philosophy which he has in com
mon with the. orthodox section of his 
own denomination. Krishna Kumar is, 
therefore, free from that persistent and 
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almost constitutional antipathy against 
the foreigner that so frequently forms 
such an ugly,feature of nationalism and 
patriotism all the; world over. His pa
triotism is· essentially an expression of 
his general humanity. The inspiration 
of his political activities as much as that 
of his social revolt, comes from Jlis inhe:
rent love of justice ·and hatred 'of wrong 
more than from any special and passionate 
love for hiS<; people, ·as. his own people> 
and standing apart from the other peo-' 
pies of the world. He would fight as 
strenuously for redressing the wrongs of 
the Hottentot as he has been doing for the 
ern.ancipation ·of the:. Hindu. Krishna 
Kumar is one of the few Indian Public 
men who can say, in ·the words . of th~ 
English:- poet :- · · 

I live for those that love me, 
For··those that know me true, 
For the Heaven. that smile~ above me; 
And waits rny comi-ng too. 

:::He: ,·1f1!.1 
•• ,•rr·' *· * 

For every cause that lacks assistance~ 
For every cause that needs resistance. 
The future iri the distance, · 
And the good that I can do. 

Egli 
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, Srijut Syam Sundar Chakravarti, be
fore his deportation last December, was 
known outside Bengal; mainly through 
his conneetion with the Bande Mataram 
newspaper. He was present at the Con
gress that failed at Surat, where his sim
plicity of life and habits, his steadfast 
devotion to . the Nationalist cause, hi~ 
uncompromising regard · for the .ideals 
and principles that stand for Nationalism 

· in India, won him the admiration and 
love of the large body of Nationalist~ 
gathered from all parts· of the country, 
Henceforth he came .to be regarded as 
one of the leaders of the movement on 
the Bengal side. . . 

In his own province, however, Syam, 
Sundar has been. long known as a very 
capable Bengali journalist and writer. 
His paper the PratibllSi occupied the fore
most place among Bengali . weekli~. :. in 
regard to its thoughtfulness, sobJ"iety, 
and superior literary character. But 
popular and sensational journalism has; 
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.to a very large extent, destroyed the 
chances of success of high class literary 
jour,nals ~l},BengaJ, as elsewhere; an~d the 
Pratibasi succumbed after a few years to 
the severe financial strain under which it 
lived and laboured almost all through its 
life. When the Sandhya. was started by. 
the' late Bra9-mo Bandhab Upadhyaya~: 
Syam Sundar joined its staff, an61. his1 
simple' and racy· style contributed very~; 
largely to the unique success •which that 
paper attained . at one ·part of· its life.+ 
When the Bande· Mataram was• organised 
as a joint stock concern, about the end Gf 
Igo6, Syam Sundar left the Sandhya and 
joined its stiff, and he was, to a very large 
extent, the very <life and soul of th.at 
paper, until it. was suppressed . by th.e 
Government last November. A few weeks 
later, Syam Sundar was himself arrested 
and deported under: Regulation III of 
1818 without any public indictment ot· 
trial. · , . 

Syam Sundar belongs to a generation 
that came very largely under the infiu~ 
ence of the Hindu Revival of the closing 
quarter-of the last century. Unlike Aswini 
Kumar, Krishna Kumar, or Manoranjari. 
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-. Syam Sundar had never· broken away 
from. the aneient thoughts and,tniditio.ns 
of his people, and, consequently, ·while 
i\.swini Kumar and Manoranjan represent 
what may be caJl~d the retutn'movement 
in Bengali .thought and ·ife <I' ~r 'time; 
Syam Sundar . represents ·the 1 type of 
staunch nationalism that comes through 
the natural and instinctive: conservatism 
of every people. .He has, of aourse, cotne 
un,der the' rationalistic influence o~ his 
age, andilas had,, therefore, to work ont 
some sort of synthesis between old .. ideas 
and institutions on the. one' side, and. the 
new th.oughts, aspiratians1 and condition$ 
'on the other. · But he: clid not .come 
through any. open antithesis or protest 
but grew naturally, and almost uncop.sci
ously t.hl"Ough the normal evolution•of 
his intellectual and social, ·environments. 

No r~iVival can really revive the past, 
just as it w'as in the·pastJ It bas to ad
just the past to the: living conditions of 
tile present. A successful revival must, 
therefore, offer a new view-point and a 
new synthesis. It ,is in .. such a synthesis 
that the Hindu Revivalin J:ndia of the 
ll!.St quarter of a ·century has had its main 
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strength. . And it must. be admitted that 
th~ andedying thought .of ;this Revival 
has more or less op~n}y . and· consciously 
taken note of the protest of reason .raised 
by the Brahmo Samaj and other religious 
reform :motements of our day.· 

Neo-Hindusim, as it is called, is not 
really the Hindusim of our fathers; it· is 
a new phase, a new development, ·a new 
interpretation,. and a: new adjusment of 
the old and traditional ideals, in the light 
of present ·needs. and conditions~ Every 
reaction means~ as Emerson says, the halt 
of· reason and .its movement backward to 
pick ·up some, neglected truth that had 
been previously lost sight of and left on 
the'· way. · The movements of protest, 
inaugurated under alien influences, hail 
left mimyua precious truth behind.· They 
had ever emphasised the unreason ctrid 
injustice of·ancient thoughts and institu,
tions, and had therefore overlooked the 
soul of :truth arid-1 the counterpoise of 
good that lie· mixed up everywhere with 
falsehoods :,.nd evils~· •Those movements 
were more ·or: ·less forced from ' the out• 
side,· through thednfluence: of imported 
ideas and ideals, and these latter brought 
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in their train their own necessarY counter
poise-of falsehoods and evils, which being 
foreign to the thought and life ·of the 
people, met with no natural . antidote 
that society almost unconsCiously . and 
automatically always and evei'ywhere 
provides against the necessary :evils of 
its own native: life and thought. All 
these combined to coliltribute to- the 
strength of the reaction which passed 
-over the country during the: dosing de
·cades of the last .century. It obstructed 
the advance of the aggressive religious 
and social reform movements visibly ; 
bu~ all the same, contributed ·to the ge
neral progress of thought and life, almost 
in every direction. The present Nation
alist Movement in India is very largely 
indebted to this Reaction or Revival for 
a good deal both of its inner strength and 
its outer'infiuence. · 

Syam Sunder. is essentially a child of 
this Reaction. He has always clung to the 
spirit and traditions of his race with a 
tender tenacity, that, while. recognising 
their frailties, yet shrank from ruthl~ly 
rooting them up lest the sacred organism 
'itself should be wounded and· injured in 
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the· operation. But he has also beeti 
iensitive. to liberal .influences, 'aQd has 
been· sincerely respectful to the the lea4 
ders of the Brahmo Satnaj and other re.f 
forD!. movements; but being essentially a 
man ·of.sentiment he has never permitted 
his hitellectual ideas and apprecia~ion$ 
to weaken the hold of his affections upori! 
his own co uri try and people. His patri<>+ 
tism has' always controired his reason and 

• prevent~d him from making any violent 
protest in the name of Reason against the 
thoughts, beliefs, traditions and institu
tions of his race. · , . 

Patriotism • is really of two .kinds, ab
stract and concrete. . The social and re
ligious reformer loves his country and 
his people as ardently and· devotedly as 
any other person ; bHt his patriotism iS. 
of the abst~act kind. He loves only · the 
good, the beautiful and the true, in his 
own cduntcy;' . He has 510 toleration for: 
the bad, the uglr and the false ... He is. 
more or less of .an: iconoclast .. He is cas( 
in. the mould Of · the prophet-rigid, un-' 

' compromising, faithful to whatever is true 
and good,. relentless in -his war against, 
whatever, in his· eyes, is false and evil! 
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His,country is to kim .m~re Of an ideality 
than a reality. Krishna Kumar's patriotism 
is essentially of this type, among us. But 
there is another .class of patriotism also; 
It may be best characterised as concrete. 
It is not the love of an abstraction called 
country .or nation. It loves its people in 
the concrete,. just as they·· are, a mixture 
of both reason ana unreason; of both 
good ~d bad. h loves its nation w1th a 
pure love, which sees the whole, seizes the. 
totality, and in that totality finds an ex
planation for both its•: reason and unrea• 
son, its·. good and evil, and seeing both 
the light and the shade. t'ogether, itis able 
to realise .. the proper perspective of both. 
It is not blind to the· faults ·and, errors, 
the evils and weaknesses of its own nation, 
but only sees their natural explanations 
which others fail to see, and .thus recog
nising the spirit· of truth and goodness 
·and the source of strength that lie hid4en 
underneath thept he seeks, to remove.ani 
remedy them from within, by working 
up the latent goodness and strength; and 
is in the meantime lovingly tolerant of 
them. This is the character of what may 
be called concrete patr~otism. Syam Sun-
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<Jar's patriotism is of this kind, and conse· 
.quently, it is characterised by an intense 
-cohservatism, " which is the soul of 
natural, a,s distinguished · from philoso
phic, natiopalism everywhere. · 
' But Syam Sundar is by no means a 
. igid and hide-bound conservative .. He 
is always prepared to· move with the 
times, and, in practical life, he has,.like 
.almost every N ationali~, given up many 
.of . the obsolete instlituti6ns and usages 
·Of his. country and his caste. Born of 
very high-class Brahmin parents-his 
father was a · well-known Adhyapaka. or 
professor of Brahmin'ical lore-he ob
:serves all the _formalism of Brahminical 
life, to the extent that' these· are demand
ed by the public opinion of his caste. But 
.as far as that i:niblic opinion commended. 
to become .tolerant of heterodox habits 
and' thoughts/Syam Sundar does not 
refuse Ito follow: them;·. 'In fact, he does 
not even shrink' from :initiating these 
reforms, provided they do not create any 
vital·disruptiori in social life. He is there
fore as much at home with the orthodox 
Brahmin-Pandit as with the· heterodox 
'England-returned, civilian. or Barrister .. 
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It is. J .m.either in: eating nor ; drinking
(though he is a teetotaller) that his Brahmi· 
nistn ever se.eks to assert itself. Neither 
is it in his pride of birth that it comes · 
out •. He mixes freely with all castes,:and 
in private life treats the Pariah with 
almost the same respect as· he would ren·· 
der to a Brahmin, provided,, of course,. 
the former occupies in education and 
character the same position as. the latter. 
But all the inherent pride of race i:n .tj:le 
man comes out. the moment when mere· 
wealth seeks to assert itself over. culture 
or character. · In · one sense, therefore 
Syam Sundar's spirit is perhaps the most 
democratic among the IeadiQg Nationalist 
worker~ in Bengal. But. it is the demo
cracy of the Brahmin, the, claims of the 
intellect and the real man, to equality,. 
despite all differences in worldly position 
due to wealth or rank.· It is the proud 

·protest' of the old spirit of intellectual 
and spiritual aristocracy of Hinduism 
against the British-created aristocracy of 
land and lucre. Along with this pride of 
intellect and culture, Syam Sundar has 
also inherited from his Brahmin ancestors 
a tender humanity, which is almost femi· 
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nine in its 'care for the weak .and th~ 
bereaved. Extremely sensitive to the·leasl! 
-suspicion of slight or neglect, Syam Sun
<lar is also among the most selfless of our 
public. men .. Very poor himself,· he has 
never refuse~ to' part with his last penny, 
to any one, friend or acquaintance, whd 
-stood ·in greater or even equal 'need of it 
Poverty makes misanthropes in Europe, 
his own poverty has made something ofi 
.a philanthropist of this chip of an old 
and aristocratic Brahmin . block. How 
much of it is due Ito his inheritance in the 
supremely spiritual c~vilisation of his 
Jlation, at!d how much to his own personal 
teinperament,·.jt is difficult to say. But 
whatever may. be their origin ap.d the.ir 
<:ause; all who liave ·come into intimate 
<:ontact with Syam Sundar, have found 
his impulses to be. almost uniformly 
noble, .and .his ideas lofty. 



SRIJUT MANORANJAN 
GUHA-THAKl,JRTA 

' . ' 

Few people o.utside· Bengal had heard 
of Srijut Manoranjan Guha-Thakurta. un-· 
til his arrest and deportation last Dej::em" 
her,. without any public indictment or 
trial, made his name a. household word all 
over India. And the reason ofit·. is that 
Manoranjanhad never been a :prominent 
figur~: in Indian politics all his life. Of 
about the same· age as Aswini ,Kumar 
Datta, ~anoranja.n b'as. been a. preacher 
6f religion,.' Unlike the other Leaders of 
the,· Nationalists in, Bengal, . Manoranjan 
had nev!'!r· .been to any English school. 
But endowed with .large . .intellec;tpal 
powers, his native talents made: up verY 
largely for his want of regular school or 
collegiate education. Descended f,:-om the 
stock of Maharaja Pratabaditya, .,whose 
glorious but tragic'career. represented, in 
Bengal at the time of Akbar· the same 
movement· in Hindu nation-building in 
Mahomedan India, .which Sivaji represent-' 
ed with greater success,· and on ~ much 
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larger and imperial scale in Maharashtra, 
Manoranjan belongs to one of the highest 
castes of B~ngale!! Hindus, and can claim 
social-precedence of every non-Brahmin 
British mariiitachi}ed, Raja' or Maharaja 
in ' tlie Province: Like Asvini Kumar 
Manoranjan also'belongs to Barisal, •and 
like _him, he too came in early youth un
der the influence of the Brahmo · Samaj, 
and was for some years a missionary and 
minister of that church. Possessing quite 
exceptional gifts of oratory,' and fairly 
well-versed in the traditions and ·legen
dary lore of his people, · Manoranjan was 
the most successful preacher of the -new 
Socia~ and religious ideals to the masses of 
Bengal' that the Brahmo Samaj ever had. 
There is' a V'ei:y. strong community of 
Nama:Sudras iri. Barisal and the· neigh
bouring districts of Kulna ·and Faridpur. 
Orthodox Hinduism has· relegated them 
to an' it;ferior social position, but they 
represent at the same time the finest class 
of peasantry in Bengal .. Owing :to the 
larger security against repeated enhance
ment of rents afforded by the. Perma"' 
nent Settletrtent l.n 'Bengal, these Nama~ 
Sudrils are perhaps the most-prosperous of 
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Indian agriculttirists. In some cases they 
even own the lands they cultivate. British 
policy and administration have given 
them a status which . they never had as a 
.caste either under the ancient Hindu or 
the latt:r Mahomedan regime. All these 
have combined to quicken a spirit of 
freedom in them which constantly chafes 
11nder the social inferiority imposed by 
the orthodox Hindu social · economy. 
This offers an excellent opportunity to 
the Christian missionaries, which they 
have been not slow to utilise, and increas
ing numbers of this caste in Barisal and 
the neighbouring districts ·were being 
converted to Christianity. As a mission
ary of the Brahmo S~maj, Manoranjan 
worked among these peo'ple with marked 
1;UCCeSS for some time,. and appreciably 
checked the progress of the. foreign mis
sionary propaganda among them. His sO
cial ' ranK and position, which he had 
openly abjured for conscie"nce sake, his 
strong common sense, his intimate . know
ledge of the lif& and thoughts of the co~ 
mon people, added to his natural gifts of 
oratory,· made him; very popular· among 
people who had not received an English 
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education and who had no familiarity 
with foreign ways of thought and modes 
of expression. 

But the Brahmo Samaj could not keep· 
him long. Like Asvini Kumar, Mona
ranjan also came under the influence of 
Pundit Bijoy ·Krishna Goswami, and gra
dually drifted away from the movement 
of the Brahmo Samaj. If the Brahm& 
Samaj had visibly checked. the ·progress 
of Christianity among English educated 
Indians, the Bhakti Movement of P11ndit 

· Bijoy Krishna Goswami ·appreciably 
checked ·the progress of .. the Brahmo
·Samaj among a large section of English
educated Bengalees. Pundit Bijoy Krishna 
was himself for the greater part of his 
life a missionary of the BrahtJ¥> Samaj. 
·nescendedirom Advaitacharya~ the con
temporary and co-adjutor of Sr;ee Chai
tanya, his family had been- the'. spiritual 
teachers of the Vaishnavas of Bengal for 
nearly four hundred years.,-Both .by here
dity and training, Pundit Bijoy Krishpa 
-had always the spirit of Vaisbnavic piety 
·in him, and if he' imbibed Hi'his early 
youth his rationalistic ideas from, Kesbub 
Chunder Sen, in his turn he contributed 
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more than any one else a deeper and 
.fervent spirituality· ·in. the movement 
headed by.the great reformer.The Brahmo 
Samaj received this emotional note al
most entirely from Pundit Bijoy Krishna: 
It was, however; unable to appreciate and 
accommodate the later development of 
this great saint and sage who had to 
resign his connection with this body to
wards the end of his life. He soon became 
the centre of a new movement which not 
only drew earnest souls within its fold 
from every part qf Bengal, but received 
recognition from every class and sect of 
holy men all over India. At the great 
gathering of Hindu saints and sanyasis 
at Allahl!-bad in 1896 Pundit Bijoy Krishna 
was received as their equal by all the men 
of India a~embled there. Manoranjan 
was present at Allahabad "with his master, 
and it was his contact and conversation 
'with the holy men of his country, added 
to the inspiration of his Guru, which re
created his faith in the culture and high 
destiny of his race. ' 

Pundit Bijoy Krishna's creed and 
philosophy were absolutely free from the 
reactionary spirit which characterised 
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. the general Hindu Revival of the closing 
years of the last century in India. These 
had declared open war against the liberal 
religious movement inJthe country. They 
sought to revive the medireval faiths and 
ideas artd perpetuate the, current social 
institutions of the land. Theirs was, thus. 
in some sense a work of resistance, so fa1 
as moGlern thoughts and ideals are con· 
cerned. Pundit Bijoy Krishna's. move· 
ment was, how:ever, f1.1ndamentally differ· 
ent ~rom the revivals, inasmuch . as he 
'did not deny the. v:ali9,ity of the work of 
the Brahmo Samaj, with which he had 
himself beea so promine1,1tly connected at 
one time, but simply pointed toa further 
development from which that body seemc 
ed to shrink. .The Brahmo Samaj was 
the produdt' of·.the dual influence, one 
beilfg'the influence o.f modern .European 
illuminati<;m, which was essentially ration
alistic and deistic, and the other was th!' 
influence of"the· ancient theosophy of the 
Upanishads. Theologically, its prevailing 
emphasis was more on what is called the 
Abstract Universal than on what is indi
cated. as the Concrete Universal. The 
traditional Brahma-Jnan or Hindu Gnos-
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ticism more •decidedly lent towards the 
abstract and the transcendental than to
wards the concrete and . the eminental. 
It did not deny the eminental aspect of 
the Absolute, but relegated it to a lower 
place,to the realm of nescience or Avidya 
or, Maya. All conceptiqns · of relations 
implying · duality warred against the 
monistic theory ot philosophic Hindu~ 
ism, and· had, therefore, to . be got rid 
of for the apprehension of the highest 
reality and truth. The ultimate R-ea
lity is pure being; it is different from 
all that we know · and .. different from· 
all that we do not know. It is not an 
object of our senses, neither. it· is an. 
object of our mind or thought,' for all 
thought is through the relations o()f sub
jed and object, and where all· rela&ions 
are cancelled there all thoughts also 
must cease. But thought and, being 
'had been identified by some philosophers. 
It is, however, found at the final a!$ii1Ysis 
to be only an expression of being and not 
the being itself. Hindu gnosticism claims 
experience of a state of consciousness . 
where all thoughts cease but conscious
ness stilt remains. To ordinary man and 
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woman thought and consciousness are one 
and the loss of thought means to them 
the loss of consciousness.· The'y regard it 
as a state of unconsciousness. But to the 
Hindu gnostics, this loss of the sense of 
duality_ and relations means not an un
conscious, but a superconscious state, not 
the loss, but th'e highest perfection of 
being. In this state.: the knower exists in 
his own self. He then. realises the Abso"' 
lute as the Absolute in his own self as his 
own self. But even this language is only 
metaphorical ; in the highest cognition o{ 
the Self there is neither in nor as. It is no~ 
knowledge, but direct realisation. It is 
AparokshanuJ:>huti, as we have it in Sans~ 
krit-immediate c::ognition. It is indescri• 
bable, ·they say, it Jis unthinkable :it' is 
known by thoSe only who. attciined. it. 
This is the last word of the Vedanta. 
This is the ultimate teaching of the 
Upanishads. This is the truth of the 
high~t Yoga . or union of the soul and 
the Over-Soul. So· far as the Brahmo 
Samaj is affiliated with the ancient gnosti~ 
cism of India, this is the highest theolo
gical ideal.. So far as it is affiliated to mo
dern ~uropean thought and theology, th¢ 
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friends;: and could receive" and indeedr 
thoilgh apparently without • life or sen:. 
tien,cyi twho :did even· reciprocat~, tlilelove 
art<! de:vrit.ion of their wotsbi!ppers:. We 
alWllly:s:antl everywhere see and know and 
und~rstand and appreciate.and realise the 
Hfe'ind the! lo11e of God >in and through 
the·:J.ife.and lov€ of his devotees. This 
is the true·· meaning of the 'text: "He 
who' has· seen the son· has seen the 
father."· We.thus know Christ not by;or 
in : the Gospels, but in and- through his 
revelation in the life and conversation of 
the true. Christian. The Christian who· 
does not make his ChriSt manifest in :his 
own thought and life has.rio title to the 
name. -We know our,. own Krishna, not 
from .'the Mahabharata or the Sreemad 
Bhagabat, neither. frcom , the Geeta nor 
from1the Harivamsa, or •any other V ;;ish
nava Buratnas but :from the living. Vaish
nava., who in; his. Jife . ,and· activities· 
reproliluces, as upon the face of a· mirror,. 
the life_and love o:f!his.Mastei:,or .Friend 
or Lover. It is the· same· everywhere. 
The devott!es of every cult are .the (J)flly 
tr~, J~v.ing,: soulful and' :the. intel,!Jgihle 
interpretation· of that cult. A reli~ion 
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necessary moment in the evolution .or 
each succeeding . stage. Pundit · Bijoy 
Krishna's ·.creed and • philosophy, thus 
summed up. the highest thought a,nd 
philosophy of the.Hi'ndus. It was to some 
extent a: new synthesis of . the Hindu 
thought of our age;: :'.I -

.• ! , · Hindu~sm when .properly unqerstood, 
represents a particular type of piety .and 
spiritual ideal. ' The social economy is 
based upon dis;tinctions of . caste-' lite
_rally colours-. and ~rders .. It :is summed 
up. by the Sanskrit expression, Varna.
srama-Dharma, the .law of varna and the 
law of asrama. The vainas ar:e the castes; 
the asramas are .the ·four. sociai orders, 
the student, . the householder, the re
tired and the, n:tendicant ; and t.he ai~ 
and object · Of· all. these is to CUI;e thl! 
individual ; .of,, his 1conceit of , indivi
du<!-lity, to·, traln , him: ' in the·, tiuth 
that .his highest. life,. is. not in oppo.:. 
sit ion ' to,, but' .. ..in ·a thorough ,;and 
conscious-· identification ·with·· the . Uni.; 

' ' 

.versa!.: 'I:'o , recognise· .the One in .. th~ 
many: and to _ realise: his:. own unity) 
with the 'One: this is the end and 
.aim of !Jlan's. life in. Hinduism in .bot~ 
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its speculative as-well as· in· its practical 
side, :Strange as it m~y sound 'to the igno
rant and . unimaginative foreigner, the 
essential divinity of man is· the tentral 
conception of Hinduism: •And, therefore, 
the moment a person realises his essential 
divinity, his.one~ness with God, he is ·re
leased from all restrictions, and becomes 
a law unto himself .. 'To such a tnan there 
is neither: Brahmin nor · Sudra.. Every 
man an& woman. is· a· revelation• of the 
Supreme.•· ··shbuld a Pariah attain this 
state he receives the honour· to which 
few Brahmins are permitted to aspire. 
• I But though this is the general charac
feristic Of Hinduism;·. it is brought· out 
more prominently in VaJshanvism than 
perhaps in. ilny .other sect or school.'· The 
intense humanitarianism of Pundit Bijoy 
Krishna, which in his younger days found 
expression in and through>~ the religiotis 
revolt •of the Brahmo• Samaj, found~ 
if anything, even'a .. deepe'r and fuller ex
pression jn ·and ,through his later and 
Vaishnavio developments. ·As a BrahmC> 
he had looked upon q1an as an equal and 
a brother; as a Vaishnava he now realised 
in every man and woman the presence 
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and perf!onation; of his God. The message 
of his· old Brahmoism was the brother
hood of man, which formulated ~itself in 
a propaganda of social amelioration. The 
message of his later Vaishnavism was the 
divinity,of man, which transformed the 
:service of man into a living ·seryice of 
God, and worked out a noble, transfigu
ration ~n all human relations and ,social 
activities. Profound as was' this ,piety,· 
even. as a member and minister ·of . the 
Brahmo Samaj; it deepened with his age, 
until he stood before the Hindus of Ben
_gal as an' object lesson of the highest and 
most passionate love of 'Goq described in 
their scriptures and exemplified in the 
lives of their saints and avatars. · . 

This saintly person,· Man~)J;anja~ 
accepted. ·as ihis Guru. To him he conse
-crated.his life. From him he drew all· the 
deepest inspirations of his· characte_r. 
Having retired from the missionary work 
of the Brahmo Samaj, . .Manoranjan conti
nued to preach the gospel of that ardent 
and passio\late .love .·of -God :;tnd .. consel 
-crated service of man, which he saw:exem_. 
plified in .the character and: conversatio" 
-of his master. 
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Family bereavements· ~dded to the 
ascension of his Guru, compelled ManO
ranjan to retire from public life for a -
time; but the new nationalist upheaval 
in Bengal, following., upon the ill-ad
vised partition of that Province by· Lord 
Curzon, brought him out ·Of his tempo· 
rary retirement and placed him among 
the foremost preachers of 'the new gos
pel of a free and self-regulated ·national 
life as_an essential pre-condition for the 
realisation of the life in God of every indi
vidual member of the nation. The cry of 
Bande Mataram or Hail Motherland, with 
which this new movement started, is not 

·a. mere political formula ·to him. Mere 
politics appealed very little to 'this gifted 
Bengalee poet and preacher. Whatever 
politics he professes is a part of his reli
gious ideal. And the cry of Bande ·Mata
ram was to him an inspired Mantra. His 
nation is to him an ordering of his God, 
ordained to reveal ·to him the love and 
life of his Maker. The Mo,ther in Bande 
Mataram is to liim not a mere poeti
cal impersonation, but a concrete reve• 
lation·of his God. Under the inspiration 
of the spirit of his Guru, Ma'noranjan now 
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consecrated himself ·and all he could call 
his own .. to the service of this deity, the 
Mother or the Motherland. 

· Without, perhaps,' a very clear and 
strong grasp of that organic · concep
tion . of the social. unit that has com
menced to almost revolutionise ideas . of 
our.· time regarding the relation between 
the individual , arid the social whole to 
which he belongs, which fo~;ms the'funda
mental •basis oJ what we have character
ised ilL these col1¥11ns as philosophic 
nationalism, Manoranjan has drawn from 
his studies of the religiqus scriptures and 
social institutes and ideals of his nation~ 
as.strong.an. inspiration of the new na
tionalist. ideals and thoughts as has bee:p 
drawn byr others. from. ·modern thought 
and culture. Accepting the teachings of 
his Guru,· he believes that. God is · one, 
and Human'ity is also one. But, at the 
same time, as the Divine.• Unity is not an 
undifferentiated but only a self-differen
tiated Unity, ·even so the unity of the 
human race is also a· unity which exists: 
in and realises itself through endless varie-· 
ties,· some. personal and individualistic~ 
and some racial· or national and collecti-. 
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vistic. This conception of ·.the funda
mental difference existing as a Divine 
ordering among different tribes and com
munities of men, is a fundamental impli
cation of all.ethnk creeds and, force. It 
is a fundamental implication of the .social 
creed and codes, "of the' Hindus also. 
Cons~quently, .the gospel gf nationalism 
is not an unfamiliar thing to the thought
ful Hindu acquainted with the literatur& 
and traditions of his people. In fact, in 
some sense the nationalism of the Hindu, 
trained and educ:'ited in Hindu ways 
alone, is, much stronger and of greater 
intrinsic worth than the selfish and self
seeking, the imitative and. unspiritual 
political antipathy which so often mas
querades as fervent nationalism among 
us., In the case of Manoranjan, however, 
the spirit of nationalism, while it hadjts 
roots in ~he teachings and, trad~tions of 
his own people, received a .l>roader and 
universal outlook partly through his close 
and long associations with the best class 
of his English.,educated countrymen and 
partly, 01; more cor.rectly .. speaking, 
through the universaUstic teachings of 
his Guru. 
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It is. sometimes ignorantly believed 
that the conception of humanity is a new 
conception in India. And in support of 
this error it is pointed that neither Sans
krit nor ·any of the English vernaculars 
derived from Sanskrit has any term to 
express the concept humanity. Even some. 
of our own pe.ople have lent their support 
to this falsehood by coining new words 
to express this concept. But a careful 
study of Vaishnavic scriptures' reveals the 
fact that the Hindus have a much deeper 
conceptionof Humanity than what has 
yet been developed among the people of 
Europe or America. Practically, Europe 
recognises only one kind of humanity, 
which is not humanity but white-manitr. 
Non-whiteraces.donot count as essential 
factors of humanity. Their amelioration 
may be undertaken as an act of pity, tlieir 
preservation may be desirable to help the 
growth of the white races, but they are· 
not an organie part and element of that 
humanity which the white· races repre-' 
sent.' This is the practical idea concern.:. 
ing Humanity among the enlightened 
and dominant white peoples. of th~ 
modern world. The truly Christian con~ 

. . ' 
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ception of Humanity· is, we know, very 
different from this. That. conception 
has grown around the doctrine of_Christp 
as propounded in the Fourth Gospel. In 
a right interpretation of that . doctrine~ 
Christ and, Humanity are. really. one. 
He is the Light of_ the world. He js the 
light which; lighteth every, man coming 
to the world; •And as .in higher· Chris
tian thought ·and philosophy the ideal of 
Humanity has grown around the concep
tion of Logos, even so in higher Hinduism 
the ideal of humanity has grown around 
the. conception of · Narayana. Nara
yana- is the In-dweller, severally in . n
dividual souls, and collectively, he is also 
the soul, so to say, of. t}J.e whole of the 
human race. And this dual. conception 
of Narayana as, manifested in human 
units'and constituting the basal unity and 

.. continuity of individual life and cons-
• ciousness, and as eternally revealing and 

realising itself-' to. use a Hegelian termi
nology"'-'i.n and through the .progressive 
evolution of the collectiv.e life and consci;. 
ousness of the human race, lends ·a much 
deeper :meaning and· significance to the 
Hindu's conception of. Humanity than is 
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found anywhere outside the. very .highes1 
level of. Christian idealism. But the 
under.lying monistic or: pantheistic· ideas 
of Hinduism have lent strength to· the 
_Hindu ideal of humanity both in hs in· 
dividual. and · collecti~e . aspects, which, 
owing' to its essential dualistic emphasis 
Christianity has not been able to·· impart 
to it in either of these aspects. 

· Narayana is not a mere philosophical 
generalisation or· a metaphysical abstrac
tion.' He is a concrete person like the 
Logos- of. orthodox Christian: ; theology, 
but a person who is eternally revealing 
himself through·, innumerable 'human 
personalities, as well as who stands as-the 
soul and spirit-_ of, the collective .life of 
humanity. To th.e devout vaishnav;i, every 
man is a manifestation of Narayana. And 
Narayana beirig endowed ·with a divine 
sensorium participates; in some ·sense, in 
the enjoyment and sufferings of .each in4

·, 

dividnal humani ·being. This suffering is 
not original but vicarious; but ·none the 
less it is a part of divine experience;, Col"' 
lectively, alsd; .the , privations and s11£fer~ 
ings of the race ar.e equally part Qf diyin£; 
experience~ In .1 :this. deeper sense, the 
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services . of man~very attempt to. re
move his ignorance/ to relieve his suffer• 
ings, and set him upon 'the truest· and 
highest basis of his life-. all these elements 
are in the worship of God; Whatever con
tribUtes to human misery, whatever 
retards. the developments of humanity; 
whatever obstructs the advance of man 
Into his proper and conscious life in God; 
is therefore an outrage against God Hir&
self;' Narayana is·perpetually seeking to 
reveal and realise 'Himself in and through 
the .1ife ·of each'· individual man and 
woman, and through the life of humanity. 
The bondage of man is in one. sense the 
bondage of Narayana Himself. Poverty, 
ignorance. social repression, political ser
vitude, are therefore as much a violation 
of the Dharma or the . Divine Law as 
anger 'and lust and other mdrtal sins .. 
. . This is the general philosophy of life 
a.nd duty 'which Manoranjan had imbibed 
frQ!'n, the .teachings and character of his 
saintlyrmaster, and it lies. ~t the back of 
all his public activities,· .whether as a 
preacher of r~llgion 01:' an advocate of the 
pollticl!l ancl economic independence of his 
people; Like Asvini Kumar's and Krishna 
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-Kumar's his politics also are. a part of 
his religion. Like. :Asvini K~mar's an!l 
Krishna Kumar's his patriotism i:s also an 
expression of his general ideal of universal 
.humanity. To him humanity is a· genus; 
the different races and. nations of, .the 
world with their special temperaments 
and civilisations, are different species of 
this genus homo. The progress and 
development of humanity is dependent 
upon th!! . progress and developmen.t. of 
every branch of mankind. Love. of his 
own country means, therefore, to Mano
ran.jan no' necessary hat.red of otherJands 
and other peoples. 

By nature and training, Manoranjan 
is incapable of wantonly causing hurt ~o 
either man or beast. The one lesson tha.t 
has been almost incessantly impressed by 
his Guru, is that whoever wants to attain 
Bhakti or real love of God must cultivate 
kindness and pity towards 'all .sentient, 
creatures, and attachment to the name of 
the Lord. The motto of the discipline he 
has placed himself is:·-,., ~ · · 

"With . a humility that ·is humbler 
than the lowly grass which' suffers to be 
trodden . by man and beast without a 
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protest, with a forbearance greater than 
that of the tr.ees which do not withdraw 
their shade ev~n, fr9m~ th~,rpan who comes 
to cut their branches and rob them of 
their wealth of flowers and fruits, with a 
:Spirit which never seeking honour for itself 
is ever ready to· give preference to others; 
should the name of the :Lord be per
petually sung." . 



SISTER NIVEDITA 

. :'::lister· Nivedita's-. otherwise known, 
as Miss Margaret Noble-was a most dyna-::· 
mic personality •. The adjectiv~ is.herown. 
in a sense, used of tourse_ in anothet con- . 
text. She spoke once, I remember, to a 
large and ·appreciative audience in the 
Calcutta Town Hall, on what she called 
"Dynamic ·Religion." It was a protest' 
agajnst the ·excessively speculative and 
quiescent emphasis of our national life 
and philosophy. As a disciple of Swami 
Vivekananda she was not unaware of the 
supreme value of the speculative and 
quiescent life of the true man of God. 
But the current quietude and hair-split
ting speculations of the pundits are of a 
different type; these are not really satvic 
{9TR'f<f>) but tamasic (drll~'li); represent not 
the calm of the highest union with the 
Universal, but the inertia of the spiritual
ly dead. This quietude was no part of 
Nivedita's religion. ·It was no part of the 
Religion of her Master either. Religion 
to her' was not a passive pursuit of what 
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merely is, but an untiring and ever-vr~r
Jant ·effort· for the· realisation of what 
ought to be. · This perpetual striving of 
what ought to be, constitutes the dynamic 
element of every religion. And it was 
this !What Nivedita meant when she spoke 
to us on Dynamic Religion • 

. Born among Christian peoples, in a 
Christiari'family, Margaret Noble• gradu
ally ceased, like so many others of her 
class and country, to be a Christian. And 
it seems to me· that her revolt against 
present-day Christianity was very largely 
due to the fact thant is 'not, in. spite of 
·all' its restless efforts·- to make the world 
better than what it is, truly and rational
ly dynamic. In fact the inner logic 'tlf 
all credible religions, that claim absolute 
authority for the. teachings of a Master 
. who lived many centuries or many mille
. niums ago, and finality for a particular 
scheme of religious. and spiritual disci
plines that suited a particular people at a 
particular stage of their mental and social 
evolution, must inevitably be more or 
less rigidly conservative and static, and 
not · freely progressive and dynamic. 
The theology·· of the Christian Chur-
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ches prevents the_.free .·play. of the 
hu.man intellect; and its ethics, owing 
to its.-~ .excessive legalism, . tends·_ to 
cripple,. the human -personality. ·The 
Jewish-Jeho_va was-more dynamic in some 
aspects, than the <;hristian Deity. Pagan
ism was far more dynamic, than even 
Judaism, But Niyedita found this dyna
mic element of the human religion no
where more fully realised and represented 
.than in the Hindu Cult ofthe Ka/ee. 

In fact, l always felt that Nivedita 
was, at heart a pagan o{ pagans.· She was, 
literally~ a child ,of Nature. Her love of 
Nature was as passionate and personal as· 
that of the ancient Greeks. I never found 
anot]ler mo.derner, man. or. woman, in, 
India or Europe __ though I. hav·e heard of 
some Hindu devotees of this type, whqse_ 
whole being, body and mind and soul, 
seemed to oe· so _completely attuned to 
the life of the outer elements. Her whole 
system appeared to. me to have been uni
formly r_esponsive to the moods of the 
nature-forces about her. 

Once I :was sitting with Nivedita in 
her house in Bosepara Lane, sipping tea 
out of her quaint swadeshi cups. Sudden-
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ly the sky was overcast with black scowl
ing clouds· as oftentimes happen~ in our 
early· summer· evenings; and there was 
immediately a marked :chartge. in the 
mood 1 of 'my. hostess. ·Her.· face seemed 
at, once fo reflect this. awfully dynamic 
mood of nature. lt beametl with a new 
light, at once awful and lovely. And she 
sat silent, apparently .. unconscious for the 
moment of my presence, looking intently 
through the windo.w . at the gathering 
·gloom about the earth and the' heavens, 
and listening like one· in a trance, to the 
rising tumult of the growing storm. And 
just as there came in a little while the first 
flash of lightning followed by· the crash 
of' the first thunder, she cried out with 
bated breath-Kalee. 

It was then that I understood for the 
first "time what it ·really was that had 
drawn this essentially"pagan woman, born 
by some· mischance among Christian' peo
ples, to our· country and to our culture. 
Nivedita so enthusiastically accepted the 
cult of Gur Kalee because she found 'here 
the• most perfect representation of what 
may be called the · Nature-Religion. 
Modern scientific 'e'ducation as distin• 
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guished from strict .. scientific· training, 
when joined· to highly poetic tempera:. 
.ments, ·creates this· Nature-Religion in 
our age.· Niv'edita's was a highly poetic 
temperament. She. had received' con
siderable scientific education. And these 
two combined to create her personal reli
gi'on also .. · 

Her• scientific. education had killed 
.on the one hand, her faith in the Abstrac
tion which ordinary Christianity calls its 
God, and had on the other strengthened 
her hold on the realities of the Natural 
Order. But, even the nature of the scien
tist is· after all an abstraction. · Science 
knows actually the cause and conditions 
of what are called natural phenomena :• 
but neither lens nor lancet can reveal the 
totality of these· multitudinous .mani
festations, which the man of science spells 
as Nature witli a capital N. The. scien
tists' Natu~;e, even though it ·may -some
what satisfy the cravings of the intellect, 
can never meet the requirements of the 
aesthetic ·and _ emotional: life, These 
needs can be met only by an idealisation 
.of Nature, both in its disjunctive and its 
collective aspect, ·which must be at once 
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poetic and spiritual. Gi:eek. naturaltsm 
very largely achie.ved th.is ·at one time. 
Pagan religion and Pagan art ·ai:e both 
:So charming because of their closeJ·and 
Jiving relations with ·Nature,. not in the 
abstract but in the concrete, Ii.ot as a 
generalisation of thought ·but as .some
thing that could be touched and tasted, 
seen and loved; as a sensuous object, and 
which was yet not purely of the senses. 
Our enjoyment .of form for instance is 
through the senses and not sensuous. So 
also of sound .in music. And this super. 
sensuous element on these clearl:r sensu
ous experiences and enjoyments· comes 
from the emotions'with which we ·must 
paint every sensuous object before we can 
·draw any pleasure out of them. The charm· 
of paganism lay thus in this subtle blend
ing -of the poetical and the spiritual with 
the sensuous and the materialistic, in its 
religious and art life, Thus even the super
natural in paganism ·was_ intensely natu
ral.· And Nivedita before she came in 
-contact with Vivekananda, must have, I 
think, built her inner soul-life upon these 
.ancient inheritances of the modern Chris
tian civilisation. 
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• But •. :Paganism is dead,. stone dead 
without any hope or possibility of a re
surrection. There : is · no life in , the 
ancient 'ruins and· relics of Greece'and 
Rome. They are ,-no longer sources of 
inspiration to living nien. In our study 
and appreciation .of these we have to fall 
back, perforce,. upon our own historic or 
poetic · imagination, .and · thus possibly 
shut ourselves more or less from the stern 
actualities of our ·present life and envir
onments, 'and transfer ourselves, as in a 
pleasant dream~ to the long-buried past, 
To .study and understand these· wr: must. 
largely depend upon our own subjectivity 
for they do riot exist objectively for us. 
Apollo OI' ·A:phrodite, Jupiter and Juno. 
·are all dead-.. they and all their devoted 
worshippers, who in their own life and · 
conversation brought them out in con
crete shapes before their contemporaries. 
We do not see bci'ore our eyes what these 
great gods and goddesses could actually 
have been to those who looked upon them 
not as interesting archaelogical relics or 
invahiable' art treasures, but ac~ual bein.gs, 
all-knowing and omnipotent; who pu- . 
nished their foes and rewarded their 
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friends,. and could' receive,, and i:n.deedir 
though apparently without· life or sen:.. 
tiency; !Who did even. reciprocate, tlle!ove 
and devo~ion of their worsh~ppers:. we 
always and everywhere see and know· and 
und.erstand and appreciate.and realise the· 
life ·and the: love of . God ·in and through 
the life and love of his devotaes. · This 
is the•.true·:m.eaning of the'text: "He· 
who' has· seen the son' has seen ·the 
.father."·· We.thus know Christ not by .or 
in ' the Gospels, . but in and through his 
revelation in' the life and conversation of 
the true. Christian. The Christian who. 
does not make his Christ manifest in ·his 
own thought and life has. rio title to the 
name, ·We know our. own Krishna, not 
from . the Mahabharata or the Sreemad 
Bhagabat, neither from, the. Geeta nor 
from the Harivamsa, or ·any other Va,ish
nava Puranas but from the living. Vaish
nava.. who in r his Jife .and .. activities 
reproduces, as upon the face of a· mirror, 
the life and love of his Master, .or .Friend 
or Lover.· It is the :same' everywhert. 
The devot~es of every' cult are·the only 
true, living, soulful and·lhe intell_igible 
interpretation of that .cult. A reli&ion 
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-:that exists. only in papyrus or .inscx:iPtions, 
in.stone .and clay or bronze, in archae-· 
.logkaL ruins. or . time-worn .. relics,• is. 
not a. liviiig' but a dead religion: .We 
can only:seek.to understand it by ·putting . 
our J own 'meanings upon its dogmas 
.a!ld rituals,, and even. to study it :scienti
:fically . in..., the· light . of ._ psychological 
_,generalisations of universal human .expe- . 
rience in regard to. rna tters pertaining to 
h\lman religion, but can never see face to 
face what it m:ust have. meant· or stood 
for1 to those that . personally practised 
that extinct: religion at .one time:, The 
.ancient; Nature-Religion of Greece and 
Rome is .. extinct,. absolutely killed by 
Christianity; ·and even the Renaissance. 
bas not been able to ·resurrect 'it. ·The 
·modern,: pagan,. 'consequently, can. ··fihd . 
absolutely no help·· from the literature or · 
-art .of the ancient"Pagalll!.world, td .recon-. 
-stnict his· own personal religion. • Neither · 
,Nivedita nor an·y one else who in our age 
'may have. imbibed partly• through their • 
. scienti:(ic and partly through their artistic ·. 
education the• old spirit -of .the Pagan·. 
Religions; could ·possibly find any help 
frorii the records or relics of Paganism to 
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fully and rationally interpret this spirit 
to· their· own: · reason and . experience~ 
Nivedita, in any case;· found the thing 
that she had' evidently been longing for,. 
in the religion of the Hindus as it is being 
pursued and lived by ·countless numbers 
in India, and. as it, was first interpreted 
to her by Swami Vivek.ananda. And here 
she found indeed a godd .deal mb~e than 
what could be found-! do not say iri the 
Philosophy of Greece-but decidedly in 
e'ither the Greek or the Roman religion~ 
But of this I .cannot speak in this short' 
notice.of this small book. 

For the present I •would only say that 
in ·a.·· small but intensely interesting 
_volume we. get a glimpse of the inner 
charactel:' of Nivedita's soul/ more per
haps than in .any other of her: books~ 
Her object in these pages ·was riot· really 
to portray herself,. but .rather- to. study 
and understand her Master. It is Viveka..: 
nanda here and Vivekanada there; and 
Vivekananda .all over .. These· 'J)ages 
were not written originally, I think, for 
the public eye. These are jottings of 
Nivedita's thoughts and impressions of 

. what were clearly the most momentous 
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<lays of her life.· -It. was, I think; during 
her first visit to Imdia,. that. she went 
about the Hinialayas, at NainitaL and 
Almora:,and Cashmere with:Vivekananda 
and his party; ·and these pages·are. her 
private record -of that pilgrimage •. And 
they show how ·gradually the spirit of her 
Master ·possessed her, and thrQngh his 
life and love she 'w~ able to see India 
and her peoples, her thoughts 'and insti
tutions, her religion and her rituals, in a 
light such as ha.d' never been. ·vouchsafed 
before to any foreigner.' Here·' the 
devoted disciple, lost in the Love .. of the. 
Master, in trying' ·tO preserve the sacred 
recollections of his words, incidentally 
'paints ·also. her own innermost soul, a 
painting which is. the more faithful·and 
fascinating' because <it is absolutely un
conscious. It is a beautiful picture · of 
Vivekananda in Nivedita, and Nivedita in 
Vivekananda; the Master in the Disciple 
and the Disciple in the Master;-. the Two 
thus made One. 
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